
  

January 2009 was an important month 
for the Urban Design Group with 
the launch of the much anticipated 
Recognised Practitioner in Urban 
Design initiative. It has taken some 
time to come to fruition with much 
work on getting the assessment criteria 
right, keeping standards high and 
reflecting our desire for inclusiveness 
and flexibility. To this end, I feel our 
endeavours have been rewarded with the 
high calibre and diversity of applications 
we have received so far. Overall the 
level of response has been encouraging 
and I would encourage all the potential 
Recognised Practitioners out there to 
download and apply!
 Clearly the questions we must now 
consider are where will the Recognised 
Practitioner initiative lead next? Is 
the next logical step for Urban Design 
to become a profession? The Urban 
Design Group has always prided itself 
on welcoming into its community all 
those who care about the quality of 
urban life and rejecting exclusivity and 

restrictiveness. There are many members 
who would be strongly against the UDG 
following the professional route, and 
many of the definitions of urban design 
hold that it is inter-disciplinary and 
an antidote to professional elitism and 
monopolies.
 At this point we find ourselves 
walking a fine line; on the one hand we 
want to be open – at its heart urban 
design is about collaboration – on the 
other there are many built environment 
institutes claiming urban design as 
a core principle and we run the risk 
of becoming an adjunct to the other 
more established professions. If urban 
design is to remain a generalist subject, 
encompassing many disciplines and 
crossing the professional boundaries how 
do we place it within an educational 
context that is relevant to all? How do 
we ensure that all the students gain a 
thorough understanding of the issues 
and skills required to create good urban 
environments? 
 One of the challenges is to ensure 

that urban design remains a broad 
concept, from the large scale of strategy 
and its consideration of infrastructure 
through to the definition and creation 
of a sense of place. Within this process, 
grappling with the less tangible issues of 
human behaviour, finance, legislation and 
governance is essential to the creation of 
successful settlements. It is in the union 
of these subjects that we find the true 
skill and expertise of the practitioner in 
urban design. 
 Of course, we also hope to increase 
our membership though the Recognised 
Practitioner initiative. This is vitally 
important because making better spaces 
for people to enjoy living, working and 
playing is the core belief of the UDG and, 
by extension, its members. Increasing 
our membership enables us to better 
spread the word and the Recognised 
Practioner can only strengthen our voice 
in an increasingly competitive forum. So 
come on shout loud (and proud) for the 
Recognised Practioner in Urban Design 
and let’s see the applications flood in. 

Udg Chairman duncan Ecob Celebrates the Launch of Recognised Practitioners

Udg UPdATE

The Urban Design Group has just 
renewed its insurance policies. Even 
though we have managed to find a 
better deal, the premium amounts to 
1 percent of our turnover. It got me 
wondering, what are we actually insuring 
against? There’s libel and slander; it 
is possible that one of the authors of 
an article in Urban Design might - in a 
misguided attempt at being edgy - libel 
an individual or a company, but the 
editors of the journal are very diligent 
and it seems unlikely. As to loss of 
equipment, the thought of someone 
making off through the streets of 
Smithfield with the UDG’s very modest 
and somewhat antiquated array of IT 
is absurd. Loss of data – well this is 
something you can’t insure against; 
the best means of prevention is taking 
copies and storing in different secure 
locations. We reckon the UDG would be 
able to continue in the aftermath of 
a nuclear strike on London, although 
it would be something of a skeleton 
service. 

 The received wisdom is that it 
is good practice for organisations to 
have insurance and, in the case of 
professional indemnity insurance, it is 
specified in contracts. But again the 
nagging question arises: what are the 
risks we are being insured against? 
When it comes to negligence based on 
design in the public realm, a survey last 
year conducted in preparation for the 
revised UK guide on Highway Risk and 
Liability revealed no clear-cut cases that 
had gone against any local authority. 
Yet there are plenty of organisations 
offering advice on how to minimise risks 
and local authorities have entire risk 
management sections, when in fact the 
advice they are giving is actually about 
minimising the risks of being sued! As 
children we enjoyed being scared by 
stories of trolls and wicked stepmothers, 
as adults we progress to fantastical tales 
of the risk of liability claims, or the 
possibility of corporate manslaughter. 
 According to the Association of 
British Insurers, ‘The UK insurance 

industry is an important contributor 
to the economy, a major employer’. 
There is no doubt about the latter – 
the insurance industry employs over 
300,000 people. But when I think of 
the parades of shops with roller shutters 
specified in insurance policy clauses, 
or the urban trees felled to forestall 
a risk of subsidence, the likelihood of 
getting insurance for properties in a 
brand new built-in-a-flood-risk-zone 
Venice, and not to mention the size of 
the premiums we pay, I wonder whether 
the contribution to the economy made 
by the insurance industry is positive, 
or negative. Furthermore I reflect that 
there are aspects of risk management 
that are more akin to the primitive 
superstitions that have haunted mankind 
since the dawn of time. We need cost-
effective insurance against actual risks 
and liabilities, not insurance against the 
hysterical hyped-up fear of the unknown 
that comes at the expense of the 
industries of the built environment and 
the interests of the public as a whole.

director Robert Huxford Reflects on the Insurance Industry
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Unless otherwise indicated, all LONDON events are held at The Gallery, 70 
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door from 6.00pm: £5.00 non-members, £2.00 members, £1.00 students

WEdnEsdAy 8 JULy 2009 
 bIRmIngHAm

Sometimes described as the ‘Venice of the North’, Birmingham is perhaps 
more famous in design circles as the high water mark of vehicle optimised 
development and as a battleground between place and movement. This event 
will reflect on recent changes in Birmingham, looking at some of the key 
developments. Speakers include Joe Holyoak, lecturer in Urban Design at 
Birmingham City University. 
 

fRIdAy 18 sEPTEmbER 2009 - CAmbRIdgE 
 URbAn dEsIgn gRoUP AnnUAL ConfEREnCE 2009

Is big still beautiful? What is the best way to make places in the 21st century?
With the impact of the economic downturn, the demands of sustainability and 
increasing pressures on infrastructure, the challenge of creating high quality 
places is tougher than ever before. The UDG’s conference will explore what 
is the best way to go forward; whether large scale, global issues demand all 
encompassing solutions, or whether it is the more modest, yet achievable 
strategies that eventually add up to really big improvements. Keynote speakers 
will put forward their perspectives and experience, considering examples from 
the past and internationally as well as local strategies from the Eastern Region 
area. The conference will be held in the beautiful setting of Peterhouse, the 
oldest college in Cambridge, and culminate with dinner in the College’s 13th 
century dining hall. In addition to the main conference, there will be optional 
events, activities and tours on 17 and 19 September. For further information, 
contact Louise or Robert on 020 7250 0892 or email admin@udg.org.uk 

WEdnEsdAy 23 sEPTEmbER 2009
 fRAnCIs TIbbALds AWARd

Following on from last year’s memorable event, the presentation of the Francis 
Tibbalds Prize will mark the culmination of the 2008-09 urban design awards 
cycle. Each of the six short-listed practices, whose projects have been featured 
in the journal over the past year and on which the UDG members will have 
voted in the preceding month, will present a brief summary of their entry, 
before Janet Tibbalds announces which has been chosen by the membership. 
The evening generously sponsored by Taylor and Francis will begin with a wine 
reception. 
 Over the next 18 months the awards are to be expanded into other areas.  
A new award for students is being introduced: each course listed in the journal 
has been asked to nominate a student’s work for submission. Short listed 
work will appear in the January issue. Members will be asked to vote on those 
entries and an award event will be held in February 2010.
 In future years a single annual award event will be held; the first of these 
will occur in February 2011 at which new awards for public sector work and for 
journalists will be introduced.

WEdnEsdAy 21sT oCTobER 2009
URbAn dEsIgn THEoRy

This event will take stock of urban design theory advanced during the 20th 
century and the emerging ideas of the 21st. Led by Dan Durant of Inspire East 
and Regional Cities East, Convenor of UDG Eastern Region.

THIs IssUE HAs bEEn gEnERoUsLy sPonsoREd by 
sPACE synTAx

 CovER Aerial View of Birmingham, Birmingham City Council

LEAdER 2
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 Residential Design Assessment 3
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EndPIECE Joe Holyoak 49 
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CURREnT sUbsCRIPTIons Urban design is free to URBAN DESIGN GROUP 
members who also receive newsletters and The Directory at the time of 
printing
AnnUAL mEmbERsHIP RATEs
Uk IndIvIdUALs £40 Uk sTUdEnTs £20
InTERnATIonAL IndIvIdUALs £50
RECognIsEd PRACTITIonER In URbAn dEsIgn £80
PRACTICEs £250 (including a listing in the UD Practice Index and on the 
UDG website)
EdUCATIon £100 (including a listing in the UD Practice Index and on the 
UDG website)
LoCAL AUTHoRITIEs £100 (including two copies of Urban Design)
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Neither the Urban Design Group nor the editors are responsible for views 
expressed or statements made by individuals writing in Urban Design

Unless otherwise indicated, all LONDON events are held 
at The Gallery, 70 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6EJ 
at 6.30 pm. Tickets can be purchased at the door from 
6.00pm: £5.00 non-members, £2.00 members, £1.00 
students
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The recession is having serious effects on the built environment professions; colleagues in 

the private sector have been losing their jobs for a while and those in the public sector are 

threatened as well. Talks of renegotiating Section 106 agreements are ubiquitous, mixed-use 

and mixed-tenure projects are questioned, and the gains made in the past fifteen years seem 

to be challenged.

 The UDG has always been a campaigning organisation and needs to continue to be so 

now more than ever. The message has to be spread loud and wide: this is not the time to 

lower standards and forget what we have learned. The pause in the frenetic growth that we 

have had must be used to reflect and prepare for the next phase. Have we not been told 

for years that applications were coming so fast that local authorities could not have their 

master plans prepared in advance and could only react to the pressures? Now the pressure 

is gone, those master plans can be drawn at leisure and those development control officers 

can participate in the process. The public can be consulted before decisions are made on the 

hoof. History shows that periods of austerity have often saved neighbourhoods rather than 

the other way around. 

 Another consequence of the boom was the dearth of qualified urban designers (as well 

as planners and other built environment professionals) and the poaching of one consultant 

from the other, or one district from another. Staff are more likely to stay put now and will 

be able to build up greater knowledge and awareness of their patch. Furthermore, many 

professionals could and should take advantage of the calmer market to upgrade their skills. 

In the early nineties recession, many architects retrained as urban designers; let us hope the 

same happens again.

 This issue’s topic celebrates the 1909 Chicago plan, the model of the City Beautiful school. 

One of the purposes of planning in its early days at least was to create beautiful places: 

should we allow this to be forgotten? The results of those periods that did forget are the 

ones we have to now spend millions remedying. We cannot allow such lapses to happen 

again and we should turn this recession into an instrument to renew our fight for a better, 

more beautiful and now – more sustainable environment.

sEbAsTIAn LoEW
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THE gALLERy, London 18 mARCH 2009

There was a good turnout at the Gallery 
showing the interest members have in 
making judgments on residential design 
issues in their professional lives. UDG 
former Chairman Alan Stones introduced 
the research findings of the Residential 
Design Quality Assessment System used 
in Essex as part of the Essex Design 
Initiative supported by Essex County 
Council and the Essex Planning Officers 
Association. An appropriate note of 
controversy was introduced early in the 
proceedings, as fellow speaker Dominic 
Church from CABE pointed out that 
Alan’s amendments to CABE’s Building 
for Life (BfL), which added three criteria 
for privacy and amenity space made the 
results not comparable to CABE’s own 
assessments. Alan had also amended 
the CABE scoring system of 0, 0.5 and 
1 to a 1-4 system (with 0 being bog 
standard house builders horrid, and 4 
being an urban designer’s dream). The 
Essex assessment system was applied 
to housing schemes designed within 
the past five years, built within the 
past three, and of 100 dwellings size 
or more, whereas CABE also looked at 
smaller schemes of 20 units up. By 
interviewing various people responsible, 

the Essex exercise also investigated how 
the schemes developed and why. Alan 
let us into the secret that major house 
builders think that modern design, that 
means using a qualified architect, is 
suitable for higher density central city 
projects only; suburban housing requires 
a more traditional look that their own 
in-house layout planners have honed 
over the years with their standard house 
types, those much loved Dorchesters and 
Canterburys. 
 Dominic Church followed with a very 
thorough description of CABE’s valuable 
work in developing and promoting BfL 
assessments and organising training 
events to make sure that every Local 
Authority has a least one trained BfL 
assessor. The overall objective is to raise 
design quality throughout the country 
and therefore make comparisons between 
places. The existing criteria have the 
advantage that they distill all current 
legislation and government advice.
 There may however be a need to 
broaden assessment to include other 
factors such as sustainability, as there 
is a potential conflict in layout terms 
between achieving improvements in 
both urban design and sustainability. 

Our profession is pinning its hopes that 
the widespread adoption of design codes 
and the necessity of house builders to 
come up with new standard house types 
to achieve the required higher eco homes 
ratings will contribute to the raising of 
standards and make developers employ 
both urban designers and architects. 
There is some evidence that the message 
is being listened to by the big players 
but the credit crunch may make some 
decide to play safe once house building 
gets underway again despite research 
that shows design quality sells. A lively 
discussion period ended this stimulating 
evening.

malcolm moor

A lion was the first image that John 
Deffenbaugh of the City of London 
planning department offered the 
audience of urban designers gathered 
at the Gallery, as representing the 
two faces of a master plan: powerful 
and dangerous at the same time. He 
then emphasised their dangerous side, 
mostly the fact that they are being 
used to speed up the planning system 
and reduce the risk for developers. He 
acknowledged that master plans could 
be a useful tool to facilitate a dialogue 
around design issues but found the 
drive towards certainty and efficiency 
as conflicting with democracy. He chose 
some sad schemes to exemplify the 
potential results of masterplanning in 
the wrong hands, but unfortunately 
his “good” examples resulting from 
a methodology he approved of, were 
equally sad.
 Rob Cowan followed this by giving 
his, as usual, highly entertaining views 
about what is wrong with the world, 
mostly the world of masterplanning; 

but he made clear that even though 
most of the master plans produced 
were a waste of space, they had the 
potential to be an instrument to improve 
people’s lives. The images of Edinburgh 
New Town and Glasgow’s Crown St 
were sufficient to convince anyone. 
Furthermore he described work being 
done by the Scottish Renaissance Towns 
Initiative in the town of Neilston, where 
a strong community is participating in 
the masterplanning process; this pilot 
scheme which if successful is going to 
be repeated in other Scottish towns. Rob 
then outlined the stages of the process 
of masterplanning and the questions 
that might be asked to assess this 
process and the quality of the outcome.
 The evening was supposed to be 
a workshop and following the two 
presentations, Paul Reynolds led a 
discussion with an audience that was 
very keen to participate. Paul started by 
asking a question that has preoccupied 
the editors of this magazine for a while: 
is it Master Plan or Masterplan? And he 

suggested that the former is better as 
it indicates ‘one of several documents’ 
while the latter can be equated to a rigid 
blue print. The debate moved around 
several topics, particularly the issues 
raised by John Deffenbaugh on speed, 
certainty and community involvement, 
and on the role of the public versus 
the private sector. Towards the end of 
the evening Andy Ward (see interview 
page 7) returned the discussion to a 
more positive view of masterplanning 
which had been used successfully by 
cities like Birmingham to show the 
public what an area would look like.

sebastian Loew

Neilston, Main Street 
Richard Carman 
for Urban Design 
Skills and East 
Renfrewshire 
District Council

Rethinking masterplanning
THE gALLERy, London 22 APRIL 2009
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Education, training and skills of 
(aspiring) urban designers led to 
a lively discussion at the Gallery. 
Unlike architects, planners and 
other built environment professions, 
urban designers, masterplanners, 
or perhaps urbanists do not have 
a professional institution to ratify 
required qualifications and professional 
experience.
 Louise Thomas reflected on 
urban design education, based on her 
experience with the Urban Renaissance 
Institute. If urban design is akin to 
place making, no agreed typology 
exists, nor consensus on who should 
contribute to conceiving places. Since 
the Urban Task Force proposed a diagram 
of professional complexity, urban design 
has been exposed to a lot of buzz words, 
the latest related to sustainability 
and climate change, notwithstanding 
subjective references to ethics and 
aesthetics. There seems to be no ‘public 
understanding of development’, nor 
that urban design education is to 
acquire creative and critical skills which 

developers, politicians and even design 
champions, and others involved in the 
built environment are lacking. There 
remains a need for generic urban design 
skills which although not yet clearly 
defined include imagination, listening, 
ability to cooperate, flexibility and, dare 
one say, inventive leadership. 
 From his long experience in local 
government, John Sanders gave the 
perspective of an employer of urban 
designers. They remain sparse in 
municipal offices and may carry out a 
range of jobs, including development 
control. He presented a growth and a 
decline scenario, and the dilemma of 
increasing human resources to meet 
demand or reducing demand to existing 
human and financial resources. Specialist 
skills should be hired in, while focusing 
on generic skills of in-house urban 
designers enabling them to contribute 
to a team, as well as to take on routine 
tasks. In-house training of junior staff 
is becoming increasingly an option. It 
could be extended to decision makers 
to improve their understanding of 
high quality design. A prerequisite for 
an appropriate deployment of urban 
designers is a commitment of the 
local authority to a high quality built 
environment. 
 Sebastian Loew proposed a 
definition of education as long term 
instruction, which is neither training nor 
skill provision. He referred to the formal 
genesis of the planning profession at 
the beginning of the 20th century and 
how it was learnt on the job and ratified 
by a professional institution. He gave a 
range of options of how to acquire urban 
design skills as ‘enabler or designer, pen 
holder or pencil holder’, not only through 

perilously short formal post graduate 
education, but at workshops, in-house 
training, CPD sessions, summer schools 
and others. Outlets are very broad as 
urban designers do not necessarily 
design projects but may be involved in 
mediation between conflicting parties, 
producing guidance, or controlling the 
quality of urban design. 
 In the discussion a certain maturity 
was expected of urban designers to 
understand complex physical and 
institutional environments. An urban 
designer is a necessary member of 
a team for a complex development. 
Recession provides an excellent 
opportunity to reflect on what skills are 
required for the future and to provide 
training accordingly. Formal education 
at post graduate level of students 
with a first degree related to the built 
environment, was considered the 
appropriate approach. 
 From the debate it emerged 
that urban designers may experience 
difficulties in defining themselves, 
referring to a formal academic degree, 
the work they are carrying out, the 
politics of the built environment or 
how they wish to evolve in the future. 
Contrary to the fragmentation of the 
engineering professions, the attraction 
of perceiving oneself as an urban 
designer, lies precisely in the ambiguity 
of urban design, which ranges from 
creativity and responsiveness to hard 
edged project management, budgeting 
and formal decision making. At the heart 
of it all is problem solving which may 
be the one thing formal urban design 
education can deliver.

Judith Ryser

Urban design Education
THE gALLERy London, 13 mAy 2009

I recently attended the monthly forum of 
the UDG on education. Contrary to what 
some speakers contended, the problem is 
not the divide between theory and 
practice, but between two fundamentally 
opposed philosophical positions.
 There are those who believe 
urban design is largely a process of 
correcting past [almost exclusively 
post-war] ‘mistakes’, and entails the 
unlearning of modernist planning, and 
the recovery of mediaeval and European 
post-enlightenment models. Proponents 
of this position proclaim good urban 
design principles to be timeless, or as 

common sense.
 On the other hand there are those 
who believe the modern project never 
ended and that urban design involves a 
constant striving for innovation in order 
to respond to a constantly changing 
world. If we take the latter on, then we 
can clarify the aims of an urban design 
education as the same as architecture 
or any other design education for that 
matter. New briefs, new sites, new 
conditions require new solutions, new 
technologies, new thinking.
 If the first misfired clay block led 
to an abandonment of the project to 

develop a new building material, we 
would have been deprived a whole 
discourse of shelter and architecture. 
To abandon failed planning experiments 
only to rely upon pre-modern exemplars 
for our emerging cities is to undermine 
our profession and eventually to kill 
urban design as a practice altogether. 
This ought to be self-evident.
 Our schools need to be equipping 
urban design students with tools to 
reason, imagine and develop the 21st 
century city.

darryl Chen

Letter to the Editor
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Featured in the Urban Design 
Compendium 2 and with over 900 
registered users, the Excellence 
Framework is the East of England’s 
online toolkit for delivering sustainable 
communities. Developed by Inspire East, 
with support from the Building Research 
Establishment and Sallet Consulting, the 
Excellence Framework can be accessed 
free at www.inspire-east.org.uk/
excellenceframework.
 By taking a holistic view of 
sustainable communities, the 
Excellence Framework enables projects 
to achieve excellence by considering 
the government’s eight components 
of a sustainable community through 
a series of standards. The toolkit has 
been adopted by the East of England 
Development Agency (EEDA) and is 
currently being used across the region 
to projects applying for funding. 
The European Regional Development 
Programme (ERDF) is using the 
Framework to embed low carbon 
economic growth into the broader 
sustainable communities’ agenda.
 Julian Sykes from the Urban 
Regeneration Company ‘Opportunity 
Peterborough’ has used it to ensure 
that high standards are set for the 
new Fletton Key development in 
Peterborough. He says ‘the Excellence 
Framework takes time to work through, 
but it is informative and helped us avoid 
missing crucial success elements of our 
project’.
 Dawn Easter, Mid-Suffolk District 
Council’s Economic Development 
Officer, was encouraged to use the 
Excellence Framework by Haven Gateway 
Partnership. The Council were putting 
together a bid to bring in further funding 
for the regeneration of Stowmarket Town 
Centre. Running through the initial 
prompt questions in the Excellence 
Framework helped them to develop a 
rounded bid and secure the funding to 
move to the next stage of development.
 The Excellence Framework is 
divided into two parts. Stage one is a 
set of 24 broad questions to prompt 
thinking. Gill Eden from Bedford Borough 
Council used this part of the toolkit to 
complete an ERDF funding application 
for green business support. Having used 
the first set of questions, she says ‘it 
concentrates the mind and helps you 
think through other issues applicable to 
your project’. 
 Used with local communities to 
develop community led plans, Joel Carré 

from Bedfordshire Rural Communities 
Charity has been using the Sustainable 
Communities wheel (see above) to get 
local people to think about what will 
make a sustainable community. He says, 
‘I’ve used it as a useful checklist to 
make sure local communities consider all 
aspects of what makes a great place. It 
has gone down really well’.
 The second part of the Excellence 
Framework introduces the user to a 
series of standards in each part of the 
wheel. These draw on existing national 
and regional guidance. Users are 
encouraged to select the standards that 
are appropriate to their project and show 
how they will achieve them. With over 
40 standards to choose from, highlights 
include the BREEAM assessment, 
biodiversity guidance, following the 
Code of Good Governance, working 
well in partnership, reflecting on the 
CABE Building for Life criteria, working 
through the Sustainable Schools National 
Framework, using EEDA’s Equality Impact 
Assessment Framework, applying the 
Living Place’s new Culture and Sport 
Planning toolkit, and producing a quality 
Travel Plan. Users have found a wealth of 
useful information in one place. As well 
as standards, the Excellence Framework 
acts as a one stop shop for case studies 
and further best practice.

 Bringing all this together, Inspire 
East, the regional centre of excellence 
for sustainable communities, has 
developed a series of training sessions 
on sustainable communities and 
the Excellence Framework. For more 
information about what’s on offer this 
year, please contact Inspire East on 
01223 484644. Inspire East’s acting 
Executive Director, Mark Deas, is keen 
to see more people using the Excellence 
Framework, ‘the more projects that 
appraise their quality, think about 
sustainable communities and draw on 
good practice, the more likely we are to 
develop quality places to live in which 
will stand the test of time’.

Rachel Leggett

Excellence in the East of England
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Green infrastructure is increasingly 
recognised as a key foundation for 
establishing healthy and popular 
communities. For some, the term 
provides a way to describe familiar urban 
greening initiatives. For others, the 
concept promises radical change – new 
ways to restructure communities into 
places which are more sustainable, and 
rise to the challenges of climate change, 
finding more renewable forms of energy, 
and the credit crunch. 
 Recognition for popularising the 
‘green infrastructure’ term must go to 
the American Urban Land Institute’s 
senior resident fellow, Edward McMahon. 
When he published the key text on the 
subject in 2006, with the Conservation 
Fund’s Mark Benedict, he defined it as 
‘an interconnected network of natural 
areas and other open spaces that 
conserves natural ecosystem values and 
functions, sustains clean air and water, 
and provides a wide array of benefits to 
people and wildlife.’
 McMahon gave the keynote speech 
at the first national conference on 
green infrastructure, ParkCity, hosted 
by CABE and Natural England in March. 
International practitioners came 
together with political leaders and 
technical specialists to discuss the 
role of green infrastructure as a key 
component in creating sustainable towns 
and cities. 
 McMahon was compelling on the 
economic value of green infrastructure. 
He illustrated it with the story of the 
Willamette River in Portland Oregon, 
which used to be separated from the 
downtown area by a multi-lane freeway. 
The replacement of the road with a 3Km 
long waterfront park has levered in US$4 
billion of adjacent development.
 Better networks of public open 
space and natural green corridors 
connecting into the countryside were 
being pressed for a decade ago, by the 

Urban Taskforce, to support more dense 
forms of development. But the concept 
is taking hold now with breathtaking 
speed. Whilst a number of planning 
policy statements already make reference 
to high quality green spaces, the most 
recent, Development and Flood Risk 
(PPS25), explicitly references the value 
of green infrastructure in delivering more 
sustainable forms of water management. 
Regional guidance too is starting to 
embed green infrastructure into policies, 
with the London Plan, supported by a 
dedicated supplementary planning guide 
for the East London Green Grid, providing 
perhaps the most comprehensive 
example to date. 
 The TCPA recently provided guidance 
on creating green infrastructure within 
their Biodiversity by Design guide, and 
CABE has published a significant amount 
of content on green infrastructure within 
their sustainablecities.org.uk resource. 
 The New Economics Foundation 
has called for a Green New Deal with 
resources for a vast environmental 
reconstruction programme. Nicholas 
Stern’s Blueprint for a Safer Planet 
suggests that ‘investment opportunities 
from low-carbon growth will play the 
role of the railways, electricity, the 
motorcar and information technology 
in earlier periods of economic history’. 
Even the G20’s statement committed 
to ‘make the transition towards clean, 
innovative, resource efficient, low 
carbon technologies and infrastructure’. 
 However, whilst the Chancellor’s 
April budget included a number of 
measures to help build a low carbon 
economy, including the world’s first 
carbon budgets, most of the funded 
initiatives concentrate on improving the 
efficiency of the built form, restructuring 
our manufacturing sector, and investing 
in more renewable and decentralised 
energy production.
 So it is up to green infrastructure 
programmes to demonstrate their 
practical contribution to all this. 
Becoming efficient about energy use 
involves designing, valuing and working 
the urban landscape in a different way 
– for local fuel and food production, 
for instance - so that it is both better 
protected and more productive. It means 
working more creatively with green and 
blue spaces, streets, buildings with 
living roofs, civic squares, playgrounds, 
allotments, greenways and river 
corridors.
 Ever more careful choices are needed 

about public spend, which is why CABE 
argues for a shift in investment from 
grey to green infrastructure. The services 
provided by traditional and energy 
intensive forms of grey infrastructure are 
provided more sustainably by large tree 
canopies which provide solar shading 
to buildings, and living roofs for heavy 
duty insulation and rainfall absorption. 
Airport expansion and road widening 
are concerned with long distance 
movement so it is obvious that green 
will not always replace grey like for like. 
However, if we are serious about meeting 
our legally binding carbon targets, 
we will need to reprioritise public 
investment in infrastructure. Investing 
in cycling greenways instead of widening 
the M25 is about building a different 
kind of place. The current budget for M25 
‘lane gain’ would buy 3.2 million new 
street trees and save 1.2 million tonnes 
of carbon. 
 At the ParkCity conference, William 
McDonough, author of the Hannover 
Principles and Cradle to Cradle, pointed 
out that a low carbon world need not be 
a limiting one. There is an abundance 
of solar energy and fresh water, for 
instance. McDonough’s practice designed 
the world’s largest green roof for the 
Ford Motor Company at River Rouge 
to create a habitat, something that 
produced oxygen and purified water, 
rather than leave behind 10.5 acres 
of asphalt. Their approach eliminated 
the need for a massive storm water 
management scheme and saved Ford 
U$35 million in capital expenditure.
This kind of example starts to articulate 
and quantify the benefits from green 
infrastructure through simultaneously 
reducing long term operating costs and 
providing immediate environmental 
return. Recent work by the Natural 
Economy Northwest estimates that the 
region’s environment generates £2.6 
billion annually in Gross Value Added, 
and supports 109,000 jobs. 
 Investment in green infrastructure 
creates more desirable business 
locations, generates new commercial 
sectors in tourism, recreation and 
conservation. It supports localised 
urban agriculture, as well as renewable 
energy resources. These kind of economic 
benefits will become ever clearer as we 
shift from a traditional grey to a more 
green, low carbon, infrastructure to 
serve our towns and cities.

Peter neal is head of public space at CAbE
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What is your current job and how long 
have you been there?
I am a director of NEW Masterplanning, 
an urban design company that was set 
up with three colleagues after we left 
Terence O’Rourke three years ago.
Can you describe the path that you 
followed to become an urban designer 
and what motivated you?
I have always loved people-watching 
and my dad’s experiences as a policeman 
showed me from an early age the effect 
the environment could have on people’s 
behaviour. My mum can talk to anyone 
and impressed on me to see the positives 
in everyone. At the age of nine my 
friend’s architect dad influenced my 
interest in design. My best memory of 
him was his skill at turning an empty 
cornflake packet (within minutes) 
into the head of an ox for our nativity 
play! And after that, I was hooked on 
becoming an architect. 
 I studied Architecture in the 80s at 
Oxford Polytechnic where I was subjected 
to many a difficult crit. from the urban 
design lecturers who helped out on 
the architecture course. After working 
for one large commercial company and 
then a local architect, I returned to 
Oxford Poly determined to learn all 
about urban design and beat the urban 
design lecturers at their own game. In 
the end, by 1990, I converted to urban 
design, got married and soon after 
joined Birmingham City Council as one of 
their first two in-house urban designers. 
The Council’s City Centre Team, a mix 
of policy, design, development control 
officers and town managers worked 
together with the community under the 
stewardship of Les Sparks. The recession 
of the early 90s actually helped us 
argue for, plan and deliver mixed use 
schemes in Birmingham. The projects 
were enough motivation in themselves: 
Brindleyplace, The Bull Ring, Quarter 
Plans, Metro and the Mailbox. In 1999 
I took up another challenge when Terry 
O’Rourke asked me to help build a team 
and reputation in urban design for his 
company.
What do you find exciting about your 
work?
I still get excited by drawing, meeting 
people and new places and generating 
ideas that bring together economic, 
social and environmental objectives in a 
compelling way.
What do you think are the most 
important skills of an urban designer?
An urban designer should draw and have 

good creative, problem solving and 
negotiations skills. Above all you must 
have passion and courage to achieve.
What would you like to be doing in ten 
years time?
We have got some interesting ‘NEW’ 
projects and I hope to be watching 
people enjoying the completed places we 
are working on. I would also like to take 
my wife on a world tour to say thank you 
as well as take a few more photographs!
As an urban designer, do you have a 
role model?
Ian Bentley is a great example of a 
committed enthusiast who has made 
a difference. I know he is nothing like 
‘Dell-boy’ but when I was studying, I 
found myself hearing ‘you know it makes 
sense, Rodney’ whenever Ian lectured 
or criticised my work. Not only does 
he talk with a lot of commercial sense, 
having once been a developer, but he 
has pushed the regeneration agenda 
for decades, influenced the academic 
success of Oxford Brookes and practised 
working with local communities and 
training local government, always it 
seems with a smile on his face.
If you were to recommend an urban 
design scheme or study (past or 
present) for an award, what would you 
chose?
The Oxford Town Trail Guides are a 
series of studies that use a simple mix 
of informative text, block plans and 
sketch views that encourage the visitor 
to experience the thrill of moving 
through a town. You are compelled 
to get involved; to consider the sorts 
of activities taking place; to feel the 
subtle effect of a narrowing street and 
appreciate the challenge of introducing 
new development into Oxford. They 
taught me that understanding a town 
and how it has evolved can change your 
perception of a place and identify the 
essence of what makes it special.
Where is your favourite town or city 
and why?
There are many towns and cities that 
I like but the one I have the fondest 
regard for is Oxford. Studying there 
guided my discovery of the city and fired 
my interest in urban design. Oxford is 
full of contrasts; it mixes old and new, 
urban and rural, public and intimate 
spaces. It demonstrates that a town 
can be beautiful when seen from the 
countryside surrounding it and benefits 
from a variety of green spaces very close 
to its centre. It’s great to be in a city 
where it is the norm to walk, cycle or 

even go running. Yes, it has benefited 
from the generosity and wealth of the 
University, but what is wrong with 
having good patrons who invest for the 
long term in our towns and cities?
Where is your most hated place and 
why?
I dislike out of town retail parks 
and most roundabouts because of 
their negative impact on the urban 
environment, the priority they give to 
use of the motor car and their waste of 
space.
What advice would you give to UD 
readers?
‘Seize the moment and don’t put off 
until tomorrow what you can do today’ 
is my Mum’s advice, and it works. It 
helps when you get to that key moment 
in a meeting when you should speak up 
and make a difficult suggestion. In my 
experience the sooner a difficult issue is 
discussed the better the outcome.
What should the Urban design group 
be doing now or in the future?
It should concentrate on what 
differentiates it from the rest. With 
all these other alliances, academies, 
agencies and good practice guides 
coming out of our ears I fear the UDG 
is becoming a bit dull and lost in the 
mainstream. 
finally, who would you like to see 
interviewed by UD?
Jose Mourinho – would be a ‘special 
one’! I think he would have interesting 
perspectives on the cities he has worked 
and lived in. He understands the benefits 
of structure, organisation, team work 
and ambition and could apply his ability 
to spot what needs changing to make a 
difference. 
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Today most conceptualisations of urban design include explicit 
reference to sustainability, so that sustainable urban design sits as an 
overarching imperative within a theoretical framework for urban design 
that already embraces well-established morphological, perceptual, 
social, and visual dimensions. For example, the ten general design 
principles for creating more liveable places identified a decade ago by 
the Urban Task Force demonstrated a clear emphasis on environmental 
concerns,which have gradually been adopted into national policy. 
 Yet despite this change in the policy context, the constituent 
professions of the built environment, and arguably built environment 
educators, have often been slow to incorporate issues of sustainability 
into their practice. Arguably some professional disciplines have been 
better than others; landscape and planning, for example, have generally 
been more tuned into this agenda than architecture and property. 
But even those disciplines with a better track-record have often failed 
to treat sustainability as anything more than a discrete, specialist, 
concern. Today, we need to ask ourselves:

Should we be teaching sustainability?
If yes, how do we relate sustainability to urban design?
What does this mean for our established approaches to teaching the 
subject?

sHoULd WE bE TEACHIng sUsTAInAbILITy?
Nothing is straightforward in this fast developing field, and arguments 
can be made both for and against many of the new policy and practice 
directions that have emerged; both from the perspective of whether 
sustainable principles are as laudable as much of the literature would 

have us believe, but also as regards the potential for state intervention 
to make any difference. In his most recent book, the influential 
economist Nicolas Stern dismisses all such critiques as misguided voices 
of the uninformed, arguing instead that there is no serious doubt that 
emissions are growing as a result of human activity and that more 
greenhouse gases will lead to further global warming. An overwhelming 
consensus has gradually emerged amongst researchers and writers 
on many aspects of a sustainable urban design agenda, giving added 
legitimacy to developing policy and practice in the field.
 Some argue that planning and to a lesser degree urban design 
have always pursued notions of sustainability and that their public 
interest raison d’être implies that concerns for environment, economy 
and society should be balanced. Ideas about the interpenetration of 
town and country, for example, can be traced back to the pioneers 
of the planning movement like Howard, Geddes and Unwin, as can 
notions of local social and economic sustainability (although not the 
terminology). Nevertheless, the recent proliferation of writing on 
concepts of sustainable development has firmly shifted the urban design 
agenda towards broader environmental concerns. As with planning, the 
sustainable agenda is giving the discipline a new and broadly accepted 
legitimacy, and one that is highly compatible with a discipline that 
emerged, at least in part, as a reaction to the unsustainable (anti-urban) 
development models of the mid and late 20th century.
 However, if such notions exist in theory, more often than not 
they have been absent in practice. Instead they are compromised 
by the need to deliver outcomes largely through market processes, 
by public political agendas that prioritise economic growth coupled 
to social (rather than environmental) well-being, and by private 

Sustainable Urban Design 
Matthew Carmona poses some questions for educators
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relates to the need to design for energy efficiency because energy and 
resources are finite. It concerns human needs because sustainable 
environments are those that cater for human requirements alongside 
other sustainable objectives. It requires that environments are resilient 
because future needs remain unpredictable. It concerns attempts to 
reduce pollution because irreversible changes to the environment will 
most likely undermine future inheritance. It encompasses notions of 
local distinctiveness because what is special about place can easily 
be undermined by insensitive development. And it requires biotic 
(ecological) support, in that bio-diversity is often the first casualty of 
the over-intensive human occupation of the environment. 
 This reveals a broad agenda for a greater focus on sustainability 
in urban design education. It also reveals the aspirational nature of 
much of this agenda, which inevitably contains internal contradictions 
that can only be resolved through practice. For example, the desire 
for more concentrated patterns of development might unintentionally 
design-out opportunities for increasing bio-diversity or for sustainable 
drainage, design for passive solar gain may require more south-facing 
development, whilst human needs for a more sociable environment 
may necessitate a permeable grid. As such, principles of this nature 
can only ever represent a start of a design (or educational) process, 
and subsequently need to be reconciled with local contextual factors 
and development aspirations. It will be the contested and contradictory 
nature of the subject as much as its underpinning principles that should 
form the basis of discussions in the classroom. 

WHAT doEs THIs mEAn foR oUR EsTAbLIsHEd APPRoACHEs 
To TEACHIng URbAn dEsIgn?
Fundamental questions have also arisen about whether this new 
imperative for the design agenda can be addressed within the ‘making 
places’ tradition of urban design that now dominates practice and 
education, or whether an entirely new orthodoxy is required, one 
that places sustainability, rather than place-making, at its heart. One 

agendas that too often see the environment as someone else’s problem. 
This has implicitly been reflected in urban design education where 
sustainability, until recently, has been largely absent from many 
built environment programmes. Nevertheless, as the damage being 
wreaked on the environment both locally and globally has become 
more apparent, notions of sustainability have moved up the public and 
political agenda and have led to a renewed questioning and refocusing 
of most professional remits; amongst them urban design. 

HoW do WE RELATE sUsTAInAbILITy To URbAn dEsIgn?
This pressure for change has often come from the students themselves, 
rather than from the academic establishment or the professions. 
Thus sustainability has increasingly been featuring in pre-university 
education, and in the politics of the young, often to such a degree that 
well seasoned educators can feel swamped in a rising tide of enthusiasm 
for sustainable development, but ill prepared to harness it. The problem 
is compounded by the surfeit of writings on sustainable development 
with its own jargon-ridden language and disciplinary boundaries. The 
outcome can too easily be a tokenism in urban design education (as in 
practice) instead of a coherent strategy to address the subject.
 In fact a number of commonly agreed and easily graspable tenets 
underpin notions of sustainable development. These include futurity, 
environmental diversity, carrying capacity, the precautionary principle, 
equity/quality of life, local empowerment, and the polluter pays. 
Relating these to the types of principles that have emerged in the 
growing sustainable urban design literature reveals a complex web of 
inter-relationships where each tenet relates in turn to a number of the 
sustainable design principles. 
 So, for example, the need to plan ahead and consider the impact 
of urban design today on the experience of future generations 
(futurity) concerns the careful stewardship of the environment 
through the ability of projects to enhance established environments 
and create manageable places that people will want to look after. It 

opposite page Looking from one residential 
enclave to the next

Left Sustainable tenets and design principles 
compared

below Sustainable tokenism, wind turbines in a 
sea of car parking
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of the best known ‘sustainability examples’, BedZED is based on a 
continuous structure of south-facing terraces that deliberately eschews 
its suburban context and in effect establishes itself as a self-contained 
zero-carbon enclave.
 Other models are increasingly being put forward by high-profile 
architects that either see sustainable urban design as a return to 
object-architecture, for example Ken Yeang’s ‘green skyscrapers’, or as 
technology-driven settlements on a ‘total design’ model, with designed 
lifestyles to match, for example Arups’ zero carbon city in Dongtan, 
Shanghai. Foster and Partners’ Masdar city in Abu Dhabi combines both, 
where the whole city is viewed as a single object in which technology 
enables residents to live carbon-neutral lives in the middle of a desert. 
These technology-driven, object-design models of sustainable urban 
form will undoubtedly prove seductive in architecture studios around the 
world, but may fall into the trap of once again seeing the city solely as 
an engineering and physical/ aesthetic design problem.
 All these examples suggest a break with urban design as place-
making, at least to the extent that form and impact rather than people 
and place are the priority. However, none of the sustainable urban 
design principles suggested above necessarily imply that concerns for 
place-making – making real places for people – can not also be met. 
Adam Ritchie, for example, has argued that we need to analyse the 
ingredients that make a successful place and work with them once 
again whilst being aware that we are now dealing with modern issues 
that affect the recipe: a changing climate and the need for more 
people to live in a more humane city environment. The authors of 
the influential Urban Design Compendium 2 conclude that there is a 
common misconception that a conflict exists between principles of good 
urban design and an optimal approach to environmental sustainability. 
They argue, for example, that it is perfectly possible to engage with 
street-based design whilst also achieving optimal thermal performance. 
 What may be required, therefore, is a more sophisticated and 
multi-functional view about urban environments and their constituent 
elements: people using their own homes to generate power, green 
open spaces used for water recycling, neighbourhoods accommodating 
multiple land uses, and public spaces supporting wildlife, etc. 
Moreover, with climate change now impacting on, and changing, local 
environments around the world, there will be need for flexibility, and to 
learn the lessons from history about what characteristics of urban form 
can be used in different climatic circumstances to modify local climates. 
This new layer of complexity will not be easy for educators or their 

students to grapple with. We need to combine innovation born through 
research with an in-depth knowledge of how people use and value space 
– good urban design and modern technology combined. The urban 
design studio in professional programmes worldwide would provide the 
perfect environment for such experimentation to take place.

ConCLUsIon
Around the world, the education of our future built environment 
professionals has slowly come to incorporate issues of sustainability. 
This paper has argued that sustainability is no longer an optional extra, 
and needs to be seen as an integral part of the education of urban 
designers (from whichever professional discipline they originate). In 
this respect good urban design is fundamentally compatible with the 
core precepts of sustainability, just as sustainability is with those of 
place-making, and this leads to a broad, holistic agenda for taught 
programmes. In other words, what is required is an evolution rather 
than a revolution in the way we teach urban design, but one with 
potentially profound consequences for us all. 
 At UCL we continue to grapple with these new challenges and in 
2010 will introduce a new one-year Masters programme in Sustainable 
Urbanism in order to deliver a more integrated response to the teaching 
of design and sustainability (www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning). 
The MSc will bring together three critical dimensions of sustainable 
urbanism:
•	 Sustainable	thinking:	the	latest	thinking	and	debates	on	urban	
sustainability, from policy, research and practice perspectives
•	 Sustainable	places:	the	study	of	what	this	actually	means	on	the	
ground through the creation of real projects and places
•	 Delivering	sustainability:	a	focus	on	the	skills	and	knowledge	
required to actually deliver sustainable development
 The aim is to impart the necessary skills and knowledge to enable 
graduates to engage as team members in the types of large and complex 
sustainable urban projects that are increasingly being planned across 
the world, whilst also equipping them to engage in research, policy 
and regulatory activities relating to the field. As such it would address 
a major and increasingly obvious skills gap, helping in the process to 
deliver the new generation of sustainable place-makers that we so badly 
need.

Prof matthew Carmona, Head of the bartlett school of Planning, UCL,  
m.carmona@ucl.ac.uk

Left Multi-functional 
infrastructure: bridge 
used as connection, 
ecological resource, 
and retail space

opposite page Pond 
Square, Highgate
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It is now over forty years since the Civic Amenities Act 1967 proposed 
the designation of Conservation Areas, for the protection of entire 
areas, as distinct from individual buildings and other artefacts. These 
areas have burgeoned, now numbering over 7500 throughout Great 
Britain. The Council for British Archaeology followed suit with a 
short list of Historic Cities, a sort of non-statutory listing of entire 
settlements but this never achieved legal status or more general 
recognition. Later still, UNESCO applied World Heritage status to the 
more nationally important city centres such as Westminster, Bath 
and Edinburgh but this has had little direct relevance to development 
planning and development control.

oRIgIns of ConsERvATIon AREAs
The original 1967 statute rather puzzlingly used the words: ‘special 
architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which 
it is desirable to preserve or enhance’. But why the implicit dichotomy 
between the seemingly twin concepts of preservation (of existing 
character) and enhancement (of future appearance)? Despite the best 
efforts of English Heritage, very little indeed has been done by the vast 
majority of local planning authorities to do more than run a red line 
around their special areas on an OS map, without clearly (or at all) 
defining either their architectural or their historic special interest.
 The next year (1968) was a milestone in British planning history. 
The new Town and Country Planning Act brought in a two-tier 
development plan system designed to operate within the new two-tier 
local authority structure. The effect of this new planning system was 

to change development plans radically. Previously they had principally 
been plans (= maps) backed up by written statements of policy; now 
they were to be essentially policy statements backed up by maps and 
diagrams. This shift was accompanied by a move away from the need to 
get plans approved by government in favour of much more local choice. 

A mIssEd oPPoRTUnITy?
Oddly, the chance was not then taken fully to integrate recent 
local powers of designating conservation areas with the new plan 
preparation and adoption system. The two strands of planning policy 
(and the necessary statutory powers) were kept strictly and unwisely, 
completely separate. Later still, the whole business of conservation 
area designation and listed building protection was consolidated in the 
Planning Acts of 1990. Practice within both county and district councils 
was to examine their respective lists of historic buildings and then to 
identify significant groups as conservation areas. Area-specific policy 
statements and design guidance followed slowly, if at all. Development 
plans merely give limited and general policy advice, mostly in line with 
and commonly based on, national policies. Government guidance was 
slow in coming forward. The new Historic Buildings and Monuments 
Commission (aka English Heritage (EH)) formed in 1986 – fortuitously 
rescued from oblivion the respected GLC Historic Buildings Division 
when all the metropolitan counties were abolished .
 The EH advice on the subject has not been universally or indeed at 
all widely followed. Most character assessments have taken the literal 
form of slavishly cataloguing, much in the dogged style of the late Sir 

CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISALS: 
40 YEARS ON 
Derek Abbott and John MacBryde argue for better 
Conservation Area Character Appraisals
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overloading of graphical data. The composite diagram thus constructed 
may be used as a key diagram to identify the main elements of guidance 
on best practice in area designation and management. EH has from time 
to time helpfully advised local authorities to bring forward detailed 
plans and area assessments to assist in conservation area designation 
(then as now, shared between counties, districts and unitary 
authorities). This advice emphasises the need for graphical illustration 
as much as text, for conservation policy to complement the purely 
verbal or statistical content of the appraisal document.

THE LoCAL dEvELoPmEnT fRAmEWoRk
The new planning system includes local development frameworks 
(LDFs) comprising development plan documents (DPDs) backed up by 
supplementary planning documents (SPDs). Both these and Action 
Area Plans (AAPs) may provide the framework where significant change 
or conservation (ie regulated change) is needed. Advice on these 
procedures are given in two recent publications by English Heritage. 
 This new, third generation development plan system may well 
facilitate the survey and analytical processes described above. This is 
especially relevant to the illustrated Highgate case study. Here we have 
a single hilltop urban village entity split between two local planning 
authorities. Both have matching conservation areas, designated in the 
same year (1968) but with totally divergent policy statements and not a 
lot of evidence of fruitful (or indeed any) collaboration or consultation, 
much to the annoyance and understandable outrage of various local 
amenity bodies and much to the needless frustration of ideally joint 
activities such as development planning, traffic management, public 
transport provision and on-street parking control. 

dEsCRIPTIon And PREsCRIPTIon
One fairly valid distinction should be made in any future area character 
assessments. It is obvious what are the descriptive or more generally 
agreed or accepted elements of such appraisals. What is likely to be 
very much more controversial is any prescriptive content eg traffic 
management and notations which have more direct development 
control implications. This is not necessarily a bad thing; the process 
of preparing and adopting detailed supplementary planning guidance 

Nikolaus Pevsner, all listed buildings and groups of such buildings. These 
documents generally have no maps or diagrams other than the usual OS 
1:2500 scale base map red-lined to show boundaries and (occasionally) 
with listed buildings and sometimes their settings marked in black. 
These are grossly inadequate for both development planning and control 
purposes. It seems blatantly obvious that the very least that developers, 
the general public and planners have a right to expect is (a) what is to be 
preserved and (b) what might be enhanced in each area.
 ‘The absence of clear, readily available guidelines for the treatment 
of many (sic) conservation areas makes it difficult both for members 
of the public to assess what may or may not be considered favourably 
by the planning authority, and for the authority itself satisfactorily 
to control inappropriate development proposals. (recent advice from 
Historic Scotland).

PREsERvE oR EnHAnCE: WHy noT boTH?
In other words, what is good and what is bad about an historic area? 
Perhaps that gives the clue to seemingly odd but virtually total 
inaction. Value judgements of this sort involve unwelcome and possibly 
pejorative assessments of architectural worth or value. Added to this is 
the question of expertise. It takes a fair amount of knowledge, skill and 
long practice to construct an architectural analysis or an urban design 
statement based on existing settlements. The gradual decline in design 
awareness and training in many town planning courses have led to a 
dearth of suitably skilled planners in the front line of many authorities. 
This is perhaps an area which the Urban Design Group and private 
planning consultancies are uniquely placed to fill and to exploit.

An ExAmPLE of An AREA CHARACTER APPRAIsAL
The accompanying sketches, based on the twin Highgate Village 
Conservation Areas in North London, are given as a working case study. 
Analysis of (a) land form (b) key street pictures (c) listed buildings (d) 
significant landscape (e) structural open space (f) unlisted buildings 
of local merit or group value (g) traffic management measures and, not 
least, (h) unworthy or intrusive features may be separately indicated on 
a skeleton OS base map at a suitable scale (in this case 1:2500). 
A process of synthesis may follow, avoiding if possible any gross 
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•	 Better	design	guidance	for	intending	developers
•	 Enhanced	opportunities	for	public	participation
•	 Increased	protection	of	the	architectural	heritage
•	 An	overdue	return	to	more	‘plan-based’	local	policy	statements	and	
proposals
•	 A	model	for	urban	design	appraisal	and	analysis	
•	 More	explicit	bases	for	designation	and	extension	of	conservation	
areas throughout urban areas
•	 Useful	models	for	future	Design	and	Access	Statements	in		
Architecturally Sensitive Areas

The above conclusions are based on key documents recently produced 
by English Heritage (Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals (2006)). 
With some modification, this advice is likely to be contained in a 
forthcoming revision of PPG15 first published as long ago as 1994. It is 
to be hoped that such revision will not only include better and fuller 
guidance, on the lines of the English Heritage publications, but also 
much more graphic content, an excellent model for which was provided 
in the Development Plans Manual of nearly forty years ago, which 
has not ever been matched, far less bettered, in subsequent policy 
publications.
 A final thought. When Duncan Sandys MP first conceived the idea of 
Conservation Areas in his 1967 Civic Amenities Act, it was of necessity 
and fundamentally a retrospective review of townscape. Now, 40 years 
on, why not expand the process, both in time and space? There is 
no need for an unofficial 30-year time horizon as there is with listed 
buildings. For example, one of the first Neighbourhood Units, designed 
by Frederick Gibberd in Harlow New Town, is now so designated. More 
recently, in Highgate itself, an outstanding new residential development 
was included in the Conservation Area a mere 3 years after its 
construction. Why not then integrate the analytical process exemplified 
by Alan Stones Residential Design Quality Assessment (Urban Design 
109) into Conservation Area designation or extension? What greater 
accolade for good urban design than to accord it instant recognition?

John macbryde is a consultant planning inspector with An bord Pleanala and derek 
Abbott was conservation officer with north devon dC

might in future quite properly and usefully engage the active 
attention of the local resident population and secure their more 
active input and commitment to conservation. This might encourage 
proactive rather than simply reactive responses to future development 
plan preparation and might indeed be reflected in Statements of 
Community Involvement. Or is that an idle hope?

bRITIsH And IRIsH ConsERvATIon AREA PRACTICEs
Although broadly similar, British and Irish practice in historic 
area conservation differs in some important respects. Firstly, area 
designation in Ireland is much more fully integrated with the 
preparation of development plans. Secondly, both area designation 
(called Architectural Conservation Areas (ACAs) in Eire) and the 
listing of historic buildings (called Protected Structures) are locally 
determined. As in England, Scotland and Wales, central government 
advice has also been to bring forward detailed area appraisals. Like 
the latter countries, Ireland has published detailed guidance on policy 
formulation but such guidance documents (PPG15 in England and PG9 
in Eire) are studiously silent on the precise way in which actual area 
assessment and graphical presentation is to be carried out.
 There are other subtle differences in development plan practice 
between the two countries. In Ireland, local plans are much more 
specifically map-based. They also include policies to do with traffic 
management and public transport proposals in urban areas (which 
was positively encouraged in the DoE Development Plans Manual 
(HMSO:1970) but most regrettably and very rarely figures in local 
planning documents over here).

ConCLUsIons
This article is a plea for better and more universal best practice in 
what should be a basic exercise in progressive urban design. The skills 
exist in both public and private sectors of planning; all that is needed 
is firm practice and policy advice from Central Government in the 
manner repeatedly advocated by English Heritage, Historic Scotland 
and indeed other expert bodies over the past half century. The clear 
advantages of better Conservation Area Character Assessments would 
be as follows:

far left Contour map of Highgate
Left and above 1:2500 scale character appraisal 

diagram of Highgate village

Statutorily listed Buildings and their 
immediate settings

Buildings and development of local 
architectural interest

Unsightly or incongruous buildings or other 
features

Street frontages or enclosure of special 
townscape interest

Extensive barriers to access or free pedestrian 
movement

Large or siginificant areas of open land or 
public open space

Important views and vistas out of or within 
conservation area

Significant groups or trees or other landscape 
features
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Since April 2008, when the Rating (Empty Properties) Act came into 
effect in England and Wales, empty commercial property has been 
liable for the full business rate following an initial rate-free period of 
three months, or six months for industrial premises. Previously, empty 
commercial property received 100 per cent relief from business rates for 
the first three months and only liable to a 50 per cent rate thereafter. 
Industrial units, previously received 100 per cent rate exemption in 
perpetuity. As of April 2009, non-domestic properties with a rateable 
value of less than £15,000 will receive a one year rate relief holiday. 
Analysing these reforms I investigate a scenario that has been dubbed 
‘Bombsite Britain’ by practitioners as many property owners opt 
to demolish their buildings in order to avoid the stealth tax. With 
other property owners resorting to constructive vandalism, including 
removing building roofs, I investigate the visual and design impact this 
is having on Britain’s urban landscape. I make the case that these blots 
on the urban landscape are having a detrimental impact on Britain’s 
urban renaissance and go against Government sustainability and design 
quality aspirations.

boomIng bRITAIn
Not too long ago Britain was booming: Lord Richard Rogers’ urban 
renaissance was beginning to bear fruit with core cities, such as 
Birmingham, Leeds and Newcastle, undergoing economic revitalisation, 
urban rebranding and aesthetic refiguration. Since the introduction 
of the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) 
the significance of urban design quality has continued to rise up the 
political agenda and influence mainstream planning, regeneration 
and development policy. Urban design is being recast as a sales tool in 
market differentiation to promote new urban images that are closely 
abounded with the marketers’ descriptors of the city. It is apparent 
that the redesign of city spaces is taking place to stabilise market 
conditions, particularly in regeneration areas where perceived risk 
is a major barrier to investment. The role of place quality, urban 

attractiveness and local distinctiveness are now key components of 
21st century regeneration and economic development strategies. With 
this wave of optimism and Government confidence that Britain’s town 
and cities were undergoing a noticeable urban renaissance, in 2006 
Gordon Brown, then Treasurer, announced empty property rate relief 
reforms. 

THEoRy And RATIonALE
The theory underpinning the Government’s decision to modernise 
empty property rate relief is quite simple, rather too simple many would 
argue. The Government argued that reforms would ‘provide a positive 
incentive to bring vacant shops, offices, factories and warehouse 
back into use, and to remove distortions in the efficient operation of 
commercial property markets’. The insinuation was that proprietors 
of empty commercial and industrial property were happy holding 
onto empty properties because of the generous tax reliefs available. 
Arguing that empty properties are blots on the urban landscape, the 
Government claimed that reducing empty property rate relief would 
help reduce rents, improve market efficiency and support urban 
renaissance objectives. Industry bodies, such as the British Chambers 
of Commerce (BCC), the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
(RICS) and the British Property Federation (BPF), local authorities and 
regeneration agencies were all incensed by the reforms. Suspicious that 
changes to empty property rate relief were purely a revenue raising 
exercise, various concerns were put forward including the following:
•	 Arrest	speculative	development	and	physical	regeneration	schemes
•	 Property	owners	deliberately	damaging	their	buildings	to	remove	
them from the ratings list
•	 Reducing	build-quality	thresholds	and	standards
•	 Premature	demolishment	of	premises

What is noticeable from these broad concerns is the urban quality 
strand that runs through them. 

Blots on the landscape
Lee Pugalis argues that the empty property rates damage our cities
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by these secured sites and the chance to generate casual encounters 
and informal social activities is lost. 
 The psychological impact of barriers, such as razor wire fencing, 
can also contribute to a place acquiring a negative reputation. Once 
this occurs it is extremely difficult to reverse public perceptions and 
these mental repositories can often outlive material realities. To a large 
extent, this is the task that most area-based regeneration initiatives are 
set. Whether overriding objectives are to attract tourists, sustain and 
develop a business district, or improve a run-down high-street, a central 
thrust of all contemporary regeneration strategies will unsurprisingly 
incorporate a reimaging or rebranding campaign. The imposition 
of empty property rates appears to fly in the face of wider urban 
regeneration goals, renaissance ambitions and urban design standards.
 The Urban Regeneration Companies’ Chief Executives Group argues 
that it is not only low quality buildings in marginal places that are 
being demolished, but also landmark buildings in need of renovation. 
Such iconic structures often incur extensive void periods prior to 
redesign and adaptation, and therefore demolition is often a more 
financially attractive proposition. The loss of buildings of architectural 
merit and local cultural heritage is a particular worry. Such short term 
thinking goes directly against Government sustainability objectives 
where the adaptation of obsolete premises for new uses is vigorously 
promoted. 

RATEs, REgEnERATIon And RECEssIon
The reforms pose a significant impediment to Britain’s urban 
renaissance, penetrating much deeper than the immediate visual 
unsightliness that vacant development lots generate. As the country 
languishes in an economic recession, many speculative development 
schemes are being mothballed and public sector-led regeneration 
programmes are stalling. Thus, empty property rates are needed like 
a hole in the head. If the Government is dedicated to regenerating 
towns and cities, committed to high quality design and serious about 
developing sustainable communities then it needs to have a major 
rethink about the Rating (Empty Properties) Act. The rate holiday 
for premises with a rateable value of less than £15,000, operational 
from April 2009 to April 2010, is welcome, but too little too late. 
Unfortunately the empty property rate relief fiasco is a further example 
of un-joined up policy.

Lee Pugalis is based at the school of Architecture, Planning and Landscape, 
University of newcastle, and is the economic policy lead for County durham 
Economic Partnership. The views expressed are his own

bombsITE bRITAIn
Since the reforms were executed a little over a year ago, evidence 
compiled from various sources indicate an alarming frequency of 
pre-emptive strikes by empty property owners. For example, a recent 
Corporate Real Estate Survey conducted by CBI & GVA Grimley claims 
that 21 per cent of businesses surveyed stated that they were 
already demolishing empty property or were considering doing so. 
In addition, the Urban Regeneration Companies’ Chief Executives 
Group have compiled a dossier of specific case studies to confirm 
that property owners are indeed demolishing properties in order to 
avoid rates. Demonstrating the spatial extent of demolitions, the 
dossier cites examples in respect of industrial units and office space 
in Swindon, Leicester, Southend and Birmingham. In Southend an 
owner recently invested more than £500,000 preparing an office block 
for residential conversion, but with the introduction of 100 per cent 
rates after three months, the owner decided it was more prudent to 
demolish it than incur the £16,000 monthly rates bill. Buildings at 
Birmingham’s old Longbridge West Works have also been ripped down 
as the financial implication of standing empty for extended periods is 
too great a risk. 
 Another notable example is the demolition of around a fifth of 
the 750,000 sq.ft. Alexandra Business Park in the Pallion regeneration 
area of Sunderland. Faced with annual empty property rates in excess 
of £150,000, industrial landlord O&H Q7, took the decision to call in 
the bulldozers even though they recognised that the premises had 
not outlived their productive life. The most prominent example is the 
demolition of a London pub. Now reduced to rubble, the owner of the 
former Lightning pub in Ealing, erected a sign with the slogan: ‘Sorry, 
Mr Brown. No empty rates on this one!’. 

vIsUAL And dEsIgn ImPACTs
The demolition of empty properties is perhaps the most dramatic 
visual impact that the reforms are having on Britain’s town and 
cities, but the ramifications for urban design go much deeper. Sites 
are being cleared of all vacant premises at the earliest possible phase 
of the regeneration land assembly process. Where previously such 
buildings would be retained and leased out to smaller businesses on 
short term agreements, the present situation is resulting in sites 
being flattened and cordoned off. These blots on the landscape are 
having a disastrous impact on place quality and urban aesthetics, 
and impeding the renaissance of British towns and cities. Fenced-off, 
cleared and rubble strewn sites disrupt urban townscapes acting as a 
bad neighbour to adjacent areas. Urban permeability is also disrupted 

opposite page Blots on the landscape. Sunderland. 
Photograph: Lee Pugalis

Above Urban site clearance. Photograph: Lee Pugalis
Right Bulldozer at work ©cmegens
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On 4th July 1909 Daniel Burnham, Edward Bennett, and the Commercial 
Club of Chicago launched their manifesto for the future of the region, with 
the publication of the Plan of Chicago. The Burnham Plan as it is often simply 
referred became a landmark document not only within the USA, but around 
the world, setting an agenda for developing cities across the globe. It set out 
proposals for the transformation of a city region based on the principles 
of good circulation, public spaces of the highest quality and a sustainable 
environment, establishing these as the prerequisites for creating a place in 
which residents could prosper, both financially and morally. It identified 
that Chicago could not stand alone, but needed the support of the wider 
city region to thrive. It was groundbreaking in registering the link between 
the quality of design and place, and the commercial value of the land and 
buildings within it - the plan was not commissioned by the city authorities 
or local landowners, but rather by a driven group of businessmen who 
recognised that the route to prosperity was through a clear, bold vision that 
captured the imagination of everyone.
  Some commentators have said that modern urban planning began 
with the publication of the Burnham Plan, and that the document led to a 
revolution in urban design thinking and practice that can be seen in many 
of the great planned cities of the 20th century. It certainly was innovative 
both in content and composition, and was a highlight of the City Beautiful 
movement that swept America at the turn of the century seeking not 
architectural beauty for its own sake, but rather as a social control device 
for creating moral and civic virtue among the growing urban populations. 
It seems particularly appropriate to be discussing these issues as we enter 
a new era where old models for design and delivery of our cities are being 
challenged, and where new thinking and fresh ideas are needed. The 
Plan’s 100th anniversary has given metropolitan Chicago an unparalleled 
opportunity to recapture the spirit of imagination and innovation that 
the Burnham Plan represents, and is driving a yearlong event programme 
dedicated to the plan, its history and legacy.
   The Burnham Plan Centennial will be a great celebration, but it is 
also an opportunity for all urban design professionals to consider what the 
past 100 years have shown us in designing on the grandest of scales, and to 
look forward to the challenges of the next century. To succeed in the global 
competition for jobs, prosperity, and quality of life for all, we must have 
inspiring and well-accepted plans that will produce actions and that will 
inspire others to deliver and achieve. This edition of Urban Design will be a 
celebration of the Burnham Plan and its legacy, a review of the century of big 
city planning that followed its publication and a look forward to the social, 
economic and environmental challenges that planning the cities of tomorrow 
pose for us all. As we face the ongoing issue of population growth, increasing 
urbanisation and environmental pressures it seems that never has Daniel 
Burnham’s famed phrase ‘Make No Little Plans’ been more appropriate. 

Paul Reynolds
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Only 1,650 copies of the Plan of Chicago were ever printed, but 
despite this Daniel Burnham’s 1909 document, co-authored 
by Edward Bennett and produced in collaboration with the 
Commercial Club of Chicago, proposed many of the city’s most 
distinctive features that can be seen today. Its lakefront parks 
and roadways, the Navy Pier, and Magnificent Mile – a self 
proclaimed Great Avenue of the World - are all legacies of the 
groundbreaking publication.

The Plan defined the City Beautiful movement that 
combined neo-classical aesthetic ideas with the modern 
goals of productivity, efficiency, public health and civic pride 
- goals that are again coming to the fore in today’s modern 
city planning, and are increasingly seen as vital parts of truly 
sustainable development. While the Plan exemplifies the 
aspirations of elite members of urban societies to improve 
their domains, it also reflects the circumstance of its 
particular moment in history – a time when urbanisation and 
industrialisation were sweeping across the United States and 
Western Europe. 

The story that lies behind the Plan is one of optimism, belief 
in a city and its people, and a determination to not only direct 
the urban experience but make major corrections to its course 
through rational reform and ambitious proposals.

BackgRound To The Plan
The beginnings of the Plan of Chicago, or the Burnham Plan as 
it is commonly known, can be found in the World’s Columbian 
Exposition of 1893, an event that attracted 21 million visitors 

awed by the clean, electrically lighted, 
harmoniously planned grounds of the 
World’s Fair. Interest in city planning 
took root across the USA, and Daniel 
Burnham, Director of Works for the fair, 
became nationally renowned for his 
planning skills. 

Despite his commercial success 
across the U.S., Burnham was constantly 
distracted by trying to find solutions 
to the growing problems of his home 
city, Chicago. Immediately after the 
World’s Fair, a plan to connect Grant and 
Jackson Parks with a lakefront parkway 
attracted attention, but no results. In 
1906 Burnham finally managed to secure 
the sponsorship necessary to undertake 
a comprehensive study of the city, from 
the newly formed Commercial Club of 
Chicago, an organisation that still exists 
today comprised of senior business, 
professional, educational and cultural 
leaders who seek to address social and 
economic issues of importance to the 
Chicago region. 

Burnham brought his assistant 
Bennett back from San Francisco, and 
together they established a base in rooms 

the monumental Civic 
Centre was one part 
of the Plan that was 
never realised

BolD PlanS, BIg DreamS
The Burnham Plan Centennial Committee celebrates the 
Chicago plan at 100
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The Plan of Chicago did not invent solutions to all of the region’s 
problems. Some, particularly social and housing needs, were 
considered beyond the scope of the document, and there were 
a number of sections that Burnham drafted that failed to make 
it into the final document. However, the very recognition of the 
significance and importance of these aspects in the document 
made it stand out from previous plans. One of its striking aspects 
was the combination of precedent and ideology that were 
skilfully illustrated to underpin the ideas that it contained. For 
example, to illustrate his ideas on traffic circulation Burnham 
included theoretical diagrams of major streets in European cities 
– Paris, Berlin, Moscow and London. 

Burnham was an advocate of re-imagining the city, and one 
whole chapter of the Plan was given over to the history and 
background of city planning, showing how the great European 
cities had benefited from improved circulation and gracious 
public space. He heralded the work of Haussmann in Paris, and 
likened the problems that he overcame to those that were being 
faced in Chicago. He even talked of the missed opportunities, 
including Wren’s famous proposals for the rebuilding of London 
after the Great Fire of 1666, which he said were missed by the 
“perverse self-interest of the then citizens of London”.

The Chicago Plan worked at both macro and micro scales. 
Detailed maps showed the reconfiguration of city streets and 
railroad lines, and specific street and harbour improvements 
were shown to serve the central area. Beyond the city limits the 
Plan described highways radiating throughout and encircling 
the Chicago region, and parks and harbour facilities scaled for 
the metropolitan area’s future needs.

While the Plan’s prose was convincing, it was the array of 
illustrations that made it memorable. Maps and diagrams were 
supplemented with birds-eye views, allowing readers to see a 
city that was beautiful and orderly but nonetheless recognizably 

Chicago. The importance of this visual enrichment is a lesson 
often missed in today’s city planning documents that can often 
be heavy in text and light in good quality illustration, yet it is 
acknowledged that those that do have the best visual content 
also tend to be those that get the greatest recognition and 
support. 

PRomoTing The Vision
The Plan’s dramatic and complex proposals to reshape the 
metropolis fit the spirit of a place and a people that were used 
to big engineering solutions for overcoming civic problems. 
Within the memory of many of its readers, Chicago had raised 
itself 10 feet out of the mud, tunnelled two miles under the lake 
for fresh water, rebuilt a third of the city after the Great Fire 
of 1871 and reversed the flow of an entire river. All this plus 
Burnham’s own achievement of transforming a swamp into the 
world’s biggest ever Fair. The city’s leaders were sure Chicago 
was destined to become the world’s largest city, having grown 
from just 4,470 inhabitants in 1830 to over 1million in 1890, and 
by the time the Plan was to be published more than doubled to 
2.1million. 

built on the roof of the Railway Exchange 
Building. They hired draughtsmen and 
began collecting information from 
officials around the world; experts came 
to offer ideas and tracing after tracing 
was made over street maps of the city, 
looking for the most logical solutions to 
the physical layout and infrastructure 
needs of the metropolis. On July 4, 1909, 
the Plan of Chicago was ceremoniously 
presented to the city, and following its 
launch the Commercial Club’s influential 
members pushed for recognition of the 
Plan and worked tirelessly for adoption 
of its recommendations into formal 
legislation and building code. This was 
the beginning of a programme of physical 
and social change that is still going on to 
this day. 

It was Burnham’s ambition that the 
plan should not only establish a physical 
change framework for the city, but 
should also shape the way its people 
envision and experience the cityscape 
and urban life itself. As an advocate of 
the City Beautiful movement, Burnham 
believed in monumental grandeur, and 
that delivering such beautification could 
promote a harmonious social order that 
would increase the quality of life and 
help to remove social ills that he felt 
blighted his city. 

Maps and diagrams were 
supplemented with birds-eye 
views, allowing readers to 
see a city that was beautiful 
and orderly but nonetheless 
recognizably Chicago

above Burnham’s master plan for Chicago
opposite page Seductive renderings by Jules 

guerin give the Plan much of its impact
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plan diagrammed both radial and 
circumferential highways for the 
region. However, the agencies that 
built and improved highways in the 
1910s and 1920s do not appear to have 
been guided to build along the specific 
routes recommended in the plan.

Improvement of railway terminals. 
The plan drew on technical studies 
previously done by others, including 
a plan for competing railroads to pool 
usage of tracks for greater efficiency in 
freight handling. In addition, the plan 
detailed the consolidation of Chicago’s 
six intercity railroad passenger 
terminals into new complexes west of 
the Loop and south of Roosevelt Road. 
A new Chicago Union Station was 
finished in 1925, but no other stations 
were consolidated or relocated. 

New outer parks. The movement 
to purchase and preserve the natural 
areas that became the Cook County 
Forest Preserves was well under way 
as the plan was being written. The 
plan includes those proposals and also 
calls for the expansion of the city’s 
park and boulevard system, which 
had been first established in the 1870s 
by engineer William Le Baron Jenney. 
Since density ‘beyond a certain point 
results in disorder, vice and disease,’ 
the Plan claimed, ‘The establishment 
of adequate park area is necessary’. 
By the time the Plan was published 
in 1909, the city had enveloped the 
original ring of parks, and visionaries 
were advocating the purchase and 
creation of new wooded areas in the 
wider region. The Plan encouraged this, 
noting the modest cost of acquiring the 
outlying land in advance of settlement, 
and recognising how ‘a city, in order to 
be a good labour market, must provide 
for the health and pleasure of the great 
body of workers’.

Upon its publication both the Commercial Club and Burnham 
himself undertook tireless promotion of the Plan. On November 
1, 1909, the City Council approved the appointment of 328 men 
selected as members of the Chicago Plan Commission, broadly 
representative of all the business and social interests of the city. 

The Plan’s advocates were tireless in giving slide talks to any 
group that would listen. Promotional brochures were sent to 
all the city’s property owners and renters paying more than $25 
per month. Articles in newspapers and magazines showcased 
the improvements and even a short film ‘a tale of one city’ was 
shown over and over in the city’s movie houses. A textbook 
summarising the Plan, Wacker’s Manual of the Plan of Chicago, was 
adopted by city schools and a whole generation of eighth graders 
were taught the benefits of the plan. 

For decades, the Plan Commission was advised by Burnham’s 
protégé Bennett, particularly on constructing the projects 
that the Plan promoted, and he fiercely defended the Plan’s 
core principles even as that eventually led to conflict with the 
commission itself. His use of neoclassical elements for modern 
infrastructure – from park viaducts to bridgehouses to Wacker 
Drive – brought the Plan’s rich illustrations to life.

imPlemenTing ideas
Trying to determine the extent to which the Plan was delivered 
is a complex task. Some of the projects that did get built were 
legacies from earlier ideas, proposals that had been assimilated 
into the Plan but that cannot be solely attributed to it. Examples 
include the ‘boulevarding’ of Michigan Avenue, the creation of 
new parkland at the lakefront with fill, and the landscaping of 
Grant Park in a formal rather than natural style.

However, in general there are six recognised principal 
points set out in the Plan of Chicago where projects have been 
delivered:

Improvement of the lakefront. ‘The Lakefront by right 
belongs to the people’, wrote Burnham. ‘Not a foot of its shores 
should be appropriated to the exclusion of the people’. The plan 
recommended expanding the parks along the Lake Michigan 
shoreline with landfill, which was done in the early 20th 
century. Today, of the city’s 47km of lakefront, all but 6km are 
public parkland and this achievement is widely regarded as the 
Plan’s most treasured legacy. 

A regional highway system. Chicago’s streets were wide 
and well distributed by European standards, but the busy river 
and extensive rail yards created serious congestion. The plan 
considered Chicago as the centre of a region extending 120 km 
from the city centre. At the dawn of the automobile age, the 
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plans forbade any development in Grant Park. In 1911 a state 
Supreme Court decision upheld this forbidding any new 
buildings in Grant Park, and the Field Museum was eventually 
found a new site. 

Some commentators have highlighted that far more of the 
Plan has not been built than has been realised, but despite 
this, and the difficulties in understanding exactly what 
delivered projects can be directly attributed to Burnham and 
Bennett, what is certain is that Chicago certainly embodies 
the spirit, if not the precise letter of the Plan. 

The legacy of The Plan
For Burnham, the Plan provided an opportunity of a lifetime 
to shape the city that he loved. It was all encompassing, and 
even civic improvement efforts that were already underway 
were boosted by the attention given to the Plan. 

The Chicago Plan Commission remained a private body 
largely supported by the Commercial Club, simply offering 
advice and expertise to the government agencies who built 
various public improvements. Bennett advised the city of 
Chicago as it adopted a zoning ordinance and mapped out 
districts for various land uses. He also prepared plans for more 
than 10 other cities around the U.S. in the image of the Plan of 
Chicago, although none were ever given the same plaudits or 
recognition.

In 1923, the Chicago Regional Planning Association 
was formed. It successfully co-ordinated plans for new and 
improved regional highways and encouraged forest preserve 
districts and state parks throughout the Chicago region.

In the city itself, bond issues were passed, and the money 
raised was used to begin reshaping the central city in line with 
the Plan’s proposals. Sadly the great depression hit Chicago 
hard and disrupted the roll out of public works, with only 
Lake Shore Drive in the 1930s and Lake Shore Drive Bridge 
(1937) realized.

 In many respects, while the Plan may never have 
been delivered in a way that would change Chicago 
comprehensively as Haussmann did in Paris or Cerdà in 
Barcelona, its legacy is as much about what the Plan stood 
for as what it actually achieved. The Plan set an agenda that 
inspired other master plans around the globe, and shaped 
a movement for urban planning that can be seen reflected 
in some of the greatest city plans of the 20th century – 
particularly aspects of Niemeyer’s Brasilia and the Australian 
capital Canberra, which was designed by fellow Chicagoan 
architect and contemporary of Burnham, Walter Burley 
Griffin. 

The document was neither vague encouragement to lofty 
goals nor mere technical diagrams. Instead it was a list of 
specific public improvements that should be made, and the 
reasons why. It emphasized Chicago’s tradition of optimism 
and bold thinking. It was regional in scope, it focused on 
quality of life for all residents, and above all it concluded with 
a clear call for action. The Plan itself became part of Chicago 
legend, more important than any city planning document 
before or since, and still influential in civic discussions today. 

The Plan of Chicago caught the spirit of its time, but also 
the character of a place that dreamed the impossible and 
often accomplished it. It many ways it is hard to separate the 
Plan from an aphorism that appears nowhere in it, but that is 
famously attributed to Burnham:

‘Make no little plans. They have no magic to stir men’s 
blood and probably themselves will not be realized. Make big 
plans; aim high in hope and work, remembering that a noble, 
logical diagram once recorded will never die.’

The Burnham Plan centennial committee 

Systematic arrangement of streets. 
New wider arterials were prescribed 
to relieve traffic congestion in the fast-
growing city, including a network of new 
diagonal streets. Only one of these was 
ever constructed, the extension of Ogden 
Avenue. The plan’s recommendations 
were followed, however, as the city 
widened Roosevelt Road and Michigan 
Avenue, and created Wacker Drive and 
Congress Parkway. In addition, some 
174 km of arterial streets were widened 
between 1915 and 1931, spurred by the 
tremendous growth in automobile usage. 

Civic and cultural centres. At the 
centre of the Plan’s vision for the city was 
Grant Park. At the east end of Congress 
Street, which would become the central 
axis of the reshaped city, Burnham 
proposed a cultural centre in the park 
consisting of the new Field Museum of 
Natural History and new homes for the 
Art Institute of Chicago and the Crerar 
Library. This proposal, however, placed 
Burnham and other civic leaders in 

Top regional highways 
reshaped the region in 
ways Burnham could 
not foresee

above the famous circle 
Interchange on the 
site where Burnham’s 
proposed Civic Centre 
should have been
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In 2006 the world witnessed the birth of its newest capital city in 
Myanmar (Burma). Naypyitaw became the latest in a long line of 
planned capital cities to appear over a century that began with 
around 40 nation states having officially designated capitals; by 
the time the parliament left Rangoon for the 320km journey to 
Naypyitaw, there had been more than 150 more designated – a 
rate of about one every 8 months. The reasons for this dramatic 
increase are tied to the tumultuous history of a century that 
saw the demise of several global empires, two World Wars, and 
numerous other international and domestic conflicts. 

Moving a capital city is not an easy undertaking. It is very 
expensive, and rarely free from controversy. In the case of 
Naypyitaw, it was decided to move to a site that was more 
centrally and strategically located than the old capital Rangoon, 
and somewhere that was also a transportation hub adjacent to 
some of the most turbulent regions in Myanmar, thus allowing 
the military rulers to keep an eye on their people. The official 
explanation for moving the capital was that Yangon (formerly 
Rangoon) had become too congested and crowded, with little 
room for future expansion of government offices. However, 
many see the reasons for its creation as more sinister, and one 
writer described the new capital as ‘dictatorship by cartography’. 

PRecedenTs
Wholesale relocation of a capital to a distant green field site 
is nothing new. Cities such as Brasilia or Canberra are places 
shaped from little existing urban fabric in areas that were 
predominantly rural, and the reasons for choosing the sites varies 
greatly. The site of Canberra was selected as the location for the 
nation’s capital in 1908 as a compromise site located between 

rivals Sydney and Melbourne. Brasilia was 
located in an attempt to help populate 
the midwestern interior of the country, 
and ease pressure on the coastal cities, 
such as Rio de Janeiro. What is common 
to both is the desire to create a better city 
through design, and much as a corporate 
headquarters building is designed to 
reflect the image of its occupier, so it is 
true of the capital city. Unique in urban 
design terms, they reflect not only the 
architectural language and fashion of the 
age, but also the image of the nation or 
state that they represent. 

Canberra was designed at the 
beginning of the 20th century by Walter 
Burley Griffin, following a global 
design competition, and it was heavily 
influenced by the Beaux Arts style that 
originated with the World Fair in Chicago 
(see previous article). Other capitals such 
as New Delhi, designed by Lutyens almost 
concurrently to Griffin in Canberra, were 
in fact planned on sites adjacent to the 
existing capital, in urban hinterlands. 
Examples such as Cerdà’s plan for 
Barcelona or Haussmann’s for Paris 
demonstrate how to resolve the need to 
expand historic cities, but New Delhi 
took this one step further by creating a 

CaPItal CItIeS
Amy Pressman considers the importance of design for 
new capital cities

lúcio Costa’s plan for 
Brasilia resembled a 
butterfly in layout 
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a style that combined the Beaux Arts bi-axial symmetry of the 
City Beautiful movement, and the democratic symbolism of 
Washington D.C., and delivered a plan at a cost that was lower 
than starting afresh on a greenfield site, and yet provided 
more scope than a mere urban intervention, inserting new 
monumental buildings and spaces into an existing urban fabric.

gRand design
The use of strong axial geometry is a theme common to most 
planned capital cities, in part because it brings instant prestige to 
the buildings that are constructed, and it allows for ceremonial 
spaces and processional routes. Looking at a city such as London, 
which has evolved over time rather than through a grand design 
plan, one can identify equivalent spaces and routes, but the 
famous Wren plan for rebuilding the city after the great fire still 
proposed the same axial arrangement of boulevards and piazzas 
that give prominence to the key government buildings – so this 
approach to the design of the most significant cities is not a 
twentieth century invention. 

As the century progressed an increase in the influence of 
modernist design onto city planning resulted in the emergence 
of a new modernist urbanism: this movement that can be seen as 
a continuation of city planning originating in the 19th century, 
also represented new ideas of the time that advocated radical 
transformation in city form and city life. It was a movement partly 
politically motivated, and partly inspired by the technological 
advances of the time. Brasilia is a classic example – while axes and 
long views continued to dominate, the plan breaks from Beaux 
Arts precedents by giving increased importance to terminating 
plazas, where there is a complex juxtaposition of buildings and 
framed landscape views, rather than a simple use of terminating 
buildings. Modernist urbanism also embraced the automobile 
to an extent unimaginable at the dawn of the 20th century when 
Griffin and Lutyens were at work, something again reflected in 
the bus-orientated design of Brasilia. 

The idea of locating the capital in the centre of Brasil first 
emerged in 1891 but was not defined until 1922, when the 
momentum to develop a new capital was starting to grow. 
Eventually in 1954 an international competition was held and 
won by the Brasilian planner Lúcio Costa. He got his close friend, 
the architect Oscar Niemeyer involved, and it was Niemeyer 
who designed most public buildings. Roberto Burle Marx was 
the landscape designer and together, the three formed a unique 
and early multi-disciplinary urban design team. This may be one 
of the reasons why Brasilia is the only city designed in the 20th 
century to be granted UNESCO World Heritage Site status. 

moTiVaTions
Following on from Brasilia, the second half of the 20th century 
saw a new wave of capital city design, resulting from the 
breaking up of former colonial empires and the creation of 
newly independent countries; examples are cities such as 
Dodoma (Tanzania) and Abuja (Nigeria). Abuja was designed in a 
period in the late 1970s when Nigeria adopted an American style 
constitution, and wanted an American style capital to go with 
it. As with its antecedents, it had its grand central axis (aligned 
with a distant hilltop, like Canberra) with the functional zoning 
of federal buildings running off of it. The design of Dodoma 
was less monumental, with the focus being on a tight low-rise 
mixed-use centre instead of grand governmental buildings, 
and resources being channeled to the design of the outlying 
residential zones instead. 

Like these more recent examples, Naypyitaw is still very 
much a work in progress, but in terms of urban design, the 
emergent city is described by the few that have seen it, as being 
reminiscent of Islamabad or Brasilia. Land uses are firmly zoned 
into distinct areas linked by grand axes and designed for ease of 

The use of strong axial  
geometry is a theme common to 
most planned capital cities

Top lutyens’ plan for new Delhi designed as an 
extension to the existing city, rather than a 
distant greenfield development

above griffin’s plans for Canberra inspired by 
the Beaux arts and City Beautiful movement 
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cof cities. The emphasis on embracing the 
automobile that has dominated since 
Brasilia, will disappear, but whether 
we revert to the earlier aesthetic of 
Washington DC, Canberra and New 
Delhi, or develop a whole new eco-tech 
vernacular remains to be seen. However, 
whatever the future of capital city design 
holds, it is safe to bet it will include the 
axial avenues, landmark buildings and 
grand public spaces of those that have 
gone before.

amy Pressman, school of urban and Regional 
Planning, Queen’s university, canada

movement by automobile. The eight lane highway that links the 
downtown to the military zone is allegedly designed to double 
as a landing strip to allow small aircraft to take off and land if 
required; this must surely be a first in urban planning and a 
reminder that the design of a capital city is inseparable from 
the broader political change that led to its creation: the status of 
the city and its urban fabric are tied to their relationship to the 
national or federal state. 

The one thing that is clear is the centrality of urban design 
to the public perception and global image of all the capital 
cities that have been delivered in the past century. Whether 
designed by a secretive military junta or through a global 
design competition, the brief and the solution always share 
commonalities. However, as we enter the age of carbon conscious 
design, and with high profile new eco-city regions at Masdar 
(Abu-Dhabi) and Dongtan (China) emerging, it can only be a 
matter of time before significant change takes place in the form 

BIrmIngham BIg CIty Plan
Jonathan Bore outlines an ambitious plan for Birmingham’s city centre

aerial view of central 
Birmingham 
©Birmingham City 
Council

The Birmingham Big City Plan is a plan for the city centre, the 
800 has. contained within the Middleway Ring Road. The area 
includes the main shopping, business, conference and cultural 
districts, traditional industrial and manufacturing areas, city 
centre living, 1960s council housing estates and the world 
renowned Jewellery Quarter. The document is more than a 
master plan and more than a development plan: it is a growth 
programme, a brand and a set of ambitious aspirations. The 
project is directed by Birmingham City Council with Urban 
Initiatives providing technical support and advice.

Birmingham is a city of a million people at the centre of a 
conurbation of two and a half million – it is Britain’s second city 
and is big on the European scale. One of its major assets is its 
young, diverse and growing population. In the face of massive 
economic change, the city has achieved great regeneration 
successes and has attracted large amounts of inward 

investment: it has new high technology 
manufacturing, a rapidly growing 
business and professional services sector, 
a strong university and research sector, 
and world-class business conference and 
exhibition facilities. Birmingham wants 
to attract more high value international 
investment, and register much more 
strongly on the international scale. It also 
wants to be an exciting and attractive 
place where individuals and families 
choose to live and stay. 

The Big City Plan will build upon 
Birmingham’s success and will ensure 
that the city raises its performance and 
its profile nationally and internationally. 
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It will provide a coherent approach to 
regeneration and development and will 
help to make the city centre a much 
more attractive and liveable place. The 
city’s aspiration is to be in the top 20 
most liveable cities in the world within 
20 years. The original drive for a new 
and ambitious city centre plan emerged 
from Birmingham City Council’s Summit 
for the Future in 2006 which sought 
to examine ways in which to boost the 
economic growth and prosperity of 
Birmingham for all its citizens. The event 
focused on a number of themes that have 
helped to shape the masterplanning 
process. The Council commissioned 
Professor Michael Parkinson, of Liverpool 
John Moores University, to identify the 
key elements for Birmingham’s city 
centre master plan.

Professor Parkinson’s Visioning for 
the City Centre Master plan identified 
five drivers of competitiveness that now 
inform the Big City Plan: innovation and 
skills; economic and cultural diversity; 

connectivity; strategic capacity with strong leadership and 
vision, and quality of place. In August 2007, Urban Initiatives 
was appointed to create and shape the master plan. The mission 
was to involve communities and business in helping to recreate 
and revitalise Birmingham. 

Big ideas
The Big City Plan project started with a Big Ideas event, held 
in November 2007. Ideas for the future of the city centre were 
discussed and shaped by international regeneration experts, 
local stakeholders, members of the City team and council 
officers. These ideas were developed in the Big City Plan Charter 
launched in February 2008. The charter is a statement of intent 
which helps to define strategic objectives for the plan.

The ten global themes within the charter suggest how 
Birmingham can pursue its ambitions to operate and compete 
successfully. These are: Centricity, AudaCity, Liveable 
City, Diverse City, AuthentiCity, UniverCity, FamilyCity, 
ComplexCity,, SmartCity and ConnectedCity. Centricity, for 
example, is about growing the city centre in terms of population, 
economic strength and cultural diversity. The theme of AudaCity 
is that Birmingham should be an imaginative and ambitious city 
and a natural choice for major events. AuthentiCity means that 
Birmingham needs to find expressions of the future that reflect 
its roots and history and concentrate on achieving excellent 
design quality and a sense of unique place. The idea behind 
SmartCity is that Birmingham must lead the field on achieving 
smart growth. This means finding new ways to reduce transport 
carbon, to manage energy in buildings, to make good use of 
water and to minimise waste.

The charter also sets out ten local ideas which will appeal to 
the everyday concerns and the future aspirations of the people 
who live, work and use the city centre: Live local, Move local, 
Street local, Start local, Create local, Play local, Learn local, 

existing central area uses

proposed expansion of central area uses

transition zone and corridors

other areas of transformation

above the proposed 
Spatial structure of 
the city centre
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banner, for example, lies the concept that Birmingham should 
accommodate a great new family neighbourhood within the city 
centre, whilst under Renew local is the idea that Birmingham 
could create its own multi-utility services company to supply 
its new smart neighbourhoods on a highly efficient basis with 
water, electricity, heating and broadband; Build local is the idea 
that Birmingham could create a new way of building smart 
neighbourhoods. 

a BRoad PRojecT
The Big City Plan is an ongoing project rather than a single 
planning document: it will address many topics and cover 
several areas, over a long life and a continuous timeline. Some of 
it will be part of the LDF; much will have a life of its own outside 
the planning framework. Plans and ideas will come forward 
at different times depending on priorities. But collectively the 
whole project is called the Big City Plan and is involved in:
• Establishing city image and direction against the objective of 
developing the global city
• Improving liveability against international performance  
standards
• Creating an overall city centre spatial strategy
• Dealing with dynamic change in the economic and 
employment structure, in retailing and in education and health
• Planning for households, new homes and creating a more 
family friendly environment
• Addressing issues such as innovation, creativity, worklessness, 
digital futures
• Setting the planning objectives and direction for each of the 
quarters / policy areas
• Transforming particular areas such as Southside, Ladywood  
and Highgate
• Establishing the future direction of transport policy
• Making Birmingham a sustainable city
• Developing specific individual themes, including greening the 
city, water city, building heights and integrating the A38 corridor 
more effectively into the city’s fabric
• Identifying and putting in place different delivery 
mechanisms
• Establishing and taking forward early actions and effective 
delivery mechanisms

Work is being carried out in several stages. An evidence base 
is being assembled on a continuous basis to ensure that the 
proposals and policies which emerge later in the process 
are grounded in robust, up-to-date information. An issues 
and options report entitled Work in Progress published for 
consultation at the end of 2008 seeks views on the city’s 
aspirations and the challenges it faces, and this will feed into the 
Core Strategy. The next stage is to prepare a prospectus, which 
will set out an initial list of objectives, priorities and projects.

scale of amBiTion
We concluded early that the most important factor in raising 
the city’s status is its liveability: a good physical environment 
with well designed buildings, streets and spaces; a range of 
attractive homes including more family homes; good quality 
schools and social facilities; high quality open space; attractive 
and safe walking routes; and efficient and easy to use public 
transport. The most liveable cities are economically successful 
and desirable; they attract highly qualified people and hence 
investment. They promote social inclusion.

The purpose of the Big City Plan is to tie together existing 
plans, giving the City Council, stakeholders, residents and 
workers a focus for positive change and growth. It will allow 
the city to become more strategic and comprehensive and 
less project based in its approach to development, and will 

encourage partners to focus upon long-
term development, increase the value of 
land and property and generate increased 
confidence in the city centre.

The Big City Plan needed a strong 
brand to make it stand out. Urban 
Initiatives designed a striking logo with 
eye-catching neon icons and a familiar 
writing style. The logo was adopted by 
the City Council and the brand can now 
be seen across the city. The Big City Plan 
is now a household name and features 
on official and unofficial websites such 
as www.bigcityplan.org and www.
bigcitytalk.org. It has been used for the 
branding of major development sites, 
a city dressing campaign, articles in 
the local press and Council leaflets, an 
active blogging community and our local 
ambassadors The Big City Team.

Big QuesTions
Birmingham city centre is a diverse area, 
and preparing a master plan for 800 
has. brings its own special challenges. 
To break down the scale of the task, 
the document looks at the role of the 
different quarters and identifies key 
themes:
• How to move away from the 
dominance of apartments and create a 
place where families are happy to live
• How to create an environment 
to attract a diverse range of office 
accommodation, foster creative 
industries, encourage and exploit spin-
off from higher education and support 
growth-end manufacturing
• How to promote, respect and preserve 
the heritage of the Jewellery Quarter, 
Colmore Row and Digbeth Conservation 
Areas
• How to support investments such 
as Bullring whilst encouraging local 
distinctiveness in the shopping and 
leisure sector
• How to enhance Birmingham’s unique 
water environment including its canals 
and the River Rea
• How to make Birmingham a leading 
demonstration of how sustainability, 
liveability and growth can work together
• How to organise city centre transport, 
including the potential for an extended 
Metro system or a high capacity 
alternative

The most liveable cities are 
economically successful and 
desirable; they attract highly 
qualified people and hence 
investment
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redevelopment of New Street Station; the new station will have a 
more prominent entrance which will open up areas in the south 
of the centre. This opportunity can be exploited by developing 
new links to help regenerate the Southside area. Further growth 
in Southside will be achieved by developing the Wholesale 
Markets, a major strategic site which currently acts as a barrier to 
movement. The opportunity can be taken to restore links across 
the site, enabling better connections with Digbeth. 

The A38 is a major road that traverses the centre of 
Birmingham. Great improvements have been made in reducing 
its impact; Masshouse Circus has been removed and the road to 
the east of the core has been lowered to at-grade level but the 
A38 still remains a formidable barrier to pedestrian movement 
on the western and northern sides of the centre. The Big City 
Plan will look at how it can be better integrated and its impact 
reduced. Certain key sites are related to the A38. The library 
redevelopment at Paradise Circus and additional commercial 
growth near Snow Hill, for example, will create opportunities 
for improving pedestrian connections and the surrounding 
environment. 

finding The RighT Planning Tools
The Big City Plan has to be consistent with national policy 
guidance, the Regional Spatial Strategy and with the Birmingham 
Plan. The Regional Spatial Strategy sets out some important 
requirements for Birmingham: 50,600 new homes by 2026; a 
130ha city-wide reservoir of employment land with a longer 
term requirement of 390has; 225,000m2 of comparison retail 
development by 2021 (355,000m2 by 2026) and 590,000m2 of 
office development in the city centre.

Initially it was envisaged that the Big City Plan would be 
a single area action plan. But by the time we had reached the 
consultation stage, three things had happened to change our 
approach. Firstly, the Big City Plan brand took off and developed 
an impetus of its own. Many ideas and initiatives ascribed to it 
could not be neatly fitted into a development plan document. 
Secondly, it was realised that the range and scale of the city’s 
ambitions transcended a mere development plan document. And 
finally, as knowledge and good practice built up around the new 
planning system, it became evident that the area action plan 
was a rather blunt and cumbersome tool to take the Big City 
Plan forward in its entirety. Following meetings with DCLG, the 
Planning Inspectorate and the Government Office for the West 
Midlands a more varied framework was adopted. 

For example, work on the transformation of certain housing 
areas to create a new, family-friendly city centre, and initiatives on 
sustainable development, could move forward as supplementary 
planning documents. New concepts relating to transport 
integration, digital information, the greening of the city, and the 
development of a network of existing and new water features 
to make Birmingham Water City, will have their own project 
programmes. The major development opportunities around the 
Wholesale Markets, New Street Station and Paradise Circus can be 
dealt with through development briefs. Simultaneously, transport 
projects such as improving connections across Queensway and 
developing more integrated public transport will be undertaken. 
And existing guidance for each of the quarters will need tweaking 
or amending to refresh it in accordance with the city’s emerging 
ambitions. Much of the work on city centre strategy, branding 
and future growth, relates closely to the core strategy and is now 
being incorporated into that document.

The Big City Plan has become a living and developing entity 
with no end date. It is a household name in the city and has 
gained international recognition winning the BEX 2008 Award for 
best master plan.

 
jonathan Bore works for urban initiatives

Big oPPoRTuniTies
Initial work has aimed at reinforcing 
local character whilst concentrating on 
potential areas of transformation in the 
city centre. For the most part Birmingham 
has a very good urban structure with 
some very strong streets and exceptionally 
high quality, powerful buildings. The 
Big City Plan is based around a structure 
of clearly-defined quarters, each with 
its own character based on its history 
of occupation and industry: the Core 
(including the Bullring); Southside 
(including the Wholesale Markets and 
the Gay Quarter); Digbeth (including the 
Irish Quarter); Eastside; the Gun Quarter; 
the Jewellery Quarter; Westside (including 
Brindleyplace); Ladywood and Highgate. 
In some, much has already been achieved: 
the Core, Eastside and Westside have 
received high levels of investment; and 
the Jewellery Quarter is a fine example of 
historic building stock accommodating 
a fascinating range of professional and 
creative activities. 

However, outside these quarters there 
are several mixed commercial areas with 
an air of underinvestment, lower levels 
of activity, a lack of natural surveillance 
and poor quality public realm. There are 
also two housing areas, Ladywood and 
Highgate, designed and built in the 1960s, 
which could benefit from refreshment. The 
Big City Plan has concentrated especially on 
the areas with potential for transformation: 
Southside, Ladywood, Highgate and 
the A38 corridor. But it also recognises 
that areas like Digbeth need a degree of 
protection in their current form, as they 
provide a platform for creative activities.

The Big City Plan has 
concentrated especially on 
the areas with potential for 
transformation

the new Selfridges 
has become an 
Birmingham landmark 
Photo: Sebastian 
loew
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‘Our aim is to make Plymouth a city of over 300,000 people so 
that it can take its place amongst the top ten cities in the country 
with all that will bring in terms of new shops, new community 
and cultural facilities and new homes.’
     David Mackay, The Vision for Plymouth 

Plymouth has a big vision, it also continues to develop well 
grounded community projects. This article reflects upon the role 
of both approaches in how to design places. Plymouth’s emerging 
Local Development Framework (LDF), including its adopted Core 
Strategy, has been developed out of a clear understanding of local 
issues, combined with city scale and community aspiration. The 
LDF has made purposeful steps to avoid being formulaic, and to 
present a clarity in its vision.

‘Plymouth aspires to take its rightful place as one of Europe’s 
finest waterfront cities.’

The balance between big scale city vision and more localised 
interventions is at the core of how we currently aspire to design 
our towns and cities. The Plymouth experience offers many 
useful reflections on this.

Urban designers and architects from LHC Urbanism have 
been designing in the city of Plymouth throughout the last 
three decades. During this time LHC has influenced strategic 

spatial plans and developed many 
smaller interventions which have 
shaped the city’s neighbourhood fabric. 
As a result designers at LHC have a 
particular insight and perspective 
on the roles and relative merits of 
big spatial plans against small scale 
community driven design and delivery. 
Our instinct and experience tells us that 
shaping urban place at different scales 
can be mutually compatible and indeed 
complementary, provided that there is 
a real and on-going dialogue between 
the two.

a PeRiod WiThouT sPaTial sTucTuRe
As elsewhere throughout the UK the last 
three decades have born witness to many 
changes in the ways in which Plymouth 
is shaped, some due to outside trends and 
forces, and others because the city likes 
to do things its own way! In 1996 the city 
became a unitary local authority.

During the 1980s and into the 
early 1990s, in the shadow of circular 

BIg? Small or Both?
The Plymouth example described by Neil Emery 
combines both

Final sketch of the 
proposed millbay 
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During the 1990s, regeneration work in Sutton Harbour 
together with other strategic neighbourhood led regeneration 
initiatives in Devonport, Millbay and the East End for example, 
have helped to shape the city vision, and to some extent ensure 
iteration between city scale and community based design. 
Neighbourhood strategies now form integral components of the 
city spatial strategy. 

a sPaTial Vision
Plymouth’s LDF vision is rooted in this community strategy. A 
Vision for Plymouth led by David Mackay in 2003, proved a major 
catalyst for change. By showing what could be achieved on the 
ground, Mackay’s team demonstrated that a step change in the 
city’s fortunes was possible. It changed perceptions, promoted 
buy-in from local stakeholders (broadly across all sectors), and 
challenged all to aspire.

Out of the community initiatives and strategies which have 
evolved from the 1990s and before, the LDF and Mackay’s vision 
for the city have established and articulated the city’s long term 
vision. This enabled the focusing of resources into key areas 
of regeneration work to provide a foundation for ‘building 
sustainable linked communities that stitch different parts of the 
city together’.

22/80, Plymouth lacked clear spatial 
direction and so, in the main relied 
upon incremental change to achieve 
momentum in regeneration. Whilst 
Local Plans provided land use structure, 
spatial organisation of the city was largely 
developed from within neighbourhood 
projects. Within the city centre, 
Abercrombie’s visionary 1943 plan for 
Plymouth which provided for the free 
movement of traffic and a single use retail 
core within a bold Beaux Arts town plan, 
still influenced decision making but its 
validity in the modern world became 
increasingly diluted.

Some development from this period can 
now be viewed with regret – particularly 
where opportunities to reconnect and 
regenerate neighbourhoods have been 
seriously impaired for the future. There 
were however many successes which 
continue to shape the direction of the city 
today. A notable example is the successful 
regeneration of the Barbican and Sutton 
Harbour areas. Significant public and 
private sector funding helped to shape 
change in the area, including for example 
the development of the National Marine 
Aquarium, new lock gates to the harbour 
and a new modern fish market. More 
investment in mixed-use infrastructure 
has followed and continues to be 
developed.

Delivery of projects have a 
crucial role in legitimising the 
big vision and in demonstrating 
its value to local communities

Top View of the proposed 
stage one 

far left new development 
in gunwharf

left Patrick abercrombie’s 
vision for the West end 
Dock

opposite page David 
mackay Vision for 
Plymouth plan
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their particular communities and all 
have an eye to the bigger picture.

In the last three decades in Plymouth 
we have come to understand why plans 
should emerge out of local situations 
with neighbourhood support. We 
have also seen the role that successful 
neighbourhood projects play in 
informing and shaping the bigger 
picture. Complementary strategies at 
different scales are crucial to successful 
delivery. To ensure that momentum 
is not dowsed, big visions and local 
approaches need to be inherently 
flexible. This way they can adapt to the 
dynamism and changing circumstances 
that is characteristic of towns and 
cities, be mutually valued, and not stifle 
delivery. 

Different settlements will always 
need bespoke design processes to 
properly deal with local idiosyncrasies. 
An important lesson from Plymouth is 
to ensure that the delivery of projects 
has a crucial role in breathing life into 
places and in allowing communities to 
shape the bigger vision.

neil emery, group director of urban design, lhc 
urbanism

The Role of neighBouRhood PRojecTs
Whilst the more recent vision has developed and been 
articulated through the City Council’s innovative approach 
to the LDF process, strategies and projects have continued to 
happen within local neighbourhoods. These drive and help to 
shape the wider vision and underpin successful delivery.

Plymouth’s Core Strategy identifies nine priority areas 
because of the opportunities offered for change. For a selection 
of public and private sector clients LHC Urbanism and other 
local designers have in recent decades played a major role in 
influencing the quality of change and shaping the nature of 
delivery in the main city regeneration areas. 

To secure sustainable delivery of the wider vision, projects 
developed on the ground need to do their job effectively. They 
need to grasp the challenge and meet the aspirations which 
Mackay’s vision articulated. Delivery of projects have a crucial 
role in legitimising the big vision and in demonstrating its value 
to local communities.

a PeRsPecTiVe on The Role of PRojecTs 
in ciTy Vision making
In Plymouth, the National Marine Aquarium, designed and 
built in the early 1990s, provided a landmark for city change 
in the Sutton Harbour area. This was, to some extent, in the 
absence of a wider spatial strategy for the city.

In the last decade LHC has helped to drive quality change 
through a series of completed and emerging projects. Some 
have provided local strategic direction and others, buildings 
and spaces on the ground. Projects include for example the 
Millbay Strategy, Gunwharf in Devonport, a master plan for Ker 
Street; the West End Vision and Public Realm plan; Phase 4 of 
the Tamar Science Park and the East End Community Village. 
All have helped to sustain the momentum for change within 
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Steen Eiler Rassmussen might have been 
the first to use a comparative method to 
show the continuous urbanization of cities 
when he explained the difference between 
Paris’s compact form and London’s 
sprawling configuration. Sixty years later, 
the differences in land coverage between 
the two cities is less pronounced. Today, 
the term continuous urbanization takes on 
a new meaning when applied to urban 
agglomerations in South East Asia. Around 
the Pearl River Delta, the cities of Foshan, 
Guangzhou (Canton), and Dongguan are 
now robustly connected with Shenzhen. 
From Shenzhen to Hong Kong, only some 
gaps are still visible on recent satellite 
imagery. Currently, a bridge is planned 
to cross the Pearl River estuary from 
Hong Kong to Macao. Once completed, 
the bridge will close a loop connecting a 
continuously urbanized area from Macao 
to Zhulai, Zhongshan to Shunde and 
back to Foshan. In the Pearl River Delta, 
in a pattern similar to the Randstad area 
of Holland, a rim of cities is emerging 
around bodies of water and agriculture. 
The number of people living inside this 
conurbation is conservatively estimated to 
include 55 million by the United Nations, 
and is probably much higher.

At present, it is highly relevant to watch the cities of the world 
from space, and not only the expanding cities of the developing 
world, but also the shrinking and dispersing cities in the 
developed world. When comparing the footprints of the world’s 
largest cities, two observations stand out clearly. The first is that 
human tolerance for density, defined as the number of people per 
surface area, varies to a stunning degree. The second observation 
is related to form. There might be increasing similarity when city 
extensions are viewed on the ground, but when seen from space, 
it is clear that not two urban agglomerations are the same. The 
reasons for the distinctive shapes of urban agglomerations are 
largely related to local landform, especially water systems. 

The ReleVance of WaTeR
If one were to imagine for a moment that it would be possible 
to direct the transformation of cities in the developing world, 
not to stop the influx of rural migration, but to direct the 
transformation and expansion at their outskirts, future satellite 
images would show a web of linear gaps in settlement patterns, 
where now continuous urbanization occurs. These gaps would 
coincide with the existing water drainage patterns. For reasons 
that are well understood, new urbanization would stay at a 
distance from water, from creeks, rivers, bays, and estuaries. 
Of all physical measures, the preservation of land near water 
would provide the greatest benefits for human health, the 
health of vegetation and animal life, the quality of water and 
air, and a more comfortable climate. The same understanding 
of natural systems would direct the dispersion of cities in the 
developed world. In both worlds, the result would lead to a better 
integration of cities with the forces of nature.

UrBan tranSFormatIonS
Peter Bosselmann looks at cities from a satellite

Pearl river Delta 
Cities in China: two 
superimposed 50 by 
50 km squares, one 
centred on guangzhou 
and Foshan, the other 
on hong Kong
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most memorable and intensely urban settings are located on 
waterfronts, along river embankments, harbour fronts and 
facing beaches. On the other extreme, we find that the marginal 
low lying land near flood prone urban waterfronts is home to 
informal settlements for millions of people. Notwithstanding the 
beauty of waterfronts in some cities and the destitution in others, 
what I have in mind is an intervention that is visible at the scale 
of satellite imagery. When seen from space, all cities seem to be 
shaped by water systems. Granted, there are some exceptions, 
but even the form of a desert city, like Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, is 
significantly shaped by the Riyadh river landscape that connects 
to the Wahdi Hannifah. Indeed, most large cities in the world 
had their origins in a river landscape like Cairo, Paris, London 
or Beijing. In a related category are those cities that are situated 
on river branches that form a large delta like Calcutta, New York 
or the cities of the Randstad. Equally numerous are cities that 
originated as harbours, like Mumbai, Jakarta or Chicago. Cities 
around a large bay, subject to tides like Tokyo, Lagos or Sydney 
belong to a fourth category. Finally there is a small group of cities 
that stretch out along the shores of an ocean straight like Victoria 
Harbour in Hong Kong, the Bosporus or the Øresund. 

The original water systems of cities are sometimes severely 
challenged by growing settlement patterns. In some cases, like in 
Mexico City or Los Angeles, only remnants of the water system 
can be traced. But in many river cities, including Los Angeles, 
Paris, London, Milan and Calcutta there is a renewed interest 
in transforming the land along riverfronts that has become 
newly available due to industrial closures. The goal is not to 
repair the original water systems to their natural conditions, 
as that would not be possible, but to use such recently vacated 
land in a manner that repairs the natural forces of the river, and 
sometimes even makes room for periodic flooding, like along the 
Waal River just outside of Rotterdam. Or in the case of Riyadh, 
where the ground water that is pumped up to provide the city’s 
water supply is treated and, as grey water, redirected back into 
an otherwise mostly dry riverbed. The same type of repair takes 
place in harbour cities and bay cities. Tokyo has large tracts of 
land around the bay under regeneration. 

The observation that most urban agglomerations were 
shaped by their water systems instils optimism, because a better 
understanding of the natural systems that existed and that 
were altered can inform the design of new cultural landscapes, 
landscapes that can be designated as commons for a large 
metropolitan area. Such commons could improve the urban 
ecology of city regions as well as their social conditions. At the 
same time, the correlation between water systems and urban 
form is also a deadly serious matter. Some of the fastest growing 
urban concentrations, among the world’s most populated cities, 
are situated barely above sea level. They are located in the flood-
planes or deltas of large rivers and must depend on levees for 
protection from flooding. 

densiTy
The second important observation when looking at a scale 
comparison of the world’s largest cities is related to density, a 
concept design professionals claim to understand, but rarely 
fully grasp. It taxes our common sense to imagine how Calcutta 
with its almost eighteen million people could fit into the surface 
area of the city of San Francisco plus the county to its south, San 
Mateo, where altogether one million people live. Imagine that a 
space occupied by one person in San Francisco would need to be 
shared with seventeen additional others. People in many Asian 
cities live at such densities, and many additional millions will 
live under such conditions in the future.

 A city designer’s chief contribution to city transformation 
is setting the dimensions of streets and lanes, block and parcels, 
building setbacks, entrances and driveways, building heights, 

…density, a concept 
design professionals claim 
to understand, but rarely 
fully grasp

above Cities Shaped by Water: (clockwise from top 
left) Cairo, Calcutta, Delhi, Istanbul, mumbai, 
Karachi, Paris and Chicago, all showing 50x50 km 
squares
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the separation between buildings and 
the size of building footprints. The 
result of these decisions determines 
the scale of a city. These decisions also 
determine human experience of space: 
the length of a walk, the likelihood of 
human encounter, the amount of light 
that is received, protection from wind, 
exposure to noise, what is available to 
our eyes, when we feel intimacy, when 
we are participants on a civic stage. In 
short, city scale determines all aspects of 
human experience including the energy 
needed to transport us and the energy 
needed to heat or cool dwellings and 
commercial places.

In comparing the scale of cities 
we reflect on the dimensions of the 
elements in the urban fabric, and 
how these elements relate to human 
experience. Everyone with a recently 
built computer can connect to a well-
known global map server and slowly 
fly across cities. We have done just that 
to create a transect through a recently 
built suburban subdivision of the San 
Francisco Bay Area. Transects are known 
in biogeography as a sampling method 

with reduced dimensionality; three frames are reproduced here 
along such a transect.

The top picture shows an office park on the eastern edge of 
the San Francisco Bay Area that emerged in the 1980s when 
large corporations started to move out of downtown San 
Francisco to office park settings. The next frame, a mile further 
to the east shows where the employees of the office’s campus 
are intended to live. The third frame, another mile further east, 
shows the continuation of the same neighbourhood with a 
high school. 

Like so many times before in history, former agricultural 
land has turned into a landscape of capital. Units of home 
and office space production have generated the form of 
the subdivision. Different, but typical of recently built 
subdivisions are the land development standards; mandatory 
dimensions have grown to ever larger scales of production. 
Starting with large earth moving machines, areas were graded 
to hold upwards of 400 homes of very similar design. Each 
home fills its parcel without leaving much space for a yard 
or garden. The width of the roads inside the neighbourhood 
is strikingly wide at 20m , as half the width would be wide 
enough for the number of cars that will travel on them. The 
arterial streets are even wider; designed as limited access roads, 
some residents might have the backs of their homes face such 
arterial streets, but have their address on the local street that 
runs parallel to the arterial street. The right of way measures 
83m in width, which is just a little wider than the Champ 
Elysées in Paris. Notice that the left turn lanes, two of them 
right next to each other, are about 150m long. However, the 
connectivity of the street grid is very poor; only two streets 
generally connect out of a neighbourhood and onto an arterial.

The generous dimensions add up, generating great distances 
between places where people need to be. Extrapolated to the 
metropolitan scale, reducing such dimensions could save much 
space and energy. As a result, residents would not entirely 
depend on their automobiles. In the neighbourhoods shown, 
the automobile is a necessity even for short trips to take a child 

In comparing the scale of cities 
we reflect on the dimensions of 
the elements in the urban fabric

left Urban agglomerations with 7 million inhabitants: 
(clockwise from far left) San Francisco Bay area, 
milan, hong Kong, the randstad, all shown here 
within a 50 by 50 km square.

Below a three dimensional comparison of the intensity 
of human activities per unit of urban surface area 
(from the 2006 Venice Biennale)

opposite page left the world’s two largest cities: 
tokyo in terms of population (31 million) and 
atlanta (4 million) in terms of surface area, shown 
within 50x 50 km squares 
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to the home of a friend or to the ball field, or an elderly person to 
the shopping centre.

What will happen 30 years from now? Will it be possible 
to transform the subdivision shown here--like so many 
others--to use the space more economically, more efficiently 
with changing demographics in mind? Different from the 
urban renewals of the inner city in the 1960s, the needed 
transformation would not as much address the reuse of 
private properties, as private properties are intensely used; the 
renewal would have to deal first of all with all the land that the 
developers have deeded back to cities and counties, the roads 
and open space that became a by-product of the large scale 
grading at the beginning of the land development process. The 
conclusion to be drawn for the present is that the permitting 
authorities should insist on shrinking space standards. Space is a 
resource, just like water, energy, access to public transportation 
and so much else. City design remains a political, social and 
environmental affair. 

Urban history cannot be explained without reflecting on the 
inertia that exists in city transformations. The demographic 
trends, environmental crisis and problems with social 
health and wealth have been identified for many decades, 
and collectively we know the coming decade will need to be 
decisive, because of the significant increases we can expect in 
urban populations and our competing need to live within the 
means of our diminishing resources. Of course, the same could 
have been said at more or less regular intervals throughout 
urban history, but that is the point. Urban history is again in 
such a decisive period. To direct, or at least influence the current 
urban transformations we need to evaluate what has influenced 
our professional practices and what knowledge is needed to 
direct urban transformation in the future. 

Peter Bosselmann is a Professor of urban design at the university of california, at 
Berkeley. his most recent book, Urban Transformation - Understanding City Design 
and Form was published by island Press, Washington dc in 2008 
the maps reproduced here are part of a larger map collection that appears in the book. 
they are reprinted with permission by the author and publisher

above transect through a recent San Francisco Bay 
area Subdivision. each frame contains a land area 
of 500 by 500 metres. From top to bottom: places 
to work, place to live and to shop, places to live 
and school
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In February the Department for 
Communities and Local Government 
(DCLG) announced the Eco-towns 
shortlist, setting out their strategy for 
meeting the future housing needs of 
the nation in a sustainable way. The 
government intends to deliver up to 10 
new towns (five by 2016), each containing 
between 5,000 and 20,000 new dwellings 
by 2020. Each new settlement is intended 
to be carbon neutral, and will be delivered 
and maintained by a dedicated agency. 
These targets are set in the context of the 
Government’s national housing targets of 
three million new dwellings by 2020 – a 
target that some argue they have already 
fallen too far behind to deliver.

amBiTions and conceRns
But what sort of places will these 
new settlements be? The government 
envisages new settlements, each with 
their ‘own distinct identity’, a good 
range of local shops and services, and 
good transport links to nearby towns 
and cities. Each settlement will house a 
‘mixed and balanced community’, with a 
range of dwelling sizes and tenures, and 
will feature between 30 and 50 per cent 
affordable housing. Crucially, each will 
be supported by appropriate community 
infrastructure, including schools and 
leisure provision. Each town will also 
be an exemplar of environmental 

technologies, so expect green roofs, sustainable urban drainage 
systems (SUDS), grey water recycling and on site renewable 
energy generation. International exemplars such as Hammarby 
Sjostad and Vauban, Freiburg are cited in the Government’s 
prospectus.

So this is surely the answer to our housing needs – or is 
it? The proposals have drawn criticism from a wide range of 
organisations, including the Royal Town Planning Institute and 
the Local Government Association, who see significant failings 
in the strategy. The perception of Eco-towns at a local level 
has certainly not been helped by their status as a government 
initiative, so putting them outside the normal planning 
system. There is a worry that schemes will be pushed through 
irrespective of local concerns or even the views of the Local 
Authorities, and that there won’t be any local control over design 
quality and detailed issues.

All this begs the question what sort of places they might 
become. The cynics argue that they will be dormitory towns, too 
far from a significant town centre to avoid car reliance and too 
small to support the levels of employment and service provision 
needed to give them a degree of self containment. Carbon 
neutral construction is in vain if the settlement form doesn’t 
facilitate low carbon lifestyles. These criticisms are supported 
by the size of the proposed settlements – the smaller of which 
(at 5000 homes) are unlikely to support the range of services 
needed to make these places truly sustainable. The same is true 
of employment. While it will never be possible to secure real self 
containment with all residents working where they live, a critical 
mass and good range of employment opportunities is an essential 
ingredient in minimising car use. Although a small percentage of 
this employment might be housed out of town, most employers 
prefer to be (or have to be) near a local centre, offering their 
employees an attractive work location and their clients easy 
access with other opportunities for trade in the vicinity.

eCo-toWnS
Paul Fraser wonders whether the Eco-Towns programme is 
ambitious enough. 
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So it seems that if the issue of the sustainability of our 
homes and settlements is to be seriously addressed, then the 
elephant in the room is our existing building stock. Neither 
the Eco-towns programme nor the current development 
standards have the capacity to influence or encourage the 
enhancement of our existing stock. Of the three million homes 
to be delivered by 2020, the majority is new provision, leaving 
our stock replacement rate in the region of 0.25 per cent. This 
should drive an urgent set of initiatives at national and local 
government level to encourage the refurbishment of our 
existing homes, improving their resource efficiency and carbon 
footprint. Although the supply of loft insulation and some 
condensing boilers is currently subsidised, the programme 
could, and should go much further.

Paul fraser senior urban designer: atkins ltd

delayed susTainaBiliTy
Much of the criticism of the Eco-towns initiative comes from 
those who believe urban extensions to be a more sustainable 
strategy for securing growth. All of the new towns on the 
shortlist will require significant investment and forward 
provision of infrastructure – roads, utilities, services and 
community infrastructure if they are to avoid being car 
dependant dormitories in their early years. It may be the 
case they could only claim to be truly sustainable once their 
target population has been reached. This must also be put 
in to the context of the current financial climate. The public 
finances are unlikely to recover for years to come, and we 
are entering a period of public spending cuts and serious 
prioritisation – so why spend additional money creating stand 
alone development instead of upgrading existing ones? In a 
depressed housing market, or even in a period of growth, a 
private developer is unlikely to be able to deliver all of the 
infrastructure required for a new settlement, in tandem with 
environmentally excellent buildings, affordable housing and 
on site renewables without serious levels of financial support 
from the government.

unsusTainaBle locaTions
It could be seen as telling that the precedents cited by the 
DCLG in their prospectus are urban infill (rather than 
new settlements), with a lack of new settlements of a 
comparable size to draw comparison with. The exemplar 
settlements currently being planned internationally are of 
a city scale (Masdar and Dongtan are regularly reported on), 
accommodating the critical mass of population needed to 
support a range of services and employment. 

The concerns around new settlements are exacerbated 
by the shortlisted locations. Some of the settlements are 
proposed near to existing links but require new infrastructure: 
Cambridge for instance must fund a new railway station. 
Other sites that seem to have been selected due to the ease 
of assembly or single land owner, such as Ford Airfield, will 
require an entirely new transport infrastructure if the new 
residents are not to rely on private car trips to access goods and 
services.

cReaTing communiTies
So a key challenge for the Eco-towns shortlisted as they 
progress through design will be the process of creating 
‘community’ and ‘place’. Establishing a clear identity for 
each of the towns, evolving from an understanding of the 
physical location of the sites and the local people that are 
likely to become their residents, will be central in avoiding 
an identikit rollout of standardised ecoboxes. The sense of 
community in these new places will also be dependent on 
how self supporting they are from the outset. The phasing of 
mixed tenure housing along with the appropriate level of local 
facilities and community infrastructure will be essential in 
making these new towns feel like places in their own right – 
from the first phase.

a dRoP in The ocean?
Eco-towns aside, we must also consider ‘the rest’. The Eco-
towns programme is projected to deliver around 90,000 new 
homes, or 3 per cent of the Government’s target by 2020. So if 
3 per cent is badged ‘eco’, how can we ensure that the majority 
of the new housing needed, delivered through the normal 
channels, meets the challenges of sustainable development? 
The development industry faces a panoply of standards – the 
Code for Sustainable Homes, BREEAM, Lifetime Homes, 
Building for Life, HCA Standards, tightening Building 
Regulations, many of which overlap and are inconsistently 
applied depending on the Local Authority and the client.

opposite page lessons can be learnt from the comprehensive 
settlement planning of masdar by Foster+Partners

Top hammarby: an example for sustainable communities in Stockholm
above Vauban, Freiburg: Cutting edge use of sustainable technologies 

for urban infill
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THE dEvELoPmEnT AIms
The site at The Lower Mill Estate, Somerford Keynes, Gloucestershire is 
a privately owned, former gravel quarry that lies within the Cotswold 
Water Park and covers some 550 acres with 7 lakes and 3 rivers 
including the River Thames. It is an area rich in wildlife and contains 2 
sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSI), one for rare aquatic plants and 
the other a wildflower meadow. An outline permission for 575 second 
homes existed, of which 81 were already built or in construction when 
Richard Reid and Associates (RRA) were commissioned to prepare the 
master plan and house type designs for the remaining development, 
starting with Clearwater. However, the aim of the developer is to create 
a balance between nature conservation and built development with one 
third of the site for development and two thirds of the land managed 
for wildlife.

THE TRAdITIon of THE HoLIdAy vILLAgE
The concept of building a holiday village belongs to a long tradition 
of place making in the UK, from Aquae Sulis (present day Bath) 
which was developed as a town with a recuperative centre, through to 
the development of major post-reformation spa towns in Harrogate, 
Tunbridge Wells and Epsom, and then the later Victorian schemes in 
Malvern, Tenbury Wells, Matlock Bath and Buxton. More recent 20th 
century precedents include Clough Williams-Ellis’s Portmeirion resort 

in Wales; Venice, California; Addison Mizner’s Boca Raton on the Florida 
Coast and Francois Spoerry’s Port Grimaud. The 21st Century holiday 
estates are a part of this tradition.

THE ARCHITECTURAL AmbITIons
The predominant architectural language of these earlier resorts was that 
of the traditional vernacular building. Here the distinctive character of 
building in Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire was formed during the 18th 
century building boom characterised by the use of local materials such 
as the warm, mellow limestone and slate for both the great Manor House 
and the simple vernacular terrace or cottage. Realising that it is difficult 
to design the vernacular on a drawing board or computer, despite Ernest 
Gimson’s marvellous Stoneywell Cottage (1898), RRA sought to develop 
an analogous process of building and construction which would respond 
to the requirements and use of a holiday village here. Whilst using a more 
contemporary style of design, the variety of standard house types is the 
vernacular for the development. For the proposed architecture (or ‘polite’ 
house, to quote Brunskill) - the equivalent of the limestone mansions of 
nearby villages - a series of landmark houses are being designed by other 
architects, including Will Alsop, Sarah Featherstone, Piers Gough, Alison 
Brooks, Sutherland Hussey, Eva Jiricna and Roger Sherman.
 Stylistically, the proposals mark an important transition from the 
direct interpretation of a vernacular language adopted in the first two 
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Clearwater, Lower Mill Estate
Richard Reid and Associates describe the development 
of a new holiday village
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line in a landscape that is open and natural, with native planting 
and a regime of cut grass and long grass. None of the houses within 
the groups have private residential curtilages, and there are no 
boundary fences. This gives the landscape a unique open character 
with a prevalent sense of connection between land and water. Cars are 
accommodated in landscaped parking courts. There is a main spa and 
leisure centre and village shop, with a restaurant, cooking school and 
equestrian centre already planned, together with additional pools and 
related facilities.

THE LEssons LEARnT
The development of this brownfield site enhances the leisure facilities 
provided within the Cotswold Water Park, avoids driving up local 
property prices by grouping the second homes here, has a positive 
impact on the local economy, is a great employer, preserves and 
enhances the site’s wildlife habitat and has a large nature reserve within 
the property which Lower Mill Estate manage. In terms of building 
design the proposed development happily explores the potential of 
combining both building and architecture in the place-making process. 
As Lethaby once wrote: ‘It was the gravest mistake to foster the idea 
that there was a sort of building called ‘architecture’ superior in kind to 
ordinary building, the serious problem was how this ordinary building 
might be well done, for without that as a basis no higher building or 
‘architecture’ would be possible’. At Lower Mill Estate, the landmark 
houses are the architecture and what rules there are, are those to be 
provided by each individual architect. But it is the standard buildings, 
or vernacular of the site, that provides the setting for the architecture 
and, in a sense, make the architecture possible, whilst advancing the 
sustainability credentials of traditional building.

phases of the development, to a more contemporary aesthetic for both 
building (the standard house types) and the architecture (the landmark 
houses). These proposals were the result of a highly productive 
relationship between client, architect and local authority where 
Cotswold District Council’s senior planning officers spent a considerable 
amount of time meeting with developer and architect to explore how 
the future phases of Lower Mill Estate would be designed. 

bUILdIng And ARCHITECTURE 
All the house designs respond to the landscape of lakes and streams 
and the need to develop an architecture of leisure. A shared building 
language was developed within the master plan for the smaller 
vernacular or common building types, with a mix of pitched roofs, folded 
metal roof and mono-pitch roofs, with a street frontage clad in a mix of 
stone, board and batten or render with hole-in-the-wall windows, and 
a more open glazed elevation for the leisure side to the rear that opens 
out onto the water. Planned in a series of informal groups together with 
a number of communal barns, a village, store and spa, these houses have 
a shared building language. The plan also provides space for a series of 
landmark houses – the architecture of the development. These landmark 
houses such as the Somerford Villa which sits partly in the water at the 
tip of the narrow peninsula jutting out into Somerford Lagoon and is the 
precursor to the landmark house programme initiated by the client, act 
as focal points within the various groups. 

THE mAsTER PLAn
Within the master plan, the grain of the built form is defined by 
the way both narrow and wide frontage house types are arranged in 
informal groups, subtly angled along a meandering building frontage 
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Above Figure-ground plan and early house type 
sketches 

opposite page various images of the Clearwater Lower 
Mill Estate
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In 2004 Planit-ie were appointed by ASK and Tameside MBC to design 
and implement a public realm framework for St Petersfield, a new 
commercial quarter within Ashton-under-Lyne, Manchester. Whilst an 
outline planning permission had been granted for a loose spatial
master plan, our commission was to test, challenge, and add value to 
the proposed development framework through developing an urban 
design approach to the public realm.

URbAn dEsIgn AnALysIs
St Petersfield occupies a key gateway position for Tameside, 
strategically located on the western edge of Ashton town centre and 
covering an area of 5.3 has. The site contains some important civic 
buildings such as the Magistrates Court and a listed former Victorian
Baths. The historical context of the site provided the foundation for 
its unique character and identity, and an analysis of the 19th century 
maps revealed a wider Georgian gridiron plan established by the Fifth 
Earl of Stamford. The site itself comprised a series of squares and 
spaces, the urban morphology, scale, and proportions of which provided 
a distinctive European quality. The historical layout of the site – its 
building splays and pinch points – would have provided a series of 
hide and reveal spatial sequences experienced by its patrons travelling, 
either from, or to, the town centre.
 Two strong visual and physical axes existed through the site, and 
are marked by a church spire, and the chimney of the Victorian Baths. 
This historic pattern became our inspiration. The urban design analysis 
identified that these spatial qualities had become eroded through 
the construction of highway infrastructure, associated paraphernalia, 
and poor quality modern buildings, which had only served to sever 
the site from its surrounding grid. Whilst an existing wider landscape 
strategy proposed a re-connection to a canal basin to the south, 

it was considered that land ownership constraints undermined its 
deliverability, and an alterative route was identified which conformed 
more closely to the historic grid.

URbAn dEsIgn TEsTIng/EvALUATIon
The urban design testing stage of the process therefore identified 
additional opportunities to: 

•	 Create	a	framework	of	streets	and	spaces	which	connects	to	the	
wider public realm network within the town centre
•	 Re-establish	Chester	Square	junction	as	a	pedestrian	public	space	
which forms the arrival point into the town centre from the west
•	 Alter	the	existing	master	plan	to	create	a	splayed	entrance	to	Henry	
Square, in keeping with historical characteristics
•	 Re-model	Henry	Square	in	accordance	with	Georgian	design	
principles, within a 21st century context
•	 Revise	the	movement	framework	to	re-establish	pedestrian	priority	
within Bentinck Square
•	 Re-connect	the	site	with	the	surrounding	urban	grid	along	
deliverable routes
•	 Provide	additional	focal	points	along	the	key	axis	to	improve	
legibility

dEvELoPIng THE dEsIgn ConCEPT
The concept for the public realm site was therefore to re-create a 
series of connecting high quality streets, walks and spaces that when 
taken in the context of the proposed buildings, become a destination 
and a reason for visiting Ashton in their own right. It was to 
respond to the site’s former historic urban grain, and re-establish 
the Georgian connection in a contemporary manner. This required 
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St. Petersfield, Ashton-under-Lyne
Planit-ie show how urban design added value to  
a pre-existing master plan
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•	 The Circus - Dynamic transitional space: required a rationalisation of 
highway movements to establish spatial qualities
•	 The nook/The green - Tranquil green places which required careful 
design and development of street widths to integrate planting around 
services
•	 old street Promenade - Transitional street of a human scale which is  
perceived as a secondary route to the town

ConsTRUCTIon
The public realm works within St Petersfield were delivered as one 
complete first phase (in advance of any buildings) utilising English 
Partnership grant funding. During the development of the scheme to 
RIBA stage D and E the proposals were constantly value engineered; 
however, by providing the right mix of higher quality natural materials 
with more standard products, located within key areas, and ensuring 
that a continual quality granite kerb and drainage channel permeated 
through the site, the integrity of the original design concept was 
preserved.

ConCLUsIons
This project provides an example of how the process of urban design 
analysis, testing and evaluation, can add value to a scheme that 
had already received outline planning and approval and which 
was influenced by a wider strategy. Notwithstanding the fact that 
an earlier involvement in the project may have achieved a more 
connected development, by working with a responsive architect, a 
pragmatic highway consultant, an enlightened client body, and by 
having a sound urban design rationale, schemes can be amended, and 
value can added, throughout the latter stages of the planning and 
development process.

amendments to some of the building footprints within the approved 
master plan in order to re-create some of the historical spatial 
sequences identified. The new urban spaces would be flexible and 
capable of being used for a variety of purposes in Manchester’s range 
of weather conditions.
 Further, the design of these spaces would be forward looking 
- reflecting and celebrating the regeneration of the St Petersfield 
quarter and creating a strong yet contemporary synergy between 
the new development and the site’s heritage. Our aim was to create a 
framework of linked activity nodes and character spaces, each with 
their own distinctive characteristics and qualities that respond to the 
constraints and opportunities within their particular site location.
The issue of existing servicing and highways were key drivers 
influencing the design of the public realm and the operational 
requirements of buildings retained. The servicing/highway strategy 
established the constraints for the public realm and set parameters 
from which the design proposals were continually tested.
 The scheme proposes character spaces linked by the key axis and 
geometries of the site and building form. These will be enhanced by 
providing a clutter free public realm, and utilising landmark signage 
to add to the verticality of the chimney and church.
 The design concept established a character and identity for each 
of these spaces:

•	 Chester square - Arrival space/gateway: formerly a road junction, 
a pragmatic approach to highway design was required to reduce clutter 
and retain the spatial qualities
•	 Henry square - Public gathering space/hub, 60% hard and 40% soft 
based on the requirements to provide for events, outdoor eating and 
drinking, as well as informal spill out areas
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located along key axes 
complements the verticality 
of the chimney and marks 
key routes into town

Left The developed master 
plan

below left Analysis which 
challenged the existing 
master plan

below Early concept designs 
enhance the visual and 
physical axes
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Urban Design does not usually include 
reviews of second editions, but given 
the importance of the sustainability, 
coupled with the fact that for some 
reason we failed to review the first 
edition of Sustainable Urban Design, we 
thought a review of Adam Ritchie and 
Randall Thomas’ second edition was very 
worthwhile.

 Like the first edition, this edited 
collection is in three parts. A first 
part pulls the subject apart and 
includes chapters on urban planning, 
transportation, landscape, building 
design, energy, materials, water, and 
waste. Although the authors of each 
have inevitably been highly selective 
in their coverage, these are useful 
contributions that review some of the 
debates and priorities in each of these 
dimensions of the subject. A second 
section focuses on case studies and 
offers a range of built and unbuilt 
exemplars (most already well known to 
readers) that illustrate how to put the 
principles into practice. A final section 
offers, in a series of appendices, a range 
of technical information on different 
aspects of the sustainable design agenda 
e.g. air quality, acoustics, fuel cells, etc. 
 All together this is a valuable 
contribution to the literature, made 
all the more useful by the significant 
revisions and linking narrative added 
since the first edition. Collectively the 

book puts the lie to the sceptic voices 
of some recent authors in Urban Design 
(see Issue 109) who have argued – 
seemingly with little evidence – that 
sustainability and vision can not go 
hand in hand.
 My only concern is that in a fast 
moving subject such as this, these 
contributions may look quickly out of 
date as new internet sources such as 
CABE’s Sustainablecities.org.uk come 
on-line to offer the latest and regularly 
up-dated thinking on the subject. The 
value of this publication, of course, 
is that the authors have stood back 
and reflected on the field and all its 
constituent parts. In so doing they offer 
us a more considered and digestible (if, 
at times, a little overly-evangelical) 
view of the field than other sources have 
so far been able to achieve. I would 
strongly recommend this attractive 
volume to students and practitioners 
alike.

matthew Carmona

What is refreshing about this thoroughly 
put together book, combining papers of 
15 authors, is its eastern perspective. 
It was generated at the University of 
Tokyo where the editor Darko Radovic has 
a professorship. The book deliberately 
followed a loose-fit analytical 
model capable of accommodating 
quantitative and qualitative aspects 
of environmentally responsive and 
responsible practices. 
 Divided into three parts the book 
revisits first the idea of a compact 
city, its strategies and success stories, 
introduced by Radovic’s essay on 
sustainable development in times of crisis 
and globalisation. It examines scale, 

fine grain, density, availability of public 
spaces as contributions to sustainable 
urban living, applying it to Melbourne 
and Europe: Oriol Clos on Barcelona, 
David Sim on eco-villages in Sweden, 
traditional hill towns in southern Europe, 
public stairs in Edinburgh, shared road 
space in Copenhagen, the banks of the 
Seine in Paris, etc. Mike Jenks proposes 
a way forward to sustainable quality of 
urban life by design by ‘defragmenting’ 
fragmented large cities. 
 The second part presents new 
approaches to shrinking cities, a real 
issue in Japan; it raises problems 
of continuity in terms of form and 
culture under modernising pressures 
and critically reviews the notion of 
sustainable city by comparing sprawl in 
Melbourne and Bangkok. The third part 
discusses other scales and sensibilities. 
It analyses Jerusalem from a historic 
point of view, proposes a deliberate 
reintroduction of nature into Tokyo 
based on its times as Edo, and discusses 
other Japanese eco-design strategies, 
including energy efficiency for the urban 
scale down to accomplished detailing of 
buildings. Even the dead have a place 
in reflections about cemetery design 
as architecture with the aim to sustain 
cultural forms.

 Radovic’s erudite introduction 
and conclusion propose an original 
conceptual framework and how it can 
accommodate a wide range of design 
cultures and interpretations away from 
western design orthodoxy. In place 
of reductionist conclusions he prefers 
three tableaux of concepts related to 
environmental design strategies and 
actions: continuity, (de) fragmentation, 
shortage and responsibility; 
commonalities and contrasts related to 
scale; and finally design, collaborations, 
strategies and resources related to scale. 
 For once, lessons can be learnt from 
different approaches to design, and 
in particular from structural, ethical 
and cultural principles which do not 
necessarily rest on western values. Both 
the approach to, and the content of 
the book are well worth the attention 
of European and North American urban 
designers. It has a clear structure and 
includes many illustrations. Undoubtedly 
for cost reasons the colour pictures 
are grouped in a few pages which are 
difficult to connect to their articles. A 
bibliography would have been useful to 
provide an original compendium of less 
well known references. 

Judith Ryser

sUsTAInAbLE URbAn dEsIgn, An EnvIRonmEnTAL APPRoACH, 
sECond EdITIon, RITCHIE A And THomAs R, TAyLoR And fRAnCIs, 2009, £29.99

ECo-URbAnITy - ToWARds WELL-mAnnEREd bUILT EnvIRonmEnTs
dARko RAdovIC (EdIToR), RoUTLEdgE 2009, £27.99

ISBN 978 0 415 44782 9

ISBN 0 145 47278 4
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The fifth edition of the International 
Manual of Planning Practice published 
by the International Society of City 
and Regional Planners (ISOCARP), is an 
immensely ambitious review of the state 
of world planning. The manual consists 
of a book and a CD, obviously the way to 
go for this quantity of information. The 
book contains one page syntheses of 101 
countries, based on the contributions 

by experienced local planners, whose 
CVs would have been welcome. It begins 
with an essay on the state of the art and 
future outlook of planning history which 
takes a broader view than the usual UK 
centric one by reminding us of how much 
South America especially has contributed 
to the development of planning. Trying 
to give a précis of the issues affecting 
101 countries with the massive range of 
subjects ranging from public involvement 
and sustainability that dominate western 
planning policy to getting even the 
most basic infrastructure in place in 
developing countries, leaves one trying 
to get a grip on what or where the text 
is directed. Perhaps it could have been 
better to have tackled the issues relevant 
to each level of planning sophistication 
under a number of sub groups rather 
than trying a blanket coverage of where 
this vast subject is heading. Like most 
planning books the conclusion reminded 
me of why I am glad to be an urban 
designer as it spiralled into platitudes 
about flexible and responsive planning 

balancing the aspirations of different 
groups in society, which does not reflect 
any planning department that I have 
ever dealt with. 
The country studies on the CD contain a 
huge amount of useful information and 
statistics, some of which is unfortunately 
out of date: Abuja in Nigeria for example 
has ten times the population stated. 
Local contact names and addresses 
would have been useful though 
obviously difficult to keep current. Each 
contribution contains a section of how 
planning actually functions in each 
country, a tricky subject to address head 
on if the writer ever aspires to work in 
the country again. The bilingual France 
entry wins the prize for graphics and 
educational content for those wishing 
to brush up on their French planning 
terminology. The manual gets top marks 
for the scope of its ambition, quality of 
production and graphics and the work of 
the dedicated contributors and editors.

 malcolm moor

THE InTERnATIonAL mAnUAL of PLAnnIng PRACTICE
Ed JUdITH RysER And TEREsA fRAnCInI, IsoCARP, nETHERLAnds, 2008

ISBN 90 755 24 226

An attractively presented book, this 
publication addresses growing interest 
and respect for modern Dutch housing, 
and provides an illustrated review of 
new housing schemes. Its basis is the 
comparison between British and Dutch 
housing, from space standards, finishes, 
performance, policies, quality control 
mechanisms, and procurement processes, 
and it draws upon several English 
examples to show how quality has 
improved here. There is a discussion on 
the cultural context for house building, 

and the Dutch government’s schemes to 
deliver consistently better homes, which 
in turn reveal very different priorities, 
degrees of involvement and a passion 
for design in the Dutch initiatives. The 
skills that underpin both countries’ 
development industry are also reviewed, 
and covers site based skills and trades 
through to professional attitudes.
 The book provides sketch 
plans, diagrams, some dimensions, 
photographs and maps of nine case 
studies and assesses each against 
the evaluation tools promoted by 
the relevant government. These are 
the seven-point Fifth National Policy 
Document on Spatial Planning from 
the Netherlands, and CABE’s four-point 
Housing Audit. The five case studies 
from the Netherlands are from Borneo-
Sporenburg and Ijburg in Amsterdam, 
Vathorst, Amersfoort; Leidsche Rijn, 
Utrecht; and Ypenburg, The Hague. 
From England are Staithes, Gateshead; 
Accordia, Cambridge; Donnybrook 
Quarter and Greenwich Millennium 
Village in London, with a brief review 
of the contribution by ‘modern methods 
of construction’ to design quality - 
the £60k House Initiative, Rogers’ 
Oxley Park houses, IKEA’s BoKlok, The 

Lighthouse and BRE’s prototypes. 
 Cousins concludes by setting out 
why and how we should learn from the 
Netherlands, and discusses four main 
themes: implementation, design quality 
through diversity and through good 
design, and urban design. By using a 
shared risk approach to development 
procurement, the Dutch housing building 
programme manages contributions from 
different designers and developers, 
learns from its mistakes, and does not 
operate primarily for profit. Appointing 
a development scheme ‘coach’ has 
ensured that quality has been pursued 
at all stages of several schemes. In 
both national contexts, the vision of 
the client, calibre of the design team, 
direction of the planning authority and 
rigour of the management plan each 
play a major role in creating exemplary 
housing. Cousins also concludes that 
in assessing housing quality, we should 
adopt the Dutch process of resident 
satisfaction surveys, rather than asking 
other professionals, to see how design is 
helping to meet needs and make better 
places to live, or not. 

Louise Thomas

dEsIgn qUALITy In nEW HoUsIng, LEARnIng fRom THE nETHERLAnds
mATTHEW CoUsIns, TAyLoR & fRAnCIs, 2009, £39.99(Pb) 

ISBN 978 0 415 44770 6
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subscribing to this index. The following 

pages provide a service to potential clients 

when they are looking for specialist urban 

design advice, and to those considering 

taking an urban design course.

Those wishing to be included in future 
issues should contact the UdG, 70 Cowcross 
Street, London eC1M 6eJ
Tel 020 7250 0872
email admin@udg.org.uk

PraCTiCe index

aLan BaxTer & aSSoCiaTeS
Consulting engineers,
70 Cowcross Street, London eC1M 6eJ
Tel 020 7250 1555
email abaxter@alanbaxter.co.uk
Website www.alanbaxter.co.uk
Contact alan Baxter
An engineering and urban design 
practice. Particularly concerned with 
the thoughtful integration of buildings, 
infrastructure and movement, and the 
creation of places.

aLLen Pyke aSSoCiaTeS 
The Factory 2 acre road, 
kingston-upon-Thames kT2 6eF
Tel 020 8549 3434 
email design@allenpyke.co.uk
Website www.allenpyke.co.uk
Contact John Brodie, rob Chiat
Innovative, responsive, committed, 
competitive, process. Priorities: people, 
spaces, movement, culture. Places: 
regenerate, infill, extend create.

andreW MarTin aSSoCiaTeS
Croxton’s Mill, Little Waltham, Chelmsford, 
essex CM3 3PJ
Tel 01245 361611
email ama@amaplanning.com
Website www.amaplanning.com
Contacts andrew Martin/ 
 Sophie o’Hara Smith
Masterplans, urban design, urban 
regeneration, historic buildings, project 
management, planning, EIA, landscape 
planning and design.

anTHony reddy aSSoCiaTeS
dartry Mills, dartry road, dublin 6
Tel 00 353 1 498 7000
email info@anthonyreddy.com
Website www.anthonyreddy.com
Contacts Tony reddy, Brian o’neill, ronan 
Smith, robert keane
Architecture, planning, urban design, 
project management. Masterplanning, 
development frameworks, urban 
regeneration, mixed-use development.

arnoLd Linden
Chartered architect, 
54 Upper Montagu Street, London W1H 1FP
Tel 020 7723 7772
Contact arnold Linden
Integrated regeneration through the 
participation in the creative process of 
the community and the public at large, 
of streets, buildings and places.

aSSaeL arCHiTeCTUre LTd
Studio 13, 50 Carnwath road,  
London SW6 3FG
Tel 020 7736 7744
email maxwell@assael.co.uk
Website www.assael.co.uk
Contact russell Pedley
Architects and urban designers 
covering mixed use, hotel, leisure, and 
residential, including urban frameworks 
and masterplanning projects. 

aTkinS PLC
euston Tower, 286 euston road,
London nW1 3aT
Tel 020 7121 2000
email paul.reynolds@atkinsglobal.com
Contact Paul reynolds 
Interdisciplinary practice that offers a  
range of built environment specialists 
working together to deliver quality 
places for everybody to enjoy.

aUSTin-SMiTH:Lord LLP 
Port of Liverpool Building, 
Pier Head, Liverpool L3 1By
Tel 0151 227 1083
email andy.smith@austinsmithlord.com
Contact andy Smith
also at London, Cardiff and Glasgow
Multi-disciplinary national practice with  
a specialist urban design unit backed 
by the landscape and core architectural 
units. Wide range and scale of projects.

Baker aSSoCiaTeS
The Crescent Centre, Temple Back, 
Bristol BS1 6eZ
Tel 0117 933 8950
email all@bakerassocs.com
Contact Claire Mitcham
Site context appraisals, urban design 
and regeneration frameworks, area 
action plans, masterplanning, 
site promotion, design guides and 
statements.

Barr GaZeTaS LTd
eastgate House, 16-19 eastcastle Street, 
London W1W 8da 
Tel 0207 636 5581 
email info@barrgazetas.com
Website www.barrgazetas.com
Contact alistair Barr
Our masterplans have created diverse 
strategic frameworks for development 
opportunities. Our vibrant, varied spaces 
encourage all forms of interaction.

BarTon WiLLMore ParTnerSHiP
Beansheaf Farmhouse, Bourne Close, Calcot, 
reading, Berks rG31 7BW
Tel 0118 943 0000
masterplanning@bartonwillmore.co.uk
Contact Clive rand
Concept through to implementation on 
complex sites, comprehensive design 
guides, urban regeneration, brownfield 
sites, and major urban expansions.

THe BeLL CornWeLL ParTnerSHiP
oakview House, Station road, Hook, 
Hampshire rG27 9TP
Tel 01256 766673
email savery@bell-cornwell.co.uk
Website www.bell-cornwell.co.uk
Contact Simon avery
Specialists in masterplanning and the 
coordination of major development 
proposals. Advisors on development plan 
representations, planning applications  
and appeals. 

BidWeLLS 
16 Upper king Street, norwich nr3 1Ha 
Tel 01603 763 939 
landscapearchitecture@bidwells.co.uk
Website www.bidwells.co.uk
Contact Luke Broom-Lynne 
Planning, Landscape and Urban 
Design consultancy, specialising in 
Masterplanning, Townscape Assessment, 
Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment.

BLaMPied & ParTnerS LTd
areen House 282 king Street, 
London W6 0SJ
Tel 020 8563 9175 
email yvette.newton@blampied.co.uk
Website www.blampied.co.uk
Contact Clive naylor
Architectural masterplanning, urban 
design, tourism, education, commercial 
expertise in the United Kingdom and 
overseas.

Bree day ParTnerSHiP
The old Chapel
1 Holly road, Twickenham TW1 4ea
Tel 020 8744 4440
email tim@architech.co.uk
Website www.architech.co.uk
Contact Tim day
Eco-urbanism guides the partnership’s 
core disciplines of architecture, urban 
design and community planning.

BroCk CarMiCHaeL arCHiTeCTS
19 old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9JQ
Tel 0151 242 6222
email office@brockcarmichael.co.uk
Contact Michael Cosser
Masterplans and development briefs. 
Mixed-use and brownfield regeneration 
projects. Design in historic and sensitive 
settings. Integrated landscape design.

BroWne SMiTH & Baker 
arCHiTeCTS
Morton House Morton road, darlington 
dL1 4PT
Tel 01325 462345
email info-d@brownesmithbaker.com
Website www.brownesmithbaker.com
Contact d d Brown
Urban design, masterplanning and 
digital visualisation services. Clients 
include One Northeast, Taylor Woodrow, 
Lovell, and District of Easington.

BUiLdinG deSiGn ParTnerSHiP
16 Brewhouse yard, Clerkenwell, London 
eC1V 4LJ
Tel 020 7812 8000
email aj-tindsley@bdp.co.uk
Website  www.bdp.co.uk
Contact  andrew Tindsley
BDP offers town planning, 
masterplanning, urban design, 
landscape, regeneration and 
sustainability studies, and has teams 
based in London, Manchester and 
Belfast.

BUrke-kennedy doyLe arCHiTeCTS
6-7 Harcourt Terrace, dublin 2
Tel 00 353 1 6182400
email architecture@bkd.ie
Website www.bkd.ie 
Contact Tom Coughlan/Martin Jones/ 
 noel kidney
Multidisciplinary practice providing 
urban design, architecture, and 
sustainable energy efficient design for 
the market driven commercial sector and 
public bodies.

ConTriBUTorS

Joe Holyoak, architect and urban 
designer, Principal Lecturer in Urban 
Design at Birmingham City University

rachel Leggett, Project Coordinator 
for Inspire East, part of East of 
England Development Agency

Sebastian Loew, architect and 
planner, writer and consultant, 
teaching at the University of 
Westminster

Malcolm Moor, architect and 
independent consultant in urban 
design; co-editor of Urban Design 
Futures

Judith ryser, researcher, journalist, 
writer and urban affairs consultant to 
Fundacion Metropoli, Madrid

Louise Thomas, independent urban 
designer and Director of the Urban 
Renaissance Institute

reGionaL ConTaCTS
If you are interested in getting 
involved with any regional activities 
please get in touch with the following 

London and SoUTH eaST
robert Huxford and Louise ingledow
Tel 020 7250 0892 
email louise.ingledow@udg.org.uk

SoUTH
Maya Shcherbakova
Mob 07884 246190
email myshcherbakova@dpds.co.uk

SoUTH WeST
Judy Preston 
Mob 07908219834
email judy.preston@blueyonder.co.uk

eaST MidLandS 
Laura alvarez 
Tel 0115 962 9000
email udgeastmidlands@hotmail.co.uk

WeST MidLandS
Patricia Gomez
email Patricia.gomez@birmingham.gov.uk

eaST anGLia
daniel durrant 
Tel 01223 372 638
email daniel.durrant@rce.org.uk 

norTH WeST
annie atkins of Places Matter! 
email annie.atkins@placesmatter.co.uk

norTH eaST
Georgia Giannopoulou
Tel 0191 222 6006
email georgia.giannopoulou@ncl.ac.uk

SCoTLand
alona Martinez-Perez
emails 
alona.martinez@urban-design-group.org.uk
scotland_street@yahoo.com

norTHern ireLand
James Hennessey
Tel 028 9073 6690
email james@paulhogarth.com 

The north of england region and Wales 
require contacts
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xBUrnS + niCe
70 Cowcross Street, London eC1M 6eJ
Tel 020 7253 0808
email bn@burnsnice.com
Website www.burnsnice.com
Contacts Marie Burns/ Stephen nice
Urban design, landscape architecture, 
environmental and transport planning. 
Masterplanning, design and public 
consultation for community-led work.

BUrreLL FoLey FiSCHer
york Central, 70-78 york Way, 
London n1 9aG
Tel 020 7713 5333
email mail@bff-architects.co.uk
Website www.bff-architects.co.uk
Contact John Burrell
Urban regeneration and arts and cultural 
buildings. New settlements. New 
design in historic contexts. Waterfront 
buildings and strategies.

CaPiTa LoVeJoy
Level Seven, 52 Grosvenor Gardens, London 
SW1W 0aU
Tel  020 7901 9911
email enquiries@lovejoylondon.uk.com
Website www.lovejoy.uk.com
Contacts david Blackwood Murray/  
 Martin kelly
also at Birmingham 0121 329 7976
Land planners specialising in 
environmental planning, urban design 
and landscape architecture in the UK 
and overseas.

Cdn PLanninG LTd
ethos, kings road, Swansea Waterfront
Swansea Sa1 8aS
Tel 01792 830238
email cdnplanning@btopenworld.com
Website www.cdnplanning.com
Contact kedrick davies
Urban design, planning and 
development. Integration of land-
use planning and urban design. 
Collaborative and community working to 
enhance the environment. 

CHaPMan TayLor LLP
10 eastbourne Terrace, London W2 6LG
Tel 020 7371 3000
email ctlondon@chapmantaylor.com
Website www.chapmantaylor.com
Contacts adrian Griffiths/ Paul Truman
ManCHeSTer
Bass Warehouse, 4 Castle Street
Castlefield, Manchester M3 4LZ
Tel 0161 828 6500
email ctmcr@chapmantaylor.com
Chapman Taylor is an international 
firm of architects and urban designers 
specialising in mixed-use city centre 
regeneration projects throughout 
Europe.

CHarTer ConSULTanTS arCHiTeCTS
architecture and Urban design
2 St Stephen’s Court, 15-17 St Stephen 
road, Bournemouth, dorset BH2 6La
Tel  01202 554625
bournemouth@charter-architects.com
Contact  Martin dobbs
Leisure, mixed use, residential, 
commercial, retail, education, health 
and government facilities. Based in 
Bedford, Bournemouth, London and 
Ipswich.
 

CHriS BLandFord aSSoCiaTeS
1 Swan Court, 9 Tanner Street,  
London Se1 3Le
Tel 020 7089 6480
email mmartin@cba.uk.net
Website www.cba.uk.net
Contacts Chris Blandford/Mike Martin
also at Uckfield
Landscape architecture, environmental 
assessment, ecology, urban renewal, 
development economics, town planning, 
historic landscapes and conservation.

CiTy deSiGn Co-oP LTd
4 north Court, Glasgow, G1 2dP
Tel 0141 204 3466Fax 
0141 221 7746
email mail@citydesign.coop
Website www.citydesign.coop
Contact Beatriz Bauer
City Design has developed a reputation 
for thoughtful and creative site 
responsive projects across a range of 
scales.

CiTy id 
23 Trenchard Street
Bristol BS1 5an
Tel 0117 917 7000
email mike.rawlinson@cityid.co.uk
Website cityid.co.uk
Contact Mike rawlinson
Place branding and marketing vision 
masterplanning, urban design, public 
realm strategies, way finding and 
legibility strategies, information design 
and graphics.

CLarke kLein & CHaUdHUri 
arCHiTeCTS
63-71 Collier Street, London n1 9Be
Tel 020 7278 0722
email info@ckcarchitects.com
Contact Wendy Clarke
Small design-led practice focusing on 
custom solutions for architectural, 
planning or urban design projects. 
Exploring the potential for innovative 
urban design.

CoLin BUCHanan & ParTnerS
10 eastbourne Terrace
London W2 6LG
Tel 020 7053 1300
email enquiries@cbuchanan.co.uk 
Website www.colinbuchanan.com
Contact Martina Juvara
Planning, regeneration, urban design, 
transport and traffic management 
and market research. Area based 
regeneration, town centres and public 
realm design.

CoLoUr UrBan deSiGn LiMiTed
Milburn House, dean Street, 
newcastle upon Tyne ne1 1Le
Tel 0191 242 4224
email  design@colour-udl.com
Website www.colour-udl.com
Contact  Peter owens
Design oriented projects with 
full client participation. Public 
spaces, regeneration, development, 
masterplanning, residential, education 
and healthcare.

Conroy CroWe keLLy arCHiTeCTS
65 Merrion Square, dublin 2
Tel 00 353 1 661 3990
email info@cck.ie
Website www.cck.ie
Contacts Clare Burke and david Wright
Architecture, urban design, 
masterplanning, village studies. Mixed 
use residential developments with a 
strong identity and sense of place.

ConSerVaTion arCHiTeCTUre & 
PLanninG
Wey House, Standford Lane, Headley, 
Hants GU35 8rH
Tel 01420 472830
email cap@capstudios.co.uk
Website www.capstudios.co.uk
Contact Jack Warshaw
Historic cities,towns, sites, buildings, 
conservation areas, regeneration, 
studies, new buildings, guidance, 
masterplanning, expert witness services.

CooPer CroMar
newton House, 457 Sauchiehall Street, 
Glasgow G2 3LG
Tel 0141 332 2570 
email info@coopercromar.com
Website www.coopercromar.com
Contact alan Stark
Architecture and urban design for inner 
city commercial, residential and offices. 
Masterplanning and feasibility studies 
for business and industrial parks.

CUnnane STraTTon reynoLdS
3 Molesworth Place, dublin 2
Tel 00 353 1 661 0419
email info@csrlandplan.ie
Website www.csrlandplan.ie
Contact declan o’Leary
Landscape design and town planning, 
from project appraisal to strategy in a 
range from masterplans to framework 
plans and detailed design.

daLTon CraWLey ParTnerSHiP
29 Carlton Crescent,  
Southampton So15 2eW 
Tel 02380 719400 
email info@daltoncrawley.com
Website www.daltoncrawley.com
Contact Steve dalton
Urban design and masterplanning of 
commercial developments, medium to 
large scale residential and mixed-use 
schemes.

daVid HUSkiSSon aSSoCiaTeS
17 Upper Grosvenor road, Tunbridge Wells, 
kent Tn1 2dU
Tel 01892 527828
email dha@dha-landscape.co.uk
Contact nicola Brown
Landscape consultancy offering 
masterplanning, streetscape and 
urban park design, estate restoration, 
environmental impact assessments.

daVid LoCk aSSoCiaTeS LTd
50 north Thirteenth Street, Central Milton 
keynes, Milton keynes Mk9 3BP
Tel 01908 666276
email mail@davidlock.com
Website www.davidlock.com
Contact Will Cousins
Strategic planning studies, 
area development frameworks, 
development briefs, design guidelines, 
masterplanning, implementation 
strategies, environmental statements.

deGW PLC arCHiTeCTS  
& ConSULTanTS
The Merchant Centre, 1 new Street Centre, 
London eC4a 3BF
Tel 020 7239 7777
email ssmith@degw.co.uk
Website www.degw.co.uk
Contact Steve Smith
Development planning and briefing. 
Masterplanning and urban design. 
Strategic briefing and space planning. 
Architecture and interiors.

deSiGnS For LiGHTinG
17 City Business Centre, Hyde Street 
Winchester So23 7Ta
Tel 01962 855080 
email alan@designsforlighting.co.uk
Website www.designsforlighting.co.uk 
Contact alan Tulla
Exterior lighting in urban regeneration. 
Public realm artworks, visual impact 
assessments and night enhancement 
through lighting.

deVereUx arCHiTeCTS LTd
200 Upper richmond road,  
London SW15 2SH
Tel 020 8780 1800
email  d.ecob@devereux.co.uk
Website www.devereux.co.uk
Contact duncan ecob 
Adding value through innovative, 
ambitious solutions in complex urban 
environments.

dHa PLanninG & UrBan deSiGn
eclipse House, eclipse Park, Sittingbourne 
road, Maidstone, kent Me14 3en
Tel 01622 776226
email info@dhaplanning.co.uk
Website dhaplanning.co.uk
Contact Matthew Woodhead
Planning and Urban Design Consultancy 
offering a full range of Urban Design 
services including masterplanning, 
development briefs & design statements. 

dnS PLanninG & deSiGn
Gloucester House, 29 Brunswick Square
Gloucester GL1 1Un
Tel 01452 413726
email bd@dns-planning.co.uk
Website www.dns-planning.co.uk 
Contact Mark newey
Urban design practice providing a 
responsive and professional service 
by experienced urban designers from 
both landscape and architectural 
backgrounds.

dPdS ConSULTinG GroUP
old Bank House, 5 devizes road, old Town, 
Swindon, Wilts Sn1 4BJ
Tel 01793 610222
email dpds.swindon@dpds.co.uk
Website www.dpds.co.uk
Contact Les durrant
Town planning, architecture, landscape 
architecture and urban design: 
innovative solutions in masterplanning, 
design guidance and development 
frameworks.

dPP (deVeLoPMenT PLanninG 
ParTnerSHiP) LLP
audrey House, 16-20 ely Place, 
London eC1n 6Sn
Tel 020 7092 3600
Fax 020 7404 7917
email roger.mascall@dppllp.com
Website www.dppllp.com
Contact roger Mascall

dUaLCHaS BUiLdinG deSiGn
duisdale Beag, Sleat, isle of Skye iV43 8QU
Tel 01471 833300
email info@dualchas.com
Website www.dualchas.com
Contact Lara Hinde
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The Johnson Building, 77 Hatton Garden
London eC1n 8JS
Tel 020 3009 2100
email edaweurope@edaw.co.uk
Contacts Bill Hanway and Jason Prior
ManCHeSTer
express networks Phase 2, 3 George Leigh 
Street, Manchester M4 5dL
Tel 0161 200 1860
edinBUrGH
5 Coates Crescent, edinburgh eH3 7aL
Tel 0131 226 3939
Urban design, planning, landscape 
architecture and economic development 
services. Particular expertise in market-
driven development frameworks.

enTeC Uk LTd
Gables House kenilworth road, Leamington 
Spa, Warwicks CV32 6Jx
Tel 01926 439 000
email brann@entecuk.co.uk
Website www.entecuk.co.uk
Contact nick Brant
Masterplanning, urban design, 
development planning and landscape 
within broad based multidisciplinary 
environmental and engineering 
consultancy. 

FaBrik
38 a High Street, alton,  
Hampshire GU34 1Bd
Tel 01420 593250
Contact Johnny rath

FaULknerBroWnS
dobson House, northumbrian Way, 
newcastle upon Tyne ne12 0QW
Tel 0191 268 3007
email info@faulknerbrowns.co.uk
Contact neil Taylor
Architectural design services 
from inception to completion. 
Expertise in transport, urban design, 
masterplanning, commercial and leisure 
projects. 

FaULkS Perry CULLey  
and reCH LLP
Lockington Hall, Lockington,  
derby de74 2rH
Tel 01509 672772
email tim.jackson@fpcr.co.uk
Website www.fpcr.co.uk
Contact Tim Jackson 
Integrated design and environmental 
practice. Specialists in masterplanning, 
urban and mixed use regeneration, 
development frameworks, EIAs and 
public inquiries. 

FLeTCHer PrieST arCHiTeCTS
Middlesex House, 34/42 Cleveland Street,
London W1T 4Je 
Tel 020 7034 2200 
Fax 020 7637 5347 
email london@fletcherpriest.com
Website www.fletcherpreist.com
Contact Jonathan kendall
Work ranges from city-scale masterplans 
(Stratford City, Riga) to architectural 
commissions for high-profile 
professional clients.

FraMeWork arCHiTeCTUre and 
UrBan deSiGn
3 Marine Studios, Burton Lane, Burton 
Waters, Lincoln Ln1 2Wn
Tel 01522 535383
email info@frameworklincoln.co.uk
Contact Gregg Wilson
Architecture and urban design. A 
commitment to the broader built 
environment and the particular dynamic 
of a place and the design opportunities 
presented.

GarSdaLe deSiGn LiMiTed
High Branthwaites, Frostrow, Sedbergh
Cumbria, La10 5Jr
Tel 015396 20875
email info@garsdaledesign.co.uk
Website www.garsdaledesign.co.uk
Contact derrick Hartley
GDL provides masterplanning and 
urban design, architecture and heritage 
services developed through 25 years 
wide ranging experience in the UK and 
Middle East. 

GiLLeSPieS
environment by design
GLaSGoW
21 Carlton Court, Glasgow G5 9JP
Tel 0141 420 8200
email admin.glasgow@gillespies.co.uk
Contact Brian M evans
ManCHeSTer
Tel 0161 928 7715
email jim.gibson@gillespies.co.uk
Contact Jim Gibson
oxFord
Tel 01865 326789
email admin.oxford@gillespies.co.uk
Contact Paul F Taylor
Urban design, landscape architecture, 
architecture, planning, environmental 
assessment, planning supervisors and 
project management.

G.M.k aSSoCiaTeS
1st Floor Cleary Court, 169 Church Street 
east, Woking, Surrey GU21 6HJ
Tel 01483 729378
email info@gmk.datanet.co.uk
Contact George Mckinnia

GMW arCHiTeCTS
Po Box 1613, 239 kensington High Street, 
London W8 6SL
Tel 020 7937 8020
email info@gmwp.co.uk
Website www.gmw-architects.com
Contact Terry Brown
Urban planning and regeneration 
strategies. Formulation of development 
and design briefs including packaging to 
suit appropriate funding strategies. 

GoLdCreST HoMeS PLC
3 Hurlingham Business Park, Sullivan road 
London SW6 3dU
Tel  020 77317111
email  adams@goldcresthomes.co.uk
Contact  alan roake

GVa GriMLey LTd
10 Stratton Street, London W1J 8Jr
Tel 020 7911 2234
email christopher.hall@gvagrimley.co.uk
Contact Christopher Hall
also at Birmingham and Manchester
Planning, development and urban 
regeneration providing deliverable 
quality
design solutions from the strategic 
regional scale to site specific.

HaLCroW GroUP LTd
44 Brook Green, Hammersmith 
London W6 7By
Tel 020 7602 7282
email schmidtr@halcrow.com
Website www.halcrow.com
Contact robert Schmidt
Award winning consultancy, integrating 
planning, transport and environment. 
Full development cycle covering 
feasibility, concept, design and 
implementation.

HankinSon dUCkeTT aSSoCiaTeS
The Stables, Howberry Park, Benson Lane, 
Wallingford ox10 8Ba
Tel 01491 838 175
email consult@hda-enviro.co.uk
Contacts Brian duckett
An approach which adds value through 
innovative solutions. Development 
planning, new settlements, 
environmental assessment, re-use of 
redundant buildings.

HaWkinS\BroWn
60 Bastwick Street, London eC1V 3Tn
Tel 020 7336 8030
email davidbickle@hawkinsbrown.co.uk 
Website www.hawkinsbrown.co.uk 
Contact david Bickle
Multi-disciplinary architecture and 
urban design practice specialising in 
mixed-use regeneration, educational 
masterplanning, sustainable rural 
development frameworks, transport 
infrastructure and public urban realm 
design.

Hok inTernaTionaL LTd
Qube, 90 Whitfield Street
London W1T 4eZ
Tel 020 7636 2006
email tim.gale@hok.com
Contact Tim Gale
HOK delivers design of the highest 
quality. It is one of Europe’s leading 
architectural practices, offering 
experienced people in a diverse range of 
building types, skills and markets.

HoLMeS ParTnerSHiP
89 Minerva Street, Glasgow G3 8Le
Tel 0141 204 2080
email glasgow@holmespartnership.com
Contact Harry Phillips
Urban design, planning, renewal, 
development and feasibility studies. 
Sustainability and energy efficiency.  
Commercial,residential,leisure. 

HoMeS & CoMMUniTieS aGenCy
(HCa)- MiLTon keyneS
Urban design Team, national Consultancy 
Unit, Central Business exchange,  
414-428 Midsummer Boulevard,  
Milton keynes Mk9 ea
Tel 01908 692692
louisewyman@englishpartnerships.co.uk
Contact Louise Wyman

HTa arCHiTeCTS LTd
106-110 kentish Town road,  
London nW1 9Px 
Tel 020 7485 8555 
email urbandesign@hta.co.uk
Contact James Lord/Sally Lewis
Website www.hta-arch.co.uk
Design-led housing and regeneration 
consultancy offering inter-disciplinary 
services including architecture, 
masterplanning, urban design, graphic 
design, landscape design, sustainability 
and planning.

HULMe UPriGHT ManninG
Highpoint, Festival Park, Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffordshire ST1 5SH 
Tel 01782 208600 
Fax 01782 206080 
email dryden.lewis@hum-arch.ac.uk
Website www.hulmeupright.co.uk
Contact dryden Mcnair-Lewis
Urban design, architecture and 
landscape, designed to enhance those 
characteristics which are valuable about 
a place.

HyLand edGar driVer
one Wessex Way, Colden Common, 
Winchester, Hants So21 1WG
Tel 01962 711 600
email hed@heduk.com
Website www.heduk.com
Contact John Hyland
Innovative problem solving, driven 
by cost efficiency and sustainability, 
combined with imagination and 
coherent aesthetic of the highest 
quality.

indiGo PLanninG LTd
Swan Court, Worple road, London SW19 4JS
Tel 020 8605 9400
email  info@indigoplanning.com
Website  www.indigoplanning.com
Contact andy king

inTeLLiGenT SPaCe
atkins, euston Tower, 286 euston road 
London nW1 3aT
Tel 020 7121 2558
intelligentspace@atkinsglobal.com
Website www.intelligentspace.com
Contact elspeth duxbury
Planning analysis and support, 
pedestrian modelling, GIS and 
specialists in retail and urban 
masterplanning.

JaCoBS 
Tower Bridge Court, 224-226 Tower Bridge 
road, London Se1 2UP
Tel 020 7403 3330
email craig.kiner@jacobs.com
Website www.jacobsbabtie.com
Contacts Craig kiner
Multidisciplinary urban design, 
masterplanning and architecture as part 
of the integrated services of a national 
consultancy.

Jenny exLey aSSoCiaTeS
Priory Park, Blackham Court
Beech Green Lane, Withyham
east Sussex Tn7 4dB
Tel 0845 347 9351
email info@jennyexley.com
Website www.jennyexley.com
Contact Jonathan Sayers
Landscape architecture. Urban design. 
Catalysts for transforming sensitive 
urban realm and education projects. 
Inspirational vision underpinned 
by public workshops, consultation, 
contextual analysis, character 
assessment, contracts.

JMP ConSULTinG 
audrey House, 16-20 ely Place, London 
eC1n 6Sn 
Tel 020 7618 4149 
email paul.smith@jmp.co.uk
Contact Paul Smith
Integrating transport, planning and 
engineering, development planning, 
urban design, environmental 
assessment, water & drainage 
throughout the U.K.
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49 Princes Place, London W11 4Qa
Tel 020 7727 2663
email mailbox@mcaslan.co.uk
Website www.mcaslan.co.uk
Architectural practice with experience in 
delivering outstanding design for urban 
infrastructure, residential, commercial 
and mixed-use, historic, education, arts 
and interiors.

JoHn roSe aSSoCiaTeS
Berkeley Court, Borough road
newcastle-under-Lyme, ST5 1TT
Tel 01782 382275
email admin@johnroseassociates.co.uk
Website www.johnroseassociates.co.uk
Contact John rose
Analyses problems, prepares briefs and 
creates bespoke design solutions, which 
maximise development opportunities, 
and formulates sustainable strategies.

JoHn THoMPSon & ParTnerS
23-25 Great Sutton Street,  
London eCiV 0dn 
Tel 020 7017 1780 
email info@jtp.co.uk 
Website www.jtp.co.uk 
Contact Marcus adams 
edinBUrGH oFFiCe addreSS
2nd Floor Venue studios, 15-21 
Calton road, edinburgh eH8 8dL 
Tel 0131 272 2762
email info@jtp.co.uk 
Contact alan Stewart
Addressing the problems of physical, 
social and economic regeneration 
through collaborative interdisciplinary 
community based planning.

Jon roWLand UrBan deSiGn
65 Hurst rise road, oxford ox2 9He
Tel 01865 863642
email jonrowland@jrud.co.uk
Website www.jrud.co.uk
Contact Jon rowland
Urban design, urban regeneration, 
development frameworks, site 
appraisals, town centre studies, design 
guidance, public participation and 
masterplanning.

JoneS LanG LaSaLLe
22 Hanover Square, London W1a 2Bn
Tel 020 7493 6040
email guy.bransby@eu.jll.com
Contact Guy Bransby
Website www.joneslanglasalle.co.uk 
other offices: Manchester, Leeds, 
Birmingham, Glasgow, edinburgh
Providing commercially driven planning 
advice to a range of public and private 
sector clients through our national 
offices. Specialising in all areas of 
planning.

kay eLLioTT
5-7 Meadfoot road, Torquay, devon TQ1 2JP
Tel 01803 213553
email admin@kayelliott.co.uk
Website www.kayelliott.co.uk
Contact Mark Jones
International studio with 30 year history 
of imaginative architects and urban 
designers, creating buildings and places 
that enhance their surroundings and add 
financial value.

keMBer LoUdon WiLLiaMS LTd
ridgers Barn, Bunny Lane, eridge, 
near Tunbridge Wells, kent Tn3 9Ha
Tel 01892 750018
email juliet.billingham@klw.co.uk
Website www.klw.co.uk
Contact Juliet Billingham

kePPie deSiGn
160 West regent Street, Glasgow G2 4rL
Tel 0141 225 0269
email smcintosh@keppiedesign.co.uk
Contact Suzanne Mcintosh
Website www.keppiedesign.co.uk
Multi-disciplinary architecture, 
planning, urban design, regeneration 
and landscape Practice. Offices in 
Edinburgh, Belfast, Manchester, Perth, 
Inverness.

kSa
Unit 5C & 5d, Fingal Bay Business Park, 
Swords, Co dublin
Tel 00 353 1 890 4085
email ksa@ksa.ie
Website www.ksa.ie
Contact donna Gorman 
Multi-disciplinary practice specialising 
in planning, masterplanning, urban 
design, architecture, landscape design, 
conservation and project management. 

THe LandSCaPe ParTnerSHiP 
Tunnel Wharf, 121 rotherhithe Street
London, Se16 4nF
Tel 020 7252 0002
email tlp@london.tlp.uk.com
Website www.thelandscapepartnership.com
Contact Joanna ede
Four offices undertaking urban design, 
landscape design and environmental 
planning with creative approach to 
projects and emphasis on place-making.

LandSCaPe ProJeCTS
31 Blackfriars road, Salford,  
Manchester M3 7aQ
Tel 0161 839 8336
email post@landscapeprojects.co.uk
Contact neil Swanson
We work at the boundary between 
architecture, urban and landscape 
design seeking innovative, sensitive 
design and creative thinking.

Land USe ConSULTanTS
43 Chalton Street, London nW1 1Jd
Tel 020 7383 5784
email luc@london.landuse.co.uk
Website www.landuse.co.uk
Contact John Grantham
Urban regeneration, landscape 
design, masterplanning, sustainable 
development, land use planning, 
EIA, SEA in UK and overseas. London, 
Glasgow and Bristol.

LaTHaMS
St Michael’s, Queen Street, derby de1 3SU
Tel 01332 365777
email enquiries@lathamarchitects.co.uk
Contact derek Latham/ Jon Phipps
Urban regeneration. The creative 
reuse of land and buildings. Planning, 
landscape and architectural expertise 
combining the new with the old.

Lda deSiGn
14-17 Wells Mews, London W1T 3HF
Tel 020 7467 1470
email info@lda-design.co.uk
Contact John Phillipps 
Multidisciplinary firm covering all 
aspects of masterplanning, urban 
regeneration, public realm design, 
environmental impact and community 
involvement.

LeViTT BernSTein aSSoCiaTeS LTd
1 kingsland Passage, London e8 2BB
Tel 020 7275 7676
email post@levittbernstein.co.uk
Website www.levittbernstein.co.uk
Contact Patrick Hammill
Urban design, masterplanning, full 
architectural service, lottery grant bid 
advice, interior design, urban renewal 
consultancy and landscape design.

LHC UrBan deSiGn
design Studio, emperor Way, exeter 
Business Park, exeter, devon ex1 3QS
Tel 01392 444334
email jbaulch@ex.lhc.net
Contact John Baulch
Urban designers, architects and 
landscape architects, providing an 
integrated approach to strategic 
visioning, regeneration, urban renewal, 
masterplanning and public realm 
projects. Creative, knowledgeable, 
practical, passionate.

LiCHFieLd PLanninG LLP 
26 Westgate, Lincoln Ln1 3Bd
Tel 01522 546483
London
51 Charlton Street, London nW1 1Hy
Tel 020 7388 3312
email s.kemp@lichfieldplanning.co.uk
Contact Steve kemp 
Website www.lichfieldplanning.co.uk
Consultancy delivering integrated 
and dynamic planning services with 
expertise in sustainable regeneration, 
masterplanning and development 
frameworks. Extensive experience in the 
UK and overseas.

LiVinGSTon eyre aSSoCiaTeS
35-42 Charlotte road, London eC2a 3PG
Tel 020 7739 1445
Fax 020 7729 2986
email lea@livingstoneyre.co.uk
Contact Laura Stone
Landscape architecture, urban design, 
public housing, health, education, 
heritage, sports.

LiZ Lake aSSoCiaTeS
Western House, Chapel Hill
Stansted Mountfitchet
essex CM24 8aG
Tel 01279 647044
email office@lizlake.com
Website www.lizlake.com
Contact Matt Lee
Urban fringe/brownfield sites where 
an holistic approach to urban design, 
landscape, and ecological issues can 
provide robust design solutions.

LLeWeLyn daVieS yeanG
Brook House, 2 Torrington Place,  
London WC1e 7Hn
Tel 020 7637 8740
email r.Powell@ldavies.com
Contact robert Powell 
Signature deep green architecture, 
urban design, eco-masterplanning, 
urban regeneration and conservation 
studies.

LoCi
4 Lower ormond Quay, dublin 1
Tel 00 353 1887 4448
email info@loci.ie
Website www.loci.ie
Contact Conor norton
Urban design, architecture and planning 
consultancy dedicated to working for 
better places: places with a real sense of 
identity, a better quality of life.

LSi arCHiTeCTS LLP
The old drill Hall, 23 a Cattle Market Street, 
norwich nr1 3dy
Tel  01603 660711
david.thompson@lsiarchitects.co.uk
Contact  david Thompson
Large scale masterplanning and 
visualisation in sectors such as health, 
education and business, and new 
sustainable settlements.

MaCCorMaC JaMieSon PriCHard
9 Heneage Street, London e1 5LJ
Tel 020 7377 9262
email mjp@mjparchitects.co.uk
Website www.mjparchitects.co.uk
Contact Liz Pride
Major masterplans to small, bespoke 
buildings. Acclaimed contemporary 
buildings designed for historic centres 
of London, Cambridge, Oxford, Bristol 
and Durham. 

MaCGreGor SMiTH LTd
Christopher Hse, 11-12 High St,  
Bath Ba1 5aQ
Tel 01225 464690
email michael@macgregorsmith.co.uk
Website www.macgregorsmith.co.uk
Contact Michael Smith
A broad based landscape/urban design 
practice with particular emphasis 
on high quality prestige landscape 
schemes.

MaTrix ParTnerSHiP
40-42 Scrutton Street, London eC2a 4PP
Tel 020 7655 4540
email m.lally@matrixpartnership.co.uk
Contact Matt Lally
Website www.matrixpartnership.co.uk
Masterplans, regeneration strategies, 
development briefs, site appraisals, 
urban capacity studies, design 
guides, building codes and concept 
visualisations.

MeLViLLe dUnBar aSSoCiaTeS
The Mill House, kings acre, Coggeshall,  
essex Co6 1nn
Tel 01376 562828
email cad@mda-arch.demon.co.uk
Contact Melville dunbar
Architecture, urban design, planning, 
masterplanning, new towns, urban 
regeneration, conservation studies, 
design guides, townscape studies, 
design briefs.

MeTroPoLiTan WorkSHoP
14-16 Cowcross Street, Farringdon,  
London eC1M 6dG
Te 020 7566 0450
email info@metwork.co.uk
Website www.metwork.co.uk
Contacts david Prichard/ neil deely
Metropolitan Workshop has experience 
in urban design, land use planning, 
regeneration and architecture in the UK, 
Eire and Norway. 

MeTroPoLiS PLanninG and deSiGn
30 Underwood Street, London n1 7JQ 
Tel 020 7324 2662 
email info@metropolispd.com
Website www.metropolispd.com
Contact Greg Cooper
Metropolitan urban design solutions 
drawn from a multi-disciplinary studio 
of urban designers, architects, planners, 
and heritage architects. 
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1 Waterhouse Square, 138-142 Holborn
London eC1n 2HG
Tel 020 7822 2560
email Ludovic.Pittie@mouchel.com
Website www.mouchel.com 
Contact Ludovic Pittie
Integrated urban design, transport and 
engineering consultancy, changing the 
urban landscape in a positive manner, 
creating places for sustainable living.

MUrray o’Laoire arCHiTeCTS
Fumbally Court, Fumbally Lane, dublin 8
Tel 00 353 1 453 7300
email mail@dublin.murrayolaoire.com
Website www.murrayolaoire.com 
Contact Sean o’Laoire
TRANSFORM is Murray O’Laoire 
Architects’ urban design and planning 
unit synthesising planning, urban 
design, architecture to produce 
innovative solutions.

MWa ParTnerSHiP LTd
Parkway Studios, Belmont Business Park,
232-240 Belmont road, Belfast BT4 2aW
Tel 028 9076 8827
email post@mwapartnership.co.uk
Contact John eggleston
The planning and design of 
the external environment from 
feasibility stage through to detail 
design, implementation and future 
management.

naTHanieL LiCHFieLd & ParTnerS LTd
14 regent’s Wharf, all Saints Street,  
London n1 9rL
Tel 020 7837 4477
email nthompson@lichfields.co.uk
Website www.nlpplanning.com
also at newcastle upon Tyne and Cardiff
Contact nick Thompson
Urban design, masterplanning, 
heritage/conservation, visual appraisal, 
regeneration, daylight/sunlight 
assessments, public realm strategies.

naTionaL BUiLdinG aGenCy 
Hatherton, richard avenue South, 
Milltown dublin 6
Tel 00 353 1497 9654
email eryan@nba.ie 
Website www.nba.ie
Contact eoghan ryan  
Strategic planning, town centre 
regeneration, urban design frameworks, 
masterplanning urban extensions, 
village planning, design guidance and 
design briefs. 

nBBJ
The Clove Building, 4-6 Maguire Street
Butler’s Wharf, London Se1 2nQ
Tel 020 7939 3700
email ehutton@nbbj.com
Website www.nbbj.com
Contact emma Hutton
Corporate and commercial architecture; 
science and education; health care and 
urban design.

neW MaSTerPLanninG LiMiTed
2nd Floor, 107 Bournemouth road, 
Poole, dorset BH14 9Hr
Tel 01202 742228
email office@newmasterplanning.com
Website www.newmasterplanning.com
Contact andy Ward
Our skills combine strategic planning 
with detailed implementation, design 
flair with economic rigour, independent 
thinking with a partnership approach.

niCHoLaS PearSon aSSoCiaTeS
30 Brock Street, Bath Ba1 2Ln
Tel 01225 445548 
Fax 01225 312387 
email info@npaconsult.co.uk

nJBa arCHiTeCTS & UrBan 
deSiGnerS
4 Molesworth Place, dublin 2
Tel 00 353 1 678 8068
email njbarchitects@eircom.net
Website homepage.eircom.net/~njbrady1
Contact noel J Brady
Integrated landscapes, urban design, 
town centres and squares, strategic 
design and planning.

noVeLL TULLeTT
7 Unity Street, Bristol BS1 5HH
Tel 0117 922 7887
Contact Maddy Hine
Urban design, landscape architecture 
and environmental planning.

Park Hood LTd
Hawarden House, 163 Upper newtownards 
road, Belfast BT4 3HZ
office also in athlone.
Tel 02890 298020
email info@parkhood.com
Website www.parkhood.com 
Contact Johnny Park
Multi-disciplinary office comprising 
landscape architects, urban designers, 
architects and 3D-modellers. We have 
specialised in public realm design and 
masterplanning and park design.

PaUL daViS & ParTnerS
Mozart Terrace, 178 ebury Street
London, SW1W 8UP
Tel 020 7730 1178
email p.roos@pauldavisandpartners.com
Website www.pauldavisandpartners.com
Contact Pedro roos
New Urbanist approach establishing a 
capital framework with a subsequent 
incremental approach. Bridging the 
divide between urban design and 
architecture. 

PaUL dreW deSiGn LTd
23-25 Great Sutton Street
London eC1V 0dn
Tel 020 7017 1785
email pdrew@pauldrewdesign.co.uk
Website www.pauldrewdesign.co.uk
Contact Paul drew
Masterplanning, urban design, 
residential and mixed use design.
Creative use of design codes and other 
briefing material.

THe PaUL HoGarTH CoMPany
avalon House, 278-280 newtownards road
Belfast BT4 1He
Tel 028 9073 6690
email belfast@paulhogarth.com
Website www.paulhogarth.com
Contact James Hennessey
edinBUrGH 
Bankhead Steading, Bankhead road
edinburgh eH30 9TF
Tel 0131 331 4811
email edinburgh@paulhogarth.com
Integrated urban design and landscape 
architecture practice, providing 
masterplanning, regeneration and public 
realm consultancy to the public and 
private sectors. 

Pd Lane aSSoCiaTeS 
1 Church road, Greystones,  
County Wicklow, ireland 
Tel 00 353 1287 6697
email dlane@pdlane.ie
Contact Malcolm Lane
Urban design, architecture and 
planning consultancy, specialising 
in masterplanning, development 
frameworks, site layouts, applications, 
appeals, project co-ordination.

PeGaSUS
Pegasus House, Querns Business Centre, 
Whitworth road, Cirencester GL7 1rT
Tel 0128 564 1717
email mike.carr@ppg-llp.co.uk
Website www.ppg-llp.co.uk
Contact Mike Carr
Masterplanning, design codes, 
sustainable design, development 
briefs, development frameworks, expert 
witness, community involvement, 
sustainability appraisal. 

PHiLiP CaVe aSSoCiaTeS
70 Cowcross Street, London eC1M 6eJ
Tel 020 7250 0077
email principal@philipcave.com
Website www.philipcave.com
Contact Philip Cave
Design-led practice with innovative yet 
practical solutions to environmental 
opportunities in urban regeneration. 
Specialist expertise in landscape 
architecture.

PLaniT edC LTd
david House, Cecil road, Hale Wa15 9Pa
Tel  0161 928 9281
email  mail@planitedC.com
Contact  Peter Swift

Pod 
99 Galgate,Barnard Castle,
Co durham dL12 8eS
Tel 0845 003 7755
email info@pod.gb.com
Website www.pod.gb.com 
Contact andy dolby
neWCaSTLe
10 Summerhill Terrace,  
newcastle upon Tyne ne4 6eB
Contact Craig van Bedaf
Masterplanning, site appraisal, layout 
and architectural design. Development 
frameworks, urban regeneration, design 
codes, briefs and design and access 
statements.

PoLLard THoMaS edWardS 
arCHiTeCTS
diespeker Wharf 38, Graham Street,  
London n1 8Jx
Tel 020 7336 7777
robin.saha-choudhury@ptea.co.uk
Website www.ptea.co.uk
Contact robin Saha-Choudhury
LiVerPooL
Unit S204, Second Floor, Merchants Court, 
derby Square, Liverpool L2 1TS
Tel 0151 703 2220
email roo.humpherson@ptea.co.uk
Contact roo Humpherson
Masterplanners, urban designers, 
developers, architects, listed building 
and conservation area designers; 
specialising in inner city mixed-use high 
density regeneration.

PoWeLL doBSon UrBaniSTS
Charterhouse, Links Business Park
St Mellons, Cardiff CF3 0LT
Tel 029 2079 9699 
email james.brown@powelldobson.com
Website www.powelldobsonurbanists.com
Contact James Brown
Masterplanning, design frameworks, 
design codes, town centre strategies, 
housing renewal. A commitment to 
people, places, sustainability, design 
and delivery. 

PrinGLe Brandon
10 Bonhill Street, London eC2a 4QJ
Tel 020 7466 1000
email post@pringle-brandon.co.uk
Contact alison anslow
Offices, hotels, workplace design.

ProJeCT CenTre LTd
Saffron Court, 14b St Cross Street,  
London eC1n 8xa
Tel 020 7421 8222
email info@projectcentre.co.uk
Website www.projectcentre.co.uk
Contact david Moores
Landscape architecture, public realm 
design, urban regeneration, street 
lighting design, planning supervision, 
traffic and transportation, parking and 
highway design.

PrP arCHiTeCTS
10 Lindsey Street
London eC1a 9HP
Tel 020 7653 1200
email lon.prp@prparchitects.co.uk
Contact andy von Bradsky
Architects, planners, urban designers 
and landscape architects, specialising 
in housing, urban regeneration, health, 
education and leisure projects.

QUarTeT deSiGn
The exchange, Lillingstone dayrell,  
Bucks Mk18 5aP
Tel 01280 860500
email quartet@qdl.co.uk
Contact david newman
Landscape architects, architects and 
urban designers. Masterplanning, 
hard landscape projects in urban areas 
achieving environmental sustainability.

QUBe
Building 7, Michael young Centre, Purbeck 
road, Cambridge CB2 2QL
Tel  01223 271 850
email  enquiries@qube.org.uk
Contacts  Sheena MacCallum/Jon Burgess
Site specific design solutions related 
to urban design and masterplanning; 
site development briefs; public realm 
design; historic buildings; community 
consultation.

randaLL THorP
Canada House, 3 Chepstow Street, 
Manchester M1 5FW
Tel 0161 228 7721
email mail@randallthorp.co.uk
Contact Pauline randall
Masterplanning for new developments 
and settlements, infrastructure design 
and urban renewal, design guides and 
design briefing, public participation.

randoM GreenWay arCHiTeCTS
Soper Hall, Harestone Valley road
Caterham Surrey Cr3 6Hy
Tel 01883 346 441
rg@randomgreenwayarchitects.co.uk
Contact r Greenway
Architecture, planning and urban 
design. New build, regeneration, 
refurbishment and restoration.
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redrow House, 6 Waterside Way, 
The Lakes, northampton nn4 7xd
Tel 01604 601115 
email irina.merryweather@redrow.co.uk
Contact irina Merryweather

riCHard CoLeMan CiTydeSiGner
14 Lower Grosvenor Place, 
London SW1W 0ex
Tel 020 7630 4880
email r.coleman@citydesigner.com
Contact dorthe Bendtsen
Advice on architectural quality, urban 
design, and conservation, historic 
buildings and townscape. Environmental 
statements, listed buildings/area 
consent applications.

riCHardS ParTinGTon
First Floor, Fergusson House
124 – 128 City road, London eC1V 2nJ
Tel 020 7490 5494
email post@rparchitects.co.uk
Contact Simon Bradbury
Website www.rparchitects.co.uk
Urban design, housing, retail, 
education, sustainability and 
commercial projects that take 
a responsible approach to the 
environment and resources.

riCHard reid & aSSoCiaTeS
Whitely Farm, ide Hill, Sevenoaks,  
kent Tn14 6BS
Tel 01732 741417
email richardreid@btconnect.com
Contact richard reid

roBerT adaM arCHiTeCTS
9 Upper High Street, Winchester
Hampshire So23 8UT 
Tel 01962 843843 
peter.critoph@robertadamarchitects.com
Contact Peter Critoph
Website www.robertadamarchitects.com
World-renowned for progressive, 
classical design covering town and 
country houses, housing development, 
urban masterplans, commercial 
development and public buildings. 

roGer eVanS aSSoCiaTeS
59-63 High Street, kidlington, oxford ox5 
2dn
Tel 01865 377 030
email design@rogerevans.com
Website www.rogerevans.com
Contact roger evans
Urban regeneration, quarter frameworks 
and design briefs, town centre strategies, 
movement in towns, masterplanning and 
development economics. 

roGer GriFFiTHS aSSoCiaTeS
4 regent Place, rugby
Warwickshire CV21 2Pn
Tel 01788 540040
email roger@rgalandscape.com
Website www.rgalandscape.com
Contact roger Griffiths
A quality assured landscape consultancy 
offering landscape architecture, land 
use planning, urban design, project 
implementation, EIA and expert witness 
services.

rPS
at London, Birmingham, Bristol, Swindon, 
oxford, durham
Tel  0800 587 9939
email  rpspte@rpsplc.co.uk
Website  www.rpsgroup.com
Part of the RPS Group providing a wide 
range of urban design services including 
masterplanning and development 
frameworks, design guides and 
statements.

rUMMey deSiGn aSSoCiaTeS
South Park Studios, South Park, Sevenoaks 
kent Tn13 1an
Tel 01732 743753
Contact robert rummey
Masterplanning, urban design, 
landscape architecture, architecture, 
environmental consultancy. Responsible 
place-making that considers social, 
environmental and economic issues.

SaViLLS (L&P) LiMiTed
Lansdowne House, 57 Berkeley Square 
London W1J 6er
Tel 020 7353 0202
email bvanbruggen@savills.com
Website www.savills.com
Contact Ben van Bruggen
SoUTHaMPTon
Brunswick House,Brunswick Place,
Southampton So15 2aP
Tel 02380 713900
email pfrankum@savills.com
Contact Peter Frankum
offices throughout the World
Savills Urban Design creates value 
from places and places of value. 
Masterplanning, urban design, design 
coding, urban design advice, planning, 
commercial guidance.

SaUnderS ParTnerSHiP
Studio Four, 37 Broadwater road, Welwyn 
Garden City, Herts aL7 3ax
Tel 01707 385 300
martin.williams@sandersarchitects.com
Contact Martin Williams

SCoTT BroWnriGG LTd 
St Catherines Court, 46-48 Portsmouth 
road, Guildford GU2 4dU
Tel 01483 568 686
email L.deda@scottbrownrigg.com
Website www.scottbrownrigg.com 
Contact Luan deda
Integrated service of architecture, urban 
design, planning, masterplanning, 
involved in several mixed-use schemes 
regenerating inner city and brownfield 
sites.

SCoTT TaLLon WaLker arCHiTeCTS
19 Merrion Square, dublin 2 
Tel 00 353 1 669 3000
email philip.jackson@stw.ie
Website www.stw.com
Contact Philip Jackson
Award winning international practice 
covering all aspects of architecture, 
urban design and planning.

SCoTT WiLSon
3-4 Foxcombe Court, Wyndyke Furlong, 
abingdon, oxon ox14 1dZ
Tel 01235 468700
email paj.valley@scottwilson.com
Website www.scottwilson.com
Contacts Paj Valley/ ken Jores
also at Birmingham, Leeds, London, 
Manchester, Plymouth
Urban design, planning, landscape, 
economic and architectural design 
expertise supported by comprehensive 
multidisciplinary skills.

SHaFFrey aSSoCiaTeS
29 Lower ormond Quay, dublin 1
Tel 00 353 1872 5602
email studio@shaffrey.ie
Contact Gráinne Shaffrey 
Urban conservation and design, with a 
particular commitment to the
regeneration of historic urban centres, 
small towns and villages, including new 
development.

SHeiLS FLynn LTd
Bank House High Street, docking,  
kings Lynn Pe31 8nH
Tel 01485 518304
email uk@sheilsflynn.com
Contact eoghan Sheils
Award winning town centre regeneration 
schemes, urban strategies and design 
guidance. Specialists in community 
consultation and team facilitation.

SHePHeard ePSTein HUnTer
Phoenix yard, 65 king’s Cross road,  
London WC1x 9LW
Tel 020 7841 7500
email stevenpidwill@seh.co.uk
Contact Steven Pidwill
SEH is a user-friendly, award-winning 
architects firm, known for its work 
in regeneration, education, housing, 
masterplanning, mixed-use and 
healthcare projects. 

SHePPard roBSon
77 Parkway, Camden Town, London nW1 7PU
Tel 020 7504 1700
email charles.scott@sheppardrobson.com
Website www.sheppardrobson.com
Contact Charles Scott
ManCHeSTer
27th Floor, City Tower, Piccadilly Plaza
Manchester M1 4Bd
Tel 0161 233 8900
Planners, urban designers and 
architects. Strategic planning, urban 
regeneration, development planning, 
town centre renewal, new settlement 
planning.

SMeeden ForeMan ParTnerSHiP
8 east Parade, Harrogate HG1 JLT
Tel 01423 520 222
email trevor@smeeden.foreman.co.uk
Contact  Trevor Foreman
Ecology, landscape architecture 
and urban design. Environmental 
assessment, detailed design, contract 
packages and site supervision.

SMiTH SCoTT MULLan aSSoCiaTeS
378 Leith Walk, edinburgh eH7 4PF
Tel 0131 555 1414
e.mullan@smith-scott-mullan.co.uk
Contact eugene Mullan
Architects and urban designers 
dedicated to producing high quality 
design solutions. Working with 
communities for the improvement of 
their urban environment.

SoLTyS: BreWSTer ConSULTinG
87 Glebe Street, Penarth,  
Vale of Glamorgan CF64 1eF
Tel 029 2040 8476
email enquiry@soltysbrewster.co.uk
Website www.soltysbrewster.co.uk
Contact Simon Brewster
Urban design, masterplans, design 
strategies, visual impact, environmental 
assessment, regeneration of urban 
space, landscape design and project 
management. 

SoM
Skidmore owings & Merrill inc.
1 oliver’s yard, London eC1y 1HH
Tel 020 7798 1000
email somlondon@som.com
Website www.som.com
Contact roger kallman
also at Chicago, new york, Washington, San 
Francisco, La, Hong kong
International multi-disciplinary 
practice. Masterplanning, landscape 
architecture, civil engineering and 
urban design. 

SPaCe SynTax LiMiTed
4 Huguenot Place, Heneage Street,  
London e1 5Ln
Tel 020 7422 7600
email t.stonor@spacesyntax.com
Contact Tim Stonor
Spatial masterplanning and research-
based design; movement, connectivity, 
integration, regeneration, safety and 
interaction. 

SPaWForTHS
Junction 41 Business Court, east ardsley, 
Leeds WF3 2aB
Tel 01924 873873
email info@spawforth.co.uk
Website www.spawforth.co.uk
Contact adrian Spawforth
Urbanism with planners and architects 
specialising in masterplanning, 
community engagement, visioning and 
development frameworks.

STUarT TUrner aSSoCiaTeS
12 Ledbury, Great Linford,  
Milton keynes Mk14 5dS
Tel 01908 678672
email st@studiost.demon.co.uk
Website www.studiost.demon.co.uk
Contact Stuart Turner
Architecture, urban design and 
environmental planning, the design of 
new settlements, urban regeneration 
and site development studies.

SUrFaCe inCLUSiVe deSiGn 
reSearCH CenTre
School of Construction & Property 
Management, University of Salford M5 4WT
Tel 0161 295 5279
email r.newton@salford.ac.uk
Website www.inclusive-design.it
Contact rita newton

TayLor yoUnG UrBan deSiGn
Chadsworth House, Wilmslow road, 
Handforth, Cheshire Sk9 3HP
Tel 01625 542200
email stephengleave@tayloryoung.co.uk
Contact Stephen Gleave 
LiVerPooL
Tel  0151 702 6500
Urban design, planning and 
development. Town studies, housing, 
commercial, distribution, health and 
transportation. Specialist in urban 
design training.

TerenCe o’roUrke LTd
everdene House, deansleigh road, 
Bournemouth BH7 7dU
Tel 01202 421142
email maildesk@torltd.co.uk
Website www.torltd.co.uk
Town planning, masterplanning, 
urban design, architecture, landscape 
architecture, environmental 
consultancy, complex urban design 
problems.
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x Terra FirMa ConSULTanCy
Cedar Court, 5 College road 
Petersfield GU31 4ae
Tel  01730 262040
contact@terrafirmaconsultancy.com
Contact  Lionel Fanshawe
Independent landscape architectural 
practice with considerable urban design 
experience at all scales from EIA to 
project delivery throughout UK and 
overseas. 

Terry FarreLL and ParTnerS
7 Hatton Street, London nW8 8PL
Tel 020 7258 3433
email tfarrell@terryfarrell.co.uk
Website www.terryfarrell.com
Contact drew nelles
Architectural, urban design, planning 
and masterplanning services. New 
buildings, refurbishment, conference/
exhibition centres and visitor 
attractions.

TeTLoW kinG GroUP
Lone Barn Studios, Stanbridge Lane, 
romsey, Hants So51 0He
Tel 01794 517333
email mail@tetlowking.co.uk
Website www.tetlowking.co.uk
Contact Peter Morgan
Specialising in urban design strategies 
in masterplanning and development 
frameworks for both new development 
areas and urban regeneration.

TiBBaLdS PLanninG & UrBan 
deSiGn
19 Maltings Place, 169 Tower Bridge road, 
London Se1 3JB
Tel 020 7089 2121
email  mail@tibbalds.co.uk
Website  www.tibbalds.co.uk
Contact  andrew karski
Expertise in masterplanning and urban 
design, sustainable regeneration, 
development frameworks and design 
guidance, design advice.

ToWnSCaPe SoLUTionS
128 Park road, Smethwick, West Midlands, 
B67 5HT 
Tel 0121 429 6111 
kbrown@townscapesolutions.co.uk
Website www.townscapesolutions.co.uk
Contact kenny Brown
Specialist urban design practice offering 
a wide range of services including 
masterplans, site layouts, design briefs, 
design and access statements, expert 
witness and 3D illustrations.

TP BenneTT LLP
one america Street, London Se1 0ne
Tel 020 7208 2029
email mike.ibbott@tpbennett.co.uk
Contact Mike ibbott
Development planning, urban design, 
conservation and masterplanning – 
making places and adding value through 
creative, progressive, dynamic and joyful 
exploration.

TriBaL UrBan STUdio TeaM 
87 - 91 newman Street, London W1T 3ey 
offices in the Uk and overseas 
Tel 020 7079 9120 
urbanstudioteam@tribalgroup.co.uk 
www.tribalgroup.co.uk/urbanstudioteam 
Contacts Simon Gray/ Simon Green 
Tribal's Urban Studio team (formerly 
the planning practice of Llewelyn 
Davies Yeang) have expertise in Urban 
Design, Master Planning, Landscape 
Architecture, Planning, Policy, Strategy 
and Sustainability. 

TUrLey aSSoCiaTeS
25 Savile row, London W1S 2eS
Tel 020 7851 4010
email mlowndes@turleyassociates.co.uk
Website www.turleyassociates.co.uk
Contact Michael Lowndes
Creating successful places and 
sustainable communities, through 
the creative integration of urban 
design, masterplanning, heritage and 
development planning.

TWeed nUTTaLL WarBUrTon
Chapel House, City road, Chester CH1 3ae
Tel 01244 310388
email entasis@tnw-architecture.co.uk
Website www.tnw-architecture.co.uk
Contact John Tweed
Architecture and urban design, 
masterplanning. Urban waterside 
environments. Community teamwork 
enablers. Visual impact assessments.

UrBan deSiGn FUTUreS
97c West Bow, edinburgh eH1 2JP
Tel 0131 226 4505
email info@urbandesignfutures.co.uk
Website www.urbandesignfutures.co.uk
Contact Selby richardson
Innovative urban design, planning 
and landscape practice specialising in 
masterplanning, new settlements, urban 
regeneration, town and village studies.

UrBan exCHanGe London
5-6 newbury Street, London eC1a 7HU 
Tel 020 7776 9730
email info@urbanexchangelondon.com
Website www.urbanexchangelondon.com
Contact a G Joyce
International, multi-disciplinary 
practice specialising in urban 
design, concept development and 
masterplanning, supported by project 
management and architectural units.

UrBan GraPHiCS
regent House 5-7 Melbourne Street, 
Bedford Mk42 9ax
Tel 01234 353870
email info@urban-graphics.co.uk
Website www.urban-graphics.co.uk
Contact Bally Meeda
Graphic design and illustration for urban 
design, planning and transport. A range 
of projects from desktop publishing 
reports to exhibition and web design.

UrBan iniTiaTiVeS
1 Fitzroy Square, London W1T 5He
Tel 020 7380 4545
k.campbell@urbaninitiatives.co.uk
Website www.urbaninitiatives.co.uk
Contact kelvin Campbell
Urban design, transportation, 
regeneration, development planning.

UrBan innoVaTionS
1st Floor, Wellington Buildings, 2 
Wellington Street, Belfast BT16HT
Tel 028 9043 5060 
email ui@urbaninnovations.co.uk
Contacts Tony Stevens/ agnes Brown
The partnership provides not only 
feasibility studies and assists in site 
assembly for complex projects but also 
full architectural services for major 
projects. 

UrBan PraCTiTionerS
70 Cowcross Street, London eC1M 6eJ
Tel 020 7253 2223
antonyrifkin@urbanpractitioners.co.uk
Contact antony rifkin
Specialist competition winning urban 
regeneration practice combining 
economic and urban design skills. 
Projects include West Ealing and 
Plymouth East End.

UrBed (UrBan and eConoMiC 
deVeLoPMenT GroUP)
ManCHeSTer
10 Little Lever Street, Manchester M1 1Hr
Tel 0161 200 5500
email urbed@urbed.co.uk
Website www.urbed.co.uk
Contact david rudlin
London
26 Gray’s inn road, London WC1x 8Hr
Tel 020 7436 8050
Urban design and guidance, 
masterplanning, sustainability, 
consultation and capacity building, 
housing, town centres and regeneration.

VinCenT and GorBinG LTd
Sterling Court, norton road, Stevenage, 
Hertfordshire SG1 2Jy
Tel 01438 316331
urban.designers@vincent-gorbing.co.uk
Website www.vincent-gorbing.co.uk
Contact richard Lewis
Masterplanning, design statements, 
character assessments, development 
briefs, residential layouts and urban 
capacity exercises.

W a FairHUrST & ParTnerS
1 arngrove Court, Barrack road
newcastle upon Tyne ne4 6dB
Tel 0191 221 0505
email mileswalker@fairhurst.co.uk
Contact Miles Walker

WeST & ParTnerS
isambard House, 60 Weston Street,  
London Se1 3QJ
Tel 020 7403 1726
email wp@westandpartners.com
Contact Michael West
Masterplanning within the creative 
interpretation of socio-economic, 
physical and political urban parameters: 
retail, leisure, commercial, residential.

WeSTWaddy: adP 
The Malthouse, 60 east St.Helen Street, 
abingdon, oxon ox14 5eB
Tel 01235 523139
email enquiries@westwaddy-adp.co.uk
Website westwaddy-adp.co.uk
Contact Philip Waddy
Experienced and multi-disciplinary team 
of urban designers, architects and town 
planners offering a full range of urban 
design services.

WHiTe ConSULTanTS
18-19 Park Place, Cardiff CF10 3dQ
Tel 029 2064 0971
email sw@whiteconsultants.co.uk
Contact Simon White
A holistic approach to urban 
regeneration, design guidance, public 
realm and open space strategies and 
town centre studies for the public, 
private and community sectors.

WHiTeLaW TUrkinGTon LandSCaPe 
arCHiTeCTS
33 Stannary Street, London Se11 4aa 
Tel 020 7820 0388
email post@wtlondon.com
Contact Lindsey Whitelaw
LeedS
16 Globe road, Leeds LS11 5QG
Tel 0113 237 7200
email post@wtnorth.com
Contact Guy denton
Urban regeneration, streetscape design, 
public space, high quality residential 
and corporate landscapes. Facilitators in 
public participation.

WHiTe yoUnG Green PLanninG
21 Park Place, Cardiff CF10 3dQ
Tel 029 2072 9000
email glewis@wyg.com
Contact Gordon Lewis
also at London, newcastle, Manchester, 
Leeds, Bristol and Southampton
Regeneration and development 
strategies, public realm studies, 
economic development planning, 
masterplanning for urban, rural and 
brownfield land redevelopment.

WiLLie MiLLer UrBan deSiGn & 
PLanninG
20 Victoria Crescent road, Glasgow G12 9dd
Tel 0141 339 5228
email mail@williemiller.com
Contact Willie Miller
Conceptual, strategic and development 
work in urban design, masterplanning, 
urban regeneration, environmental 
strategies, design and development 
briefs.

WSP deVeLoPMenT and 
TranSPorTaTion
1 Queens drive, Birmingham B5 4JP 
email alan.young@wspgroup.com
Contact alan young

yeLLoW Book LTd
3 Hill Street, edinburgh eH3 8dG
Tel 0131 225 5757
email  john.lord@yellowbookltd.com
Website www.yellowbookltd.com
Contact  John Lord
Place-making, urban regeneration 
and economic development involving 
creative and cultural industries, tourism 
and labour market research.
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BirMinGHaM CiTy UniVerSiTy
Birmingham institute of art & design
Corporation St , Birmingham B4 7 dx
Tel 0121 331 5110
email joe.holyoak@bcu.ac.uk
Website www.bcu.ac.uk
Contact Joe Holyoak
MA Urban Design. This course enhances 
the creative and practical skills needed 
to deal with the diverse activities of 
urban design. Modes of attendance 
are flexible: full-time, part-time or 
individual modules as CPD short courses. 
The course attracts students from a wide 
range of backgrounds.

CardiFF UniVerSiTy
Welsh School of architecture and School 
of City & regional Planning, Glamorgan 
Building, king edward V11 avenue, Cardiff 
CF10 3Wa
Tel 029 2087 5972/029 2087 5961
email dutoit@Cardiff.ac.uk
 bauzamm@cf.ac.uk
www.cardiff.ac.uk/cplan/ma_urbandesign
Contact allison dutoit/Marga Munar Bauza 
One year full-time and two year part-
time MA in Urban Design. 

edinBUrGH CoLLeGe oF arT
SCHooL oF arCHiTeCTUre 
Lauriston Place, edinburgh eH3 9dF
Tel 0131 221 6175/6072
Contact Leslie Forsyth
www.eca.ac.uk/index.php?id=523
Diploma in Architecture and Urban 
Design, nine months full-time. Diploma 
in Urban Design, nine months full time 
or 21 months part-time. MSc in Urban 
Design, 12 months full-time or 36 
months parttime. MPhil and PhD, by 
research full and part-time.

LeedS MeTroPoLiTan UniVerSiTy 
The Leeds School of architecture, Landscape 
and design, Hepworth House, Claypit Lane, 
Leeds LS2 8ae
Tel 0113 283 2600 ext. 29092
email landscape@leedsmet.ac.uk 
Website www.leedsmet.ac.uk/courses/la
Contact edwin knighton
Master of Arts in Urban Design consists 
of one year full time or two years 
part time or individual programme of 
study. Shorter programmes lead to Post 
Graduate Diploma/Certificate. Project 
based course focussing on the creation 
of sustainable environments through 
interdisciplinary design.

London SoUTH Bank UniVerSiTy
Faculty of arts and Human Sciences, 
103 Borough road, London Se1 0aa
Tel  020 7815 7353
Contact dr Bob Jarvis
MA Urban Design (one year full time/
two years part time) or PG Cert Planning 
based course including units on place 
and performance, sustainable cities 
as well as project based work and EU 
study visit. Part of RTPI accredited 
programme.

oxFord BrookeS UniVerSiTy
Joint Centre for Urban design, Headington, 
oxford ox3 0BP
Tel 01865 483403
Contact Georgia Butina-Watson/  
 alan reeve
Diploma in Urban Design, six months 
full time or 18 months part time. MA one 
year full-time or two years part-time.

UniVerSiTy CoLLeGe London
development & Planning Unit, The Bartlett
34 Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9eZ
Tel 020 7679 1111
email s.feys@ucl.ac.uk
Contact Sara Feys
MSc in Building and Urban Design in 
Development. Innovative, participatory 
and responsible design in development 
and upgrading of urban areas through 
socially and culturally acceptable, 
economically viable and environmentally 
sustainable interventions. One year full 
time or two years part time.

UniVerSiTy oF GreenWiCH
School of architecture & Construction, 
avery Hill Campus, Mansion Site, Bexley 
road, eltham, London Se9 2PQ 
Tel 020 8331 9100/ 9135
Website www.gre.ac.uk/schools/arc 
Contact richard Hayward
MA in Urban Design for postgraduate 
architecture and landscape students, 
full time and part time with credit 
accumulation transfer system.

UniVerSiTy oF neWCaSTLe UPon 
Tyne
department of architecture, Claremont 
Tower, University of newcastle, newcastle 
upon Tyne ne1 7rU
Tel 0191 222 6004
Contact Georgia Giannopoulou
MA/Diploma in Urban Design. Joint 
programme in Dept of Architecture and 
Dept of Town and Country Planning. Full 
time or part time, integrating knowledge 
and skills from town planning, 
architecture, landscape.

UniVerSiTy oF STraTHCLyde
department of architecture,
Urban design Studies Unit,
131 rottenrow, Glasgow G4 onG
Tel 0141 548 4219
email ombretta.r.romice@strath.ac.uk
Contact ombretta romice
The Postgraduate Course in Urban 
Design is offered in CPD,Diploma and 
MSc modes. The course is design centred 
and includes input from a variety of 
related disciplines.

UniVerSiTy oF THe WeST oF 
enGLand, BriSToL
Faculty of the Built environment, Frenchay 
Campus, Coldharbour Lane, Bristol BS16 1Qy
Tel 0117 328 3508
Contact Prof Martin Boddy 
MA/Postgraduate Diploma course in 
Urban Design. Part time two days per 
fortnight for two years, or individual 
programme of study. Project-based 
course addressing urban design issues, 
abilities and environments.

UniVerSiTy oF WeSTMinSTer
35 Marylebone road, London nW1 5LS
Tel 020 7911 5000 x3341
email w.n.erickson@westminster.ac.uk
Contact Bill erickson
MA or Diploma Course in Urban Design 
for postgraduate architects, town 
planners, landscape architects and 
related disciplines. One year full time or 
two years part time.

Here is a little linguistic mystery. We are all familiar with guide books 
to foreign cities which murder the English language. It is exceptional 
to come across one which appears to introduce to the reader an 
unfamiliar, and very useful, English word. Such was my experience 
in Lyon in January, when I bought a guide book containing the word 
ondonym, which it said was a term designating a path. Wonderful! Why 
hadn’t I come across this before? A word under which we can classify 
all those various and evocative urban design terms from boulevard, 
parade and avenue, through street and lane, to alley, ginnel and shut. 
But then I found Rob Cowan doesn’t have it in his Dictionary, and a 
Google search found no record of it, apart from some gibberish. 
 As I unsuccessfully scanned French and English dictionaries and 
other reference books, I began to feel like Jorge Luis Borges in his 
story Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius.1 Borges and his friend Bioy Casares 
search fruitlessly for the entry in The Anglo-American Cyclopaedia (New 
York, 1917) on the region of Asia Minor called Uqbar, which appears to 
have gone missing between Volume XLVI (Tor-Ups) and Volume XLVII, 
which begins with an entry on Ural-Altaic Languages.

‘That night we visited the National Library. In vain we exhausted 
atlases, catalogues, annuals of geographical societies, travellers’ and 
historians’ memoirs: no one had ever been in Uqbar’.

Perhaps the best response to the mystery would be to start to use the 
word ondonym as though it actually did exist. After all, who could 
deny that a generic name for words for paths is needed? If a lot of us 
used it in print, its use would surely become validated, and Rob would 
be obliged to include it in a future revised edition of the Dictionary. 
There, I’ve made a start – over to you.
 The Lyon guide book was an introduction to the locally 
characteristic and fascinating spatial type known as the traboule. 
These are complex pedestrian routes that penetrate dense street 
blocks in the old silk-working districts, built on steep hillsides to the 
north of the city centre between the Saone and the Rhone, and on 
the west bank of the Saone. They are entered through inconspicuous 
doors on the street, zig-zag up and downhill as narrow passages 
between buildings, sometimes open into small courtyards, and 
then go vertically up the sides of buildings in elaborate open-sided 
and arcaded staircases. Their origin is partly explained in terms of 
providing secure and sheltered routes by which delicate and valuable 
silk products could be transported safely around the district. But the 
traboules also proved invaluable in the urban insurrection following 
the silk-workers’ strike of 1831, when the strikers’ intimate and 
esoteric spatial knowledge of their localities enabled them to evade 
and outwit the military.
 It is always a delight to come across spatial types which not only 
contribute to the local identity of a town, but actually structure it 
morphologically. But they are always ancient. The traboules of Lyon, 
the wynds of Edinburgh Old Town, the arcades of Bologna; all ancient. 
Shall we be able to invent something equally locally distinctive in the 
21st century, a new name for which we can add to our catalogue of 
ondonyms?

Joe Holyoak

1 Borges, J.L., Labyrinths, Penguin Modern Classics, 1970.
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